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Young Wild West and thB' Pawnee Paleface
-OR--

.THE OLD HUNTER'S SECRET
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
TIIE DEM.A.ND OF THE REDSKINS.

"Redskins, Charlie. But they don't seem to be on the warpath. They haven't any paint on their faces."
The speaker was Young Wild West, the well-known Boy
Hero, who, at the time of which we write, was known far and
near as the Champion Deadshot of the West.
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, who was one of his partners,
nodded his head and replied:
·'Right you are, Wild. They're Pawnees, too, if I'm any
judge."
"You have got that right. They are Pawnees. Well, now
that we have discovered where the smoke came from, we may
as well go back and let Jim and the girls know about it."
The two had ascended a rugged hill after seeing a column of
smoke rising in the air, and the result was that they had
come in sight of the camp of the Indians at the foot of the
hill on the other side, close to the edge of a timber patch.
The place was the northwestern part of Texas, and the time
a few years ago, when that part of the United States was in a
much less settled condition than at the present time.
It was late in the afternoon of a day in February. Already
the sun was disappearing below the tree-tops of the big forest
off to the west.
Young Wild West and· his friends had selected a camping
spot, and just as they were beginning to put things in -shape,
the smoke had been noticed.
It was not at all strange that a s:rp.all band of Indians should
be found in that section, so it did not worry the young deadshot and the scout one bit when they made the discovery.
Even If they had known the redskins were hostile they
would not have been much concerned, for theirs was a llfe
brimming over with adventure, and they were always in search
of excitement.
The Indian camp was less than a quarter of a mile from the
spot they had happened to stop at for the night, but this did not
make the young deadshot change his mind and move further
away.
As he came back, followed by the scout, Jim Dart, a boy of
his own age, who, with Cheyenne Charlie, made his two partners, looked up expectantly and said:
"Well, how about it, Wild?"
"About fifteen redskins are camped on the other side of the
hill, that's all, Jim," was tbe cool and easy reply.
"But they ain't got their war paint on," Cheyenne Charlie
added, acting as if he was somewhat disappointed.
"1 reckoned it might be Indians over there," Dart said,
somewhat gravely. ''The fact that they haven't their war
paint on don't mean that they would prove friendly, Charlie."

"Oh; of course not. I never knowed an Injun what could
be depended on, anyhow. They ain't none of 'em a.ny good."
The three girls belonging t.o the party, who were Arietta
Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of our h~rp; Eloise
Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, seemed more Interested than disturbed when
they heard what was said.
The two Chinamen who were employed by our hero and his
COillJlanions as servants paid no attention at all, but went
ahead with their work of putting the camp in shape.
Arietta was a gen,uine girl of the West, and she could handle
firearms and ride a horse about as well as the average cowboy
or ranger.
She had been taught considerable by her dashing young
lover, but it was natural for her to keep cool and not give way
co sudden fright, as most of her sex are in the habit of doing.
Anna and Eloise had been in the West quite long enough to
become somewhat seasoned, not only to the climate, but its
ways, and the fact that they had been for over three years
traveling about with Young Wild West and his partners In
their search for excitement and adventure was ample proof
that the discovery that a small party of redskins were camped
near them was not going to frighten them much.
"What are you going to do, Wild?" Arletta asked, as the
young deadshot paused and glanced at the two Chinamen who
were just putting the finishing touches to the tents that had
been erected by them.
"Stay right where we are, Et," was the reply. "What differ·
ence does it make If the Indians are Inclined to make trouble
for us? I reckon we can take care of ourselves, can't we?"
·'We have always managed to take care of ourselves pretty
well, and since you say there are only about fifteen of them,
I am sure we'll manage to do it this time all right."
"I didn't count them exactly, but I hardly think there are
any more than fifteen. What do you think about it, Charlie?"
and the boy turned to the scout.
"Jest about that many, I reckon," was the reply. "They
ain't got much in the way of a camp, either. There ain't no
tepees there, but they've got blankets an' some things to cook
with. They had what looked like a quarter of beef hangin' to
the limb of a tree, too, which sorter makes me think they
might have been on some cattle range lately. lnjuns will
shoot a steer jest to git the meat, as I know."
"Do you think there's a ranch anywhere close- by?" Arietta
asked, somewhat surprised.
"There might be,'' Charlie retorted. "Anyhow, them redskins has got beef. I know blamed well it wasn't venison or
bear-meat. I could tell by the size of it. It was the hind
quarter of a steer."
"Oh, there might be some ranches off to the southeast ot
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us," Young' Wild "'Vest said, nodcling his head in a matter-offact way. "We don't know exactly where we are, though it's
a pretty sure thing that we have crossed the New Mexico line
and are in Texas now. We'll just go alrnad as if we didn't
know that the r edskins were near us. Hop, you have seen
to tht, horses, I suppose. "
"Yes, Misler Wild," Hop Wah, who was gener2.lly known as
Young Wild West's Clever Cbinee, an.swered, promptly. "Um
horses alle e light. Ley havee velly rr::uchee to eat, so be. Velly
muchee glass glow here."
"All right. Now then, you might gather up some dry wood,
so V\Tlng can start the fire and cook supper. I reckon everybody is pretty hungry. I know I am. I always do get hungry
•
as soon as the sun goes down."
"An' sometimes a little afore that time," Cheyenne Charlie
added, with a grin.
Wing Wah, the ccok, promptly turned his attention to the
provisions that had been taken from the pac]J:-horses when
they were unloade d after it was decided that they should
camp there unti.l the following morning.
Hop was not Jong in gathering up more than sufficient wood,
for there was an abundance of it lying about, since it was a
natural clearing in a sparse timber patch where they had
halted.
On the right of the camp flowed a brook with luxuriant
grass growing along the bank.
To the left was the side of a hill that was covered with
bushes, while here and there· rocks protruded, some of them
being fantastic in shape.
While it was not just what might be called an ideal spot
to put up a defense in case an attack was made upon them,
it was protected pretty well upon one side, and one of the
ends.
But there were a number of fallen trees scattered about,
and they could easily be dragged over so a barri ade might
be formed.
But Young Wild West was not fearing an attack from the
small r>arty of Indians just then.
While he did believe they would see them before very long,
h,e did not think their appearance would come in the form
of an attack.
As soon as Wing Wah, the coolt, had kindled the fire, the
young deadshot started to climb up the bank.
He knew the smoke was bound to attract the attention of
the Pawnees, for they were too close observers to let anything lili:e that pass unnoticed.
The boy was half way to the top of the bank when h~s sweetheart started after him.
"I'm coming too, Wild," she called out.
"All right, little girl," came the reply. "But look out. There
are some pretty sharp stones here, and if you slip you might
l1 urt yourself."
"I think I'm pretty used to this sort of w.ork," was the
laugqing reply. "As if I had never climbed a steep hill befbre."
Then she went up with the 'agility of a squirrel, and the
boy had scarcely got to the top when she was at his side.
"Now then, Et,'' the young deadshot said, noddjng to her
. and then turning his gaze toward the hill that lay probably
two hundred yar<;ls distant, "there's the smoke which shows
plainly that the redskins have got their fire going yet. 'l'he
next thing I expect -to see is one or more of them come creepIng over the hill to find out something about the smoke."
"I knew what you came up here for, Wild. That was easy
·
to guess."
"Yes of course. Now just lwep your eyes open and we'll
,,
.
.
'
.
see, who spies an In~.ian :firS t .
'l.he_ two stood beside the trunk of a big tree, the branches
of which hung over the camp below.
Two minutes passed, and neither said anything.
Then suddenly Arietta's forefinger went up with a jerk.
"'l.'here!" she exclaimed, in a low tone of voice.
"I see him, little girl. I reckon we both caught a glimpse
of him at the same time. It's a redskin all ri 0a-ht."
Sure enough, a moving form could just b e seen in the
bushes on the crest of the hill.
A great many might not have taken it for a human being, for
reall y it was but a glimpse, after all.
But Young Wild "\Vest and his sweetheart were too well
trained to such things, and they knew just as well as if they
had seen the full figure that it was one of the Indians that
had been seen a short time before at ihe foot of the hill on the
other side,

The two were standing so they could not well be seen, the
tree protecting them.
As they watched they saw the tufted head of an Indian
slowly raise from behind a bush.
He was looking straight at the camp, and when they saw
tha head disappear, and then a slight movement among the
bushes, they knew he had gone back to report to his companions.
"Well, Et," the young deadshot said, in his cool and easy
way, "I reckon we may expect a visit from them now. They
will come even if they only intend it for a friendly call."
"Well, let them come, Wild. We certainly are ready for
them now," the girl answered.
Then Wild started down the steep bank, his sweetheart following him.
"See anything?" the scout asked, as they reached the camp,
and paused before the lighted fire to enjoy the warmth that
came from it, for since the sun had disappeared there was
•
quite a chill in the air.
"Yes, one of them came up and took a look and went back to
report," the boy answered.
"That's to be expected. I s'pose they will be comin' over
here putty soon. I hope they don't bother us while we're
eatin' supper."
"It generally ha.p pens that way, though, Charlie."
"I know it does, an' to have a lot of sneakin' redskins comin'
around to stop a feller from eatin' his grub ain't jest what I
call the proper thing."
"'iVell, n ever mind. Maybe they'll come before supper is
r.-ady."
By this time the cook had hung the coffee-kettle over the
fire, and was busy preparing some venison steaks for broiling.
The tin plates and cups ~d knives and forks had already
been taken out, and th e scout's wife was placing them upon a
flat rock which happened to be there as if for the ver.y purpose.
Wild took a look around, and then satisfying himself that
they might easily drop behind the rocks in case the redskins
did make an attack upon them, he sat down upon a folded
blanket which had been dropped upon a stone near the larger
of the two tents.
His rifle was leaning against a tree within easy reach, and as
he glanced about him he saw that the rest were not far away
from theirs.
Th~ coffee began boiling, and the fragrant aroma it cast upon
the air sharpened the appetites of all hands.
It was beginning to grow dark, too, and the chill seemed
to deepen; c9nsequently the heat thrown out by the blaze
caused them all to get a little closer.
Presently Wing began broiling the steaks, saying as he did
'
so:
"Mc be led dy pletty soonee."
'rhe scout's wife tock some biscuits from a bag and then
found a pa.ii of butter that had been purchased at a ranch two
or three days before.
"Stale biscuits to-night," she said, nodding to Young Wild
West.
"That's all right, Anna," was the r eply. "We can't expect to
have Lhem fresh every meal. I was thinking of advising Wing
to bake some potatoes, but it struck me that it would talrn
altogether too long. We'll make out with the venison and
co:..ee and the biscuits. As long as we have plenty of it, the
grub is good enough."
The odor of the broiling venison steaks now mingled with
that of the boiling coffee, and just as the cook declared that
the fl_rst two steaks were done,. our hero caught sight of severa! forms creeping down the hill.
"r reckon we'll have to put off the supper for a little while,"
'd ~ h seized his rifle and arose to llis feet "The r dh
e
·
,,
e_ sai ~s e .
.
•
skms are commg.
The~ he coolly wa!K~d- away from t_h? fire and stood m the
gathering da.rlmess wa1 tmg for the v1s1tors to appear.
He count_ed them as they came down the hill, an~ when he
made out Just fifteen, he nodded his head and said:
"Th.e whole lot of them, are coming. Well, they don't show
any signs of fight, so we 11 treat them decently and find out
what they want."
With out the least hesitation the party of Indians approached
the cam!\ and when th.'!y were within a dozen yards of it tlley
paused, and one of the.m took a couple of steps ahead, and then
called out:
"Inju na want to talk to the pa1efaces."
"All right, redskins," the young dcadshot answered, in his
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cool and easy way. "Come on, and we'll talk. But I hope
you don't keep us too long, for we want to eat our supper."
"Ugh!" came the reply, and th en the Indian, who wore a
fancy feathered head-dress, walked on up and paused before
the boy.
The rest approached to within a few feet, and then came to a
halt, stepping into a semi-circle as they did so.
They were all armed, but the fact that they were lacking
their war paint made them look as if they might be at peace
with the whites.
Our friends had heard of no uprising in that part of the
country of late, so they had no reason to believe that they
were not.
"Well, redskins, what do· you want to talk about?" the young
deadshot said.
"Me Red Buck," the Indian, who was no doubt a chief, replied.
;;t~h~-~fht, Red Buck. I'm Young Wil d We st -"
"Never mind grunting about it. Go ahead a nd tell me what
you want."
"Pawnees like to have some tobacco and fire-water."
"Oh, that is what you want, eh? Well. you can't have any
fire-water, that's certain, because there is only one in our party
who carries anything like that with him, and I doubt if he has
any now."
'' Injuns want fire-water," the chief persisted.
"See here, Red Buck, don't get mad about it. 1 juSt told
you th at we have no fire-water."
"Injuns look and see."
"I hardly think so. Now then, if you don't look out, something will happen to you. Don't think you can frighten us by
coming here and 1ining up in this way. We don't care one
little bit for the whole bunch of you. I have told you that
you can't have any fire-water, and now I'll tell you that you
can't have any tobacco, either. The best thing you can do is
to turn around and light out."
There was a crashing in the bushes at the other side of
the brook just then, and a man leaped lightly across and ran
between the chief and Young Wild West.
Red Buck will. go away from the palefaces!" he exclaimed.
"The Pawnees are living"in peace now."
While this was somewhat surprising in itself, it was more
so to Young Wild West and his friends when they noticed
that the man, though garbed as an Indian, was as w:ti.ite as
themselves.
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"Pawnee Paleface, eh?"
"Yes, paleface boy. Red Buck, the chief, b~ught me up
from a little white papoose, and his daughter, Blue Bird, is
to be my squaw in another moon."
At this juncture the Pawnee chief stepped fo -:-ward and
roughly pushed the Pawnee paleface, as he called himself,
aside.
"White Dog go back to Blue Bird and sing his song of love,"
he said. "He must not make trouble. The Pawnee braves
want fir e-water and tobacco. The palefaces must give it to
them."
"No, no!" cried White Dog, showing considerable excitement. ''Red Buck promise me many moons ago he would
not make trouble for the palefaces. He must keep his word."
''Me no make trouble. Me want fire-water and tobacco to
smoke."
·• Say, my friend," Wild said, as he pushed the angry chief
' aside with his left hand and drew Wtite Dog closer to him,
"you have no need to worry about this little matter. The
chief has said he was going to look for fire-water and tobacco.
Just let him try it and we'll mighty soon show him that he
can't fool with us. What Red Dog needs is a good thrashing,
and if he don't leave this spot within two er three minutes
you can bet your life he'll get it. Don't think for an instant
that we are afraid of him and his braves. It wouldn't make
any difference to us if there were twice as many. We have
a way of taking care of ourselves. Now then, rahll.er than
get into trouble with your intended father-in-law, or your
foster father, if you want to call him that, you had better go
back as he told you, and sing a love scng to your intended
bride. But it gets me to see a white man who claims to be
a Pawnee paleface, even by adoption."
White Dog looked at the boy in a peculiar sort of admiration
that was combined with surprise.

Then he glanced at Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, and
after doing that looked at the girls and the two Chinamen.
He noticed that all but the latter had rifles in their hands,
and this must have convinced him that the Pawnees would
meet with a strong resistance should they attempt to make
a search of the camp for fire-water.
Once more he turned to the e:hief and implored him to go
away.
But Red Buck evidently thought it would be an easy thing to
get the best of the palefaces, for he simply pointed across the
brook from whence the Pawnee paleface appeared, and said:
"Go to Blue Bird. She wants you to sing to her."
'
"That's right, White Dog," Wild said, in his cool and easy
way. "There is no need of you getting into this mix-up. We
CHAPTER Il.
! are going to have a little scrimmage now, so take my advice
and get away."
WHITE DOG, TIIE PAWNEE PALEFACE.
The white Indian, as he might be called, looked around in an
The newcomer was tall, and as straight as a.n arrow, as well undecided way, and then bowing _his ~ead, no doubt meaning
as of athletic appearance In general.
that he submitted to the super10r Judgment of other~, he
Two feathers arose from a braid in his long hair, and In all t~rned, and, walking to the brook, leaped across and quickly ,
but the fact that his skin was not the copper hue, and his di~appen.red in th e bushe~.
,,
.
•
featvres were distinctly those of the white man, he appeared to
Now th en, yo~ ~neak_mg coyote, Wild sa;d, s ,.epping up
be just like the Pawnees.
!o the ch~ef and gr".mg him a push that sent hu~ b~ck a PilC_e,
Red Buck, the chief, was nearly as much surprised as were I am gomg ~o tell :s,:ou once more that if you don t light out ;~
:Young Wild West and his friends when he leaped across the a .~urr~ you 11. get mto trouble. Do ~ou hear what I i;;ay.
brook and Interfered
Ugh. Paleface boy heap much talk, came the angry reply.
"The Pawnees are· at peace with the whites," the man re- "1;,ed Buck ge\ mad p~ett?' soon and take his scalp."
,
peated, waving his hands triumphantly. "Red Buck will take
He will, eh. I don t h~e to be threatened, so I reckon I 11
the braves away, for they must not get into trouble.
have ,,to punch your nose Just to show you that I mean busi"Ugh!" exclaimed Red Buck, stepping back a couple of ness.
paces and folding his arms across his breast.
Then without giving him any further warning, Wild let go
He looked angrily at the man and acted very much as if he with his clenched fist and caught the chief squarely on his
was half Inclined to fight.
nose.
But not the least abashed, the newcomer nodded to our
The blow was a hard one, and it caused him to stagger
hero and said:
back, while at the same time the blood gushed from his nos" You have no fire-water to give the Pawnees, and you will trlls.
not give them the tobacco they want."
Knowing that his partners and the girls would take care of
"I reckon you have got that just about right, my friend," was t:he rest of the Indians, the young dead shot followed up his
the cool reply, and then Wild, who had recovered from his advantage, and with a swinging blow with his left hand
surprise almost instantly, put out his hand and took him by caught the astounded chief on the side of the head and sent
the shoulder.
him to the ground.
"You are uot a redskin," he went on, "and I can't underA yell came from the fourteen redskins who had f.Jlstand why you are rigged out like one."
lowed the chief to the camp, and as they made a move to rush
"Me the Pawnee paleface," was the reply, with a certain upon the boy, the voice of Cheyenne Charlie rang out:
show of pride, which could hardly have been expected from
"Stop right where yer are, or you'll drop dead in your
him.
tracks. We've got you covered, redskins. You ain't got the
''Me the Pawnee Paleface," was the reply, with a certain ghost of a show."
show of pride, which could hardly have been expected from
Undoubtedly they had no real intention of pouncing upon
him.
, Wild, but had merely acted 011 the impulse, unable to resta1n
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themselves, for they must certain ly have seen the rifles that
were leveled directly at them.
Anyhow, they stopped still in their tracks, and then after a
silence of a few seconds, moved back slightly.
The semi-circle was broken now, and the old chief was
lying upon the ground, his head lifted and looking around in
a dazed sort of way.
"Redskin," Young Wild West said, stepping up and placing
a foot upon the prostrate form of their chief, "you came here
for the purpose of making trouble. I told your chief that we
had no fire-water, and he grew angry about it and declared
that he was going to make a search of the camp. Now then,
I am going to tell you the same as I told him. I want you
to get a way from here."
There was an exchan ge of words in the I ndian tongue, and
then two of the Indians stepped forward rather timidly and
showed that they wanted to assist their chief to his feet.
Wild took his foot away, and permitted them to do so.
Red Buck no doubt was in a mood to kill the boy, but he
knew he stood no chance, so he submitted himself to be led
away.
"Red Buck," Wild said, tantalizingly, "your camp is the
other side of the hill. Ours is here. Please remember that.
We won't come to interfere with you, but you can do as you
like. If you show up again before morning, we'll show you
how we can shoot. Now then, light out."
'l'he majority of the Pawnees seemed glad of the opportunity, for they lost no time in hurrying to the hill.
The two who had assisted the chief to his feet followed
along with him, and they were quickly lost in the darkness as
they reached the top of the ascent.
"This is what I call a rather funny incident," our hero said,
turning to his companions. "I can't remember of ever having
anything like it happen before. I wonder where the white
redskin went?"
"You kin bet your life he ain't far away, Wild," the scout
retorted, with a shrug of the shoulders. "He's the most puzzlin' part of it. The redskins must have thought it would be
easy to make us afraid of him, an' then they could go through
th~ camp an' take what they wanted. Quite likely they did
want tanglefoot, though. Injuns seem to have a great fondness for the stuff. I wonder if Hop has got any?"
"Want to give them some, Charlie?" Jim Dart asked, with
a laugh.
"I reckon not. But it' sorter strikes me that a little drink
wouldn't hurt me jest now. Not that I need it to brace me
up, any, but the mention of it has sorter made me feel as if
it would do me good."
"Me gottee lillee tanglefoot, Misler Charlie," the clever
Chinee spoke up. "You gittee um cup and me givee you lillee
bit."
·• Afraid to let me have the bottle, eh?"
"Missee Anna no likee you dlinkee f!om um bottle. She
'!laid you takee too muchee."
This caused a laugh, though it did not prevent all hands
from keeping a watch in the direction the Indians had taken.
But Charlie took it good-naturedly, and when Wing brought
him a tin cup he held it out for the Chinaman to keep his
word.
Then Hop produced a pint flask from somewhere under the
loose-fitting coat he wore, and, removing the cork, poured a
small quantity of the contents in it.
"A little water now, Wing, so I kin have a chaser," the
scout said.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and the cook hurried to comply with his request.
"Here's luck, everybody!" Charlie said, as he took the
drink. "I'd like to see that white Injun come back ag'in an'
tell us more about himself. Seemed to be a putty good kind
of a galoot. I ain't got no use for redskins, but this h~re feller is a white skin, an' from what •he said himself, he ain't
got no Injun blood in his veins. He was found when he was a
· little baby, an' brought up by the Pawnees. Been livin' with
'em ever since, I s'pose, an' sorter got in their ways."
He finished up by taking a couple of swallows of the water
the cook had provided him with, and then turned and looked
across the brook at the bushes where White Dog had disappeared.
As if he took It for the cue to reappear, the Pawnee paleface
quickly emerged from the bushes and leaped lightly acro~s
the stream.
"White Dog come back," he said, bowing in the form of an
~xcuse.
.
"That's all right," Wild answered, nodding his head ap-

provingly. "Come and sit down and we'll have a little talk.
I reckon you have seen enough to convince you that we are not
afraid of Red Buck and his gang."
"Paleface boy heap much brave."
Certainly the Pawnee by adoption talked exactly like the
regular members of the tribe.
"Sit down, my friend,'' Wild said, motioning to a blanket
that was upon the ground near the fire.
Then Hop put some more fagots on the fire and pushed up
close, as if it was necessary for him to get near the guest.
"Where you tryin' to git to, heathen?" the scout asked,
somewhat angrily. "This ain't none of your business."
"Me velly muchee suplise, Misler Charlie. Me wantee hear
whattee um white ledskins say, so be. Me velly smartee Cp.inee, but me nevee see um white ledskin before."
"You have seen a whole lot of whites what's jest about as
bad as redskins, an' maybe a blamed sight worse."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me knowee lat."
White Dog was somewhat amazed at the Chinaman and the
way he talked.
He looked at him sharply for a few seconds, and then with
a shake of the head turned inquiringly to the young deadshot.
"Shake hands with Hop Wah, our clever Chinee," the boy
said.
Before the Pawnee Paleface fairly understood what was
meant, Hop reached out and seized him by the hand.
"Velly glad to knowee you, Misler White Dog," he said,
smilingly.
"Chi nee heap much funny," wrui the reply.
"Velly muchee funny, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee, too.
Me makee plenty magic tlick and velly muchee laughee. Me
gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee; me allee
samee likee my uncle."
"That w!Il do, Hop," Wild said, holding up his hand for
silence. "Now then," and he nodded to the guest, "go ahead
and tell us something about yourself, White Dog."
"Me no tell very much. Red Buck find me wh en a little
papoose, and take me to live in his tepee. Me grow up and be
a Pawnee. Everybody call me the Pawnee Paleface."
"That's about all you can tell us, eh?"
"Yes," and there was just the lear.t tinge of a sad look on
his face as he answered.
"You haven't any idea as to who your parents were or where
you were born?"
"No."
"But you would like to know."
"Maybe yes, maybe no. Me love Blue Bird as the rosebud
loves the sun after the rain. Maybe if me find a pale face
fath er and mother me no have Blue Bird for my squaw."
"Say, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, somewhat excitedly, "this here strikes me as bein' somethin' mighty funny.
In the first place, the blamed old chief is named Red Bu.ck.
Then this here feller is White Dog; an' the i:;quaw is Blue
Bird. Sorter like the American colors, ain't it? Red, white
an' blue."
"You have certainly got that right, Charlie. But there isn't
much in an Indian name. They use all the colors and all the
animals, birds, fish and everything else when they are naming
the papooses. It's easy to understand why this man was given
the name of White Dog."
"Yes, I s'pose it is. It was 'cause he's white. But where
does fhe dog come in? "
"A white dog come and lick my face wben me sick," the
Pawnee Paleface spoke up quickly, in explanation.
"Oh, I see. That acco unts for it, then. So you're goin' to
marry a squaw, eh?"
"Yes, before another moon. Maybe in seven, eight suns."
"Where is she now?"
"She in the Pawnee camp over by the river," and he pointed
to the east.
They kept on asking him questions, and gleaned the information that there was quite an Indian vlllage about tifte\•n
miles from the spot, and that RE!U Buck and his brav s, actompanied by White Dog, had started out to hunt some big game
that morning, and not being very successful, had camped fo r
the night, intending to do further hunting the followin~ day.
"You seem to be all right, White Dog," Wild said, when the
guest arose to leave the camp. "Probably you can reason with
your intended father-in-law and convince him that it will not
be well for him to interfere with us. Just as sure as he does
we'll put up a fight, and you can bet your life if we do that
the redskins are going to get the worst of it. While I am sorry
to find you living here in this way, I ho_pe y0u will be very
happy when you wed Blue Bird, the squaw. Bince the Paw-
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nees are supposed to be at peace with the palefaces, we may
take a ride over town.rd the village to-morrow, and if we do
WP will camp somewhere near it. Then you can introduce us
to your intrnded bride, and if everything works out nicely, we
might be permitted to witness the marriage ceremony."
'"Young Wild West talk just right,"' was the r eply, and the
man seeml'd to be more than pleased. ··Me fix everything all
right. Red Buck will do as I say."
Then with a bow to each of those present, he turned and
quickly leaped across the brook again and disappeared in the
bushes.
"Something o,f a romance, maybe, Et," said Wild, smiling at
his sweetheart.
"It looks that way, Wild," Arletta answered . "Well, I see
no reason why we shouldn't help the man all we can. If he
Is bound to marry a squaw, it is his business."

CHAPTER III.
THE START FOR THE PAWNEE VILLAGE.

All agreed with Arietta in what. she said regarding White
Dog and the squaw.
The more they thought about It the more they felt that it
was a rather queer adventure they had fallen into.
Mix-ups and scrimmages with roving bands of Indians we!'e
common, but the fact that here. was a white man with the
traits of a real Indian forming the central figure in it, made
it all the more Interesting.
"I don't know how the Pawnee Paleface will make out about
causing the old chief to change his mind," Young Wild ',Vest
said, as he arose from where he was sitting near the fire and
looked toward the hill. "Perhaps he may induce him to keep
away from us, or he may not. It matters little to us which way
it goes, for it's a pretty sure thing that we will be able to take
care of ourselves. I reckon I'll go over that way and have
a look a.round just to satisfy myself as to how things are
going. Charlie, you and .Jim, with the assistance of the two
heathens, can spend your time in dragging that fallen tree
over this way, so in case anything does happen of a serious
nature, at least the girls will have something to get behind
for protection."
"That's right, Wild," the scout retorted. ·' I was thin kin'
about that very thing. Come on, Jim."
"We'll all help," Arietta spoks up . "'Nild, you be very
careful and don't get too close to the redskins, for certainly
they have no liking for you, especially after the way you
treated their chief."
"After the way I treated their chief, eh?" and the boy
laughed lightly. "Don't you think I tn'ated him a.bout right?"
"Oh, yes, of course you did. But they won't fee l that way
about it."
The boy nodded, and then without waiting any further he
set cut throuirh the darkness.
But he did 11ot go straight up the hill.
He knew it was quite possible that some of the redskins
might be near at hand watching them, and he did not m<'an to
run upon them and be caught napping.
The young deadshot crossed the brook, and then worl:ing his
way through the bushes without making scarcely any noise,
soon reached a sort of path in the woods which led around the
hill.

·• I reckon this is tht• way the PawnPe Paleface went," he
thought. "Seems as if some one has traveled this way before,
for the bushes don't interfere with me a great deal."
He continued en until at length he caught the gleam of the
c'amp-fire of the Pawnees.
Then with a nod of satisfaction he moved silently toward it.
It was quite ea;;;y to approach the ca1~1p, for he soon saw
that there were no guards about it, since lw c,rnnted sixtPcm
grouped near the fire.
As be got a iittlc nearer he could easily distinguish White
Dog, who was the center of thl' group.
He was tall:ing in a convincing way to R,,d Buck, the chief,
and it did not take Wil:l more than a minute to satisfy himself that the white man was doing just as he saiu he would .
"Must have some sort of powc'r over the redskins, too," was
the inward comment of the hoy, as he got up a little closer,
hoping to bl' able to hear what they were saying.
But when he got nP.ar enough for that, the redskins began
talking about the day's hunt, and of what they hoped to do on
the morrow.
Wild waited a few minutc.s, and when he saw the white
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Indian throw his blanket upon the ground and lay down, he
decided it wa~ time to go back to the camp.
Before he left the spot, however, others followed the example
of White Dog, and then our hero knew pretty well that they
did not intend to leave the placp until morning.
He soon made his way back and found his partners and the
girls waiting expectantly.
.. Everything is a ll right," he said, as he climbed over the
tree that had been drawn upon close to the tents. "I reckon
they won't bother us again to-night. White Dog was doing a
lot of talking to them when I got in sight of the camp. He
seemed to have little or no trouble In making them agree with
him. I waited until I saw him lie down on his blanket, and
then I started back."
"You can't tell what they might do. though, W!ld," Chey,mne
Charlie said, with a shrug of the shoulders. "An Injun's an
Injun every time, an' there ain't no trustin' 'em."
" Of course, Charlie. But we expect to keep a watch, as
usual, don't we?"
"Sartinly we do."
"All right, the1i. I reckon they won't surprise us very
handi ly."
That settled it, so Charlie said no mor e on the subject.
Generally Yoong Wild West and his friends were in the
habit of turning in early, espec,ally when they had covered
a long distance during the day.
It happened that they had been in the saddie since seven in
the morning, with the exception of the hour's rest they took
at noon, so it was not strange that they should begin to feel
sleepy before it was yet nine o'clock.
Even Hop Wah, who was generally very wakeful at that
hour, yawned once or twice, and then declared that he was
going to bed.
By retiring early it required a longer watch for each of the
three, but r eally it made no material difference as to the time
each had for sleeping.
As usual, Jim took first trick, and a little after nine he was
the only one at the camp who was awake.
The minutes flitted by and ran into hours, and Jim's watch
was passed withont anything happening.
Then it came Charlie's turn, and he had the same experi•
ence.
Wild was aroused when the proper time came, and then the
1011g night came to a finish and daylight showed itself in the
east without the Indians coming to bother them.
The young deadshot aroused the cook a liltle before sunrise,
and in doing so naturally disturbed Charlie and Jim, who
promptly arose.
Hop remained sleeping soundiy, and as the scout tu r ned to
go out of the t,·n~ he looked at him and paused, a broad grin
proll'ptly showing on his face.
"Say, Wing," he added, in a whisper, as he touched the cook
on the arm and then pointed at his sleeping brother, "you
ain 't forgot how he·s in the habit of wakin' you some mornin's when he gits up first, have you?"
"Me no forgittee, l\Hsler Charlie," Wing answered, at the
samP time frowning at Hop.
"Well, 1 reckon you kin git square with him If you want to.
S"pose you was to git a pail of water an' chuck It on him.
Might make him wake up putty quick."
·· Lat gittee um blanket allee samee muchee wet, Misler Chal'lir, •· was the rep! y. .. Me no wan tee do lat. Maybe me lettee
Hon alone, so be."
.. I rC;ckon that's the proper thing to do, Wing," Wild spoke
u~ from the outside, for he was close enough to hear the whispere,l conversation .
Charlie said no more, but he cast a look at the Chinaman
whirn Lold plainly that he would like to do something to him
if Wing was not inclined that way.
'l'he fact was that Hop had played so many tricks upon the
scout and Wing that both had ample reasons for wanting to
get square with him.
But each time either of them tried it they generally got the
worst of it somehow, for Hop was altogether too clever for
them, and bis ready wit and quick action Invariably came
to his aid.
Charlie gave up the idea, and assisted about thP _camp and
looked after the horses until the breakfast was nearly ready.
Then he looked toward the tent, and not seeing anything of
Hop yet, he ventured over to it.
'l'he girls were up and stirring before this, and Anna was
lending her assistance to the cooking, she having mixed up a
batch of flour and meal with the necessary additions to make
a couple of dozen corn muffins.
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Apparently Hop was just as sound asleep as ever, for he Jay
flat upon his back, his mouth open and snoring as the scout
p eered in.
Charlie looked around, and seeing that Wild was not looking
that way. he slipped around th:i side of the tent and got his
lariat, which was attached to his saddle and hanging from
the limb of a tree.
Back he slipped cautiously, fixing the noose so he might use
it in a hurry.
.
As he pushed up the flap of the tent to creep in he gave a
start of surprise.
Hop was not there.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" a voice asked behind
him, and then turning he saw the clever Chinee etanding there
smiling blandly at him.
"I don't know as there's anything the matter," Charlie answered, somewhat angrily.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me allee samee awalree.
Me knowee you wantee play lillee tlick, so be. Me velly
smartee Chinee. Gittee outtee um tent velly muchee quickee
while you allee samee gittee um lope. No ketchee lls timee,
Misler Charlie. "
Then he stepped back quickly, for he knew the scout might
make a sudden grab for him.
But Charlie did not do it.
He simply went around the side of the tent again and put
the lariat . where he had taken it from.
Of course, the attention of the others had been attracted
when Hop was talking, and it ,ms easy for them to guess that
Charlie had got the worst of it again.
"Vi'hat was it, anyhow, IIop?" Anna aslred, as the clever
Chinee turned to go to the brock to take his morning wash.
''Misler Charlie thlinkee me allee samce sleepee, and he
want8e havee lillee tun, so be," was the r eply.
"Oh! He was bound to try and play a trick on you, eh?"
"Lat light, Missee Anna. But me velly smartee Chinee."
Whatever the scout might have thought just then, he did not
say anything.
He seemed to be able to control himself sufficiently to make
it appear that everything was all right.
A few comments were made a!Jout jt, and then all hands
turned their attention to the breakfast.
They had just about finisherl eating when tootsteps were
heard the other side of the broolr.
Then the Pawnee Paleface suddenly emerged from the
bushes and stood looking at th em.
"Good-morning, White Dog!" Wild called out, in his cool and
easy way. '"Y-ou thought you would come around and see us
again, eh?",.;
"Yes, me want to come some more. Maybe you go to the
Pawnee village."
"We are going over that way, I reckon. The girls are anxious to see your squaw."
'·Good! Me like that, for Bluo Bird is as beautiful as the
roses and the stars."
·• She must be a wonder, then," Cheyenne Charlie declared.
"I've seen a good many squaws in my time, an' blamed if I
ever seen over one or two that coulJ. pasi; on anything for good
looks."
"Oh, yes, you have. Charlie," Anna corrected. "Some of the
Indian girls are very beautiful."
'"I'hey may be in your way of thinkin', g2.l, but not in mine.
But don't think I'm tryin' to mak e out that this here one
called Blue Bird ain't all right, as far as ln_juns goes. ·what a
redskin calls good looks might be a whole lot different from
what we would call it."
"But White Dog isn't a redskin, Charlie."
"He ain't as far as birth goes, but I reckon he is jest about
the same as most of 'em. He's been brought up among 'em, so
you couldn't expect nothin' else."
Vi'hite Dog seemed to . be rather pleased at this, for he drew
himself up pr~udly as if he wanted to pose for them, and then
said:
"White Dog is the Pawnee Paleface. Ma.ybe his white father
and mother in the Happy Hunting Grounds are smiling down
on him now. They know that the Pawnees gave him feed and
made him grow into a man, and that makes him the same as
the Pawnees."
"I hardly think you could ir.duce that fellow to leave the
redskins and go and live with those of his own race," Jim
Dart remarked, as he look 0d at r.hc young deadshot.
"I reckon you're right, Jim," was the reply. "Well, it's no
affair of ours, anyhow. But I a:::n jast enough interested in
him to make the trip over to the Iudian village so we can all

have a look at Blue Bird. Maybe we may be able to hasten
along the wedding a little, and then the girls will have quite
a treat. They have witnessed a few redskin weddings, and I
am quite sure they have always been pleased."
·'This here will be a redskin weddin' with a white-skin man
for the groom," Cheyenne Charlie remarked, with a chuckle.
"'l'he paleface scout says the truth," White Dog called out,
and then he leaped llghtly across the brook.
"Had your breakfast?" Wild asked, as he looked around
and saw Wing cleaning up the remains of the early repast.
"Yes, me have plenty to eat. The Pawnees go to hunt now.
Me go, too," and he held up the rifle be was carrying.
"You're starting out now to try and shoot some game, eh?"
"Yes, mo want to take a fine buck to the camp. Blue Bird
must have the skin so she can fix it and paint it for the tepee."
"I see. Well, I hope you get a nice buck. If we happen t o
shoot any we'll see to it that you have the skins, so you can
take them to Blue Bird."
•
"No," and White Dog shook hisrhead. "The tepee me live
in with Blue Bird must be made of the skins of the game me.
shoot."
"That's all right, too. I don't blame you for that. You look
as if you might be a pretty good hunter. Can yo u shoot well?"
"Me shoot very straight."
"All right, White Dog. I hope , you have good luck. We'll
do a little hunting up the hill, too. I reckon we'll strike out
about due east, and it won't be very long before we come in
sight cf your village. Do you think we'll be welcomed there?"
"Maybe some of the old Pawnees no like you."
"All right, then. I IJelieve you said there's a river over
there, so we'll pitch our camp on the ,side opposite the village."
White Dog nodded approvingly, and then he politely bowed
to them all, and, as he· had aone the night before, turned
quickly and leaped across the brook.
"Wild, he didn't say whether the redskins was gain' to let
us alone or not," Cheyenne Charlie observed, with a shrug of
the shoulders.
"I suppose he thought it was hardly necessary, since they
didn't come back again during the night," was the reply.
·' Maybe so. But you kin bet that we're goin' to have a little
trouble if we go over close to that Injun village. This here
chief, Red Buck, will attend to that part of it when he comes
back."
"Maybe you think we had better not go over there, then,
Charlie."
"What!" and the scout turned and looked at him in amaz.ement. "Why, that's jest what I war:.t to do. Trouble is the
thing what makes me alive. I'm · jest hopin' they will start
up somethin' in that line."
They all laughed at this, for they knew pretty well that
Charlie was telling nothing but tlu: truth.
Half an hour later the pack-horses were loaded, and then all
hands mounted.
Riding down until they found a good place to cross the
brook, they soon reached the other side, and were following
a sort of path through t)le woods that they knew must take
them somewhere close to the Pawnee camp.

CHAPTER IV .
A CALL FOR HELP.

Hop Wah, the clever Chinec, managed to drop well in the
rear as they were riding through a patch of rather thick
woods.
The fact was that he still had a small quantity of whislcy
left, and he happened to feel in the humor to talce a drink just
about then.
Knowing that Young Wild West and his friends did not favor
his drinking, it was but natural that he should feel it advisable
to take th drink while they were not observing him.
He waited until they all turned a bend in what might be
called the natural path they were following, and then he
quickly pulled a pint flask from his pocket and applied it to
his lips.
"Lat velly goodee, so be!" ho exclaimed, giving a nod ot
satisfaction as he replaced the eork and put away the flask.
"Ugh!·• came the guttural exelamation from some foliage
close on his right.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, looking around in a startled
way. "Allee samee 11;ldskin."
"Chinee heap much fool," came from the bushes, and then
R0cl Buck, the Pawnee chief, gun in hand, stepped into view.

•
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"Lat allee light, Misler Ledsl1in," Hop answered, putting on
a bold front. "Maybe you allee samee foolee, too, so be. Me
velly smartee Chlnee."
The chief showed no signs of putting up a fight, or even
frightening the Chinaman.
He simply appeared to be disgusted.
Hop was quick to think and draw a conclusion.
It took him not more than a second to understand the situatlon.
The redskin, while he was not going to molest him, would
be pleased to have a taste of the contents of the flask.
Instead of riding on, the Chinaman lingered, and as Red
Buck came out and stood near his horse, he nodded smilingly
to him and said:
"You likee havee l!llee dlink of tanglefoot, Misler Ledskin ?"
"Red Buck like fire-water,·• came the rather eager response.
"Allee light," and Hop quickly produced the flask, which
was not the same one he had taken a drink from less than a
minute before.
It was nearly full of some liquid that looked very much like
whisky, and the Indian took it for granted that .it really was
fire-water as he drew it.
"Velly goodee t::rnglefoot," Hop declared, as h~ removed the
cork and took a smell. "Me pay um dollee for um bottle full,
so be."
"Red Buck want to drink," the Indian exclaimed, reaching
for the flask.
"Maybe you no Jikee."
"Ugh! Hurry up," and tbe Pawnee actually made a grab
for it.
"Allee light. You waitee till me go on," Hop said, as he
started his horse forward.
He had permitted the pack-horse he was leading to'follow
on along with the one his brother was in charge of, so he had
all the opportunity in the world to make a dash for it.
As the horse started forward, he reached over and permitted
the chief to take the lfaslc.
Then he spoke sharply to his steed a nd went th rough th e
.
, .
woods at a gallop.
Red Buck threw bac.K his bead, and placln;,. th e _flask _to hi~
oat.
tl11
his
n
do
mouth, permitted the contents to gurgle
He took. two or th~ec swallows, and th en he g~ve vent to a
co:?-g~, wh1i~h was qmckly followed ~Y a }'.011 of disgus_t.
Hip hi. sho~ted Hop Wah, wavrng his ha nd to him as he
disappeared be,l11nd some trees. "Velly go0dee tanglefoot"
But the Pawnee chief was too busily occupied just the~ to
even hear what he said.
The fact was that tbe clever Cblnee had given him a bottle
that wi;-.s nearly filled with a concoction that was principally
composed of cold water and red pepper.
He bad a way of carrying such fluids about with him just
for the purpose of playing tricks upon those who had an overfondness for strong drink.
The dose the redskin had taken was quite enough to cause
him genuinP agony for a few minutes, and before he had recovered from the effects of it, Hop bad joined his companions.
"Where did you come from in sich a hurry, heathen?" Cheyenne Charlie called out, as Hop came riding up.
"Um ledskin allee samee stoppee me, Misler Charlie. He
wan tee killee me."
"I thought I heard some one let out a yell, an' it didn't sound
like Hop," the scout cried, as he turned excitedly to the young
deadshot.
"What are you trying to tell us, Hop?" Wild demanded,
looking sharply at the heathen, for there was just the tinge of
a smile on Hop's face at that moment.
"Um ledskin wantee killee me, Misler Wild. Allee samee
Led Buck, um chief."
Wild quickly called a halt.
,He knew that the Chinaman was joking, yet at the same
time he felt that he might be partly telling the truth.
"What have you been doing?" he demanded, as he rode up,
and seized the Chinaman by the arm.
"Me stoppee llllee while back Jere, and pletty soonee um
bigee ledskin comee and say he wantee tanglefoot. Me no
havee tanglefoot, so me givee him allee samee water and Jed
pepper. Burnee um Jedskin's thloat velly muchee. Me comee
away velly muchee quickee, so be."
"Give the sneakin' redskin a dose of cayenne pepper an'
water, eh?" Cheyenne Char Ile exclaimed, a broad grin showing
on his tanned and weather-beaten face. "Blamed if that ain't
a good one. Where is he now, Hop?"
But Hop did not have to answer, for at that moment hur-

ried footsteps were heard, and then Red Buek, his eyes blazing
with anger, came dashing from the bushes.
He storpcd quickly enough when he saw the party at a
halt, but aftPr a moment's hesitat:on came on, shal{ing his
l'ifle in a t~1reatening way and jabbering away in his own
tongue.
"Whattee matter, Misler Leclsl~in?" Hop asked, boldly, for
he now had not the least fear of being harmed by his irate
victim.
"Chinee try to poison In,iun," came from the chief in a
choking sort of voice.
"Take it easy, chief," Wild spoke up, in his cool and easy
way. "If th" J:eathen played a trick on you, it sC'rves you
right. Yuu had no business to stop him and demand whisky.
You get out of here, and be quick about it."
'l'he boy matle a threatening move with his revolver, and
Red Buck quickly stepped back.
"Go on!" the boy PXclair.ied. as he pointed the weapon at
him. ·· l\1ake a quick move or I'll send a bullet afler you."
"Red Buck will take the Chinee's scalp!•· cried the Indian,
as he turned and ran swiftly back into the bushes.
"That's a th,-eat, all right," Wild said, nodding to his partners. '·Quite likely he is in the humor to do it just now. But
I reckon he'll change his mind. It ain't likely that he'll demand any more whisky of Hop, anyway."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Velly muchee jokee, so be. Um
fool ledskin burnee him thloat velly muchce."
"That's all right, too, Hop. But sr;,e to it that you don't lag
too far behind again. I have an idea. that you did it on purpose to talrn a sly drink. The Indian happened to be prowling
around, no doubt, and saw you do it, and that is wby be demanded the whisky."
"You makee mistakee, Misler Wild,'' Hop answernd, in an
injured tone of voice. "Me velly goodee Chinee."
"Blamed if I wouldn't like to see the redskin cut his pigtail off an' have done with it," Cheyenne Charlie declared. "It
would serve him jest about right."
"Nevee mindee, l\Iisler Charlie. Um ledskin no takee my
scalp. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me loakee outtt e for lat."
It was all rather amusing, and our friends could not help
smiling as they rode on through the woods.
But after that Charlie saw to it that Hop harl no chance of
lagging behind, and at length, just as they had about covered a
th · · l
distance of fifteen miles they came in sight 0 f
a ra ei wic e
•
st ream of water.
"The river!" Arietta exclaimed. "I hardly thought we would
reach it so soon."
"We have been quite Jong enough, I think, Et," her dashing
young lover answered, as he rode from the edge of the woocis
and· paused within a few feet of the stream. "I wonder wh:tt
river it is."
"Maybe it ain't nothin' but a creek, Wild,'' the scout suggested, as he looked up and down and then shook his he:l,(J..
'· It don't seem to be so awful deep, though it's putty wide
right here."
"I reckon it must be a branch of the Canadian River, but it
really makes no difference what it is. Right here it looks
something like a lake. We'll take a rest here for a little
while, and then we'll try and locate the Pawnee village."
It was not necessary to take a rest, but since they did not ·
Intend to go much further that day, they were in no hurry.
Arietta was the first to dismount, and she had barely done
so when a flock of ducks settled into the water less than a
hundred yards below them.
"Wild ducks, Wild!" she exclaimed. "Let's shoot some of
them."
"A good idea, Et," the young deadshot retorted, as he gave
an approving nod. "Get 011 t the shot-guns, Hop."
They had a couple of double-barreled shot-guns in the supplies which were generally used by Anna and Eloise.
While the young deadshot and his partners, and Arietta as
well, could easily shoot ducks with their rifles, more execution
could be done with the shot-guns, and if they expected to get
enough to make a meal for the whole party, this would be the
best way to go about it.
"Come on, llttle girl,'' the young deadshot said, as he took
one of the guns and left his rifle hanging to the horn of his
saddle. "We'll see who will get the most."
"I'll beat you if I can,'' the girl answered, approvingly, as
she ran after him, gun in hand.
There was a bunch of tall reeds between them and the ducks,
so the two stepped along swiftly, leaving the rest waiting to
hear the shooting begin,
0
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In less than two minutes Wild and his sweetheart were from a clump of trees close to the bank of 'the river, and not
Vyithin twenty yards of the nearest of the flock.
1 more than a couple of hundred feet distant.
The ducks were close to · the bank of the river, where the I With the Indian in the lead, they hurried on, leaving the
water was shallow, and were feeding upon the roots at the two Chinamen in charge of the horses.
bottom.
I Reaching the trees, they came upon a rather startling sight.
They appeared to be big and fat ones, just what was needed
Pinned to the ground by a tallen tr<'€ lay a grizzled old man
to make a fine meal.
who seemed to be hardly more than alive.
"Give them both barrels, Et," the young deadshot whispered.
"I'll take them on the wing when they rise.''
Arietta ,nodded, and then taking a quick aim, fired.
CHAPTER V.
Bang, bang!
I
THE OLD HUKTER.
Half a dozen of the ducks were killed, but the rest, number"Somebody's come at last," the helpless old man cried, his
ing thirty or .forty, arose in a jiffy.
eyes lighting up with joy. "I've called an' called, but it was
Bang, bang!
no use until now."
Wild fired twice in quick succession, and more than a dozen
"Are you badly hurt?" ·Y oung Wild West asked, as he quickdropped into t:l!J.e water.
ly knelt over him.
"I reckon that will do, little girl," the boy said, nodding in a
"I don't know jest how bad I'm hurt, but I'm putty nigh
pleased way. "I rather think I beat you."
1
starved, an' if I don't git a drl.nk of water putty soon I'll sar" Yes, I b<'lieve you did, and I had the best chance, too, for tinly die," came the reply in a gasping voice.
.
they were all together in a bunch when I fired. I wonder how , The young deadshot shot a quick glance at the treP, which
it was that I didn't ,kill any more than five or six in two was so heavy that it seemed as if it must have crushed the legs
,shots."
of the old man entirely.
·
"I don't know, unless It might be because the shot didn't hit
But the boy ~new it could be lifted, · so nodding to his two
any more than that number."
' partners, he said:
"Well, it hit a great many more than that number when you
"Boy_s, get this thing up a little and I'll pull him out from
fired."
under 1t. Maybe he's not hurt so badly, after all."
"I think I had a little the best of you. They arose just right
"Ri_ght. yer _art\ Wild," Chey,mne Charlie answered, and
for me."
·
then Jerkmg his thumb over his shoulder toward the water, he
"All right. I am not disappo!ntted, anyhow. Now then, I added: "~,here's a canoe tied there. I wonder if it belongs to
suppose we had better call Hop and Wing to wade into the th is feller.
water and get them."
"~es, ,res," the man cried, in a husky voice. "The canoe
"That's ·ust what we'll do."
1
1s mme.
Wild thet shouted for the two Chinamen, and t:hey were not
"All right, here she goes, then."
long in reaching the scene.
.
The tree was lifted from the old hunter's legs by Charlie,
The rest of the party followed them, for even though it was Jim and the Indian.
rather small game, they were anxious to see the result of the
Wild supported the old man, who pointed toward the lake
four shots that had been fired.
and said:
"Try ter get me In ther canoe."
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charl!e exclaimed. "You cer"I reckon we'll find out how badly you're hurt first," the
tainly slaughtered 'em. Wait till I count 'em. There's sevenyoung deadshot retorted. "Just take it easy, my friend. A
teen ducks floatln' there or I'm poor on countin'."
"Just that many exactly, Charlie," Wild retorted, nodding drink of water, Charlie."
But the Indian had already turned to the river, and now
his bead.
"Go in an' git 'em, heathens. The water ain't hardly up to came forward with a flask he had hurriedly filled.
The old man drank eagerly, and the water did much to
your knees."
Wing lost no time in wading into the water, and rather bring back his strength.
"Been here two whole days," he declared, as he looked about
gingerly Hop followed him.
'
They really did not have to go any deeper than their knees him sadly~ "You remember the awful wind we had the day
to gather in all the ducks, and once they had them they re- afore yisterday."
There had been quite a high wind at the ph:.ce where Young
turned to where the horses had been left.
When they got there they were surpris0d to see White Dog, Wild West and his friends were camped, but none of them
the Pawnee Paleface, sitting on the back of his horse waiting thought it had blown hard enough to force such a big tree to
fall.
for them.
But when they looked at the roots they saw that it was old
Hanging over his steed behind him was a fine buck, and
and rotten, and consequently it might have been little more
with a happy smile on his face, he said:
than an ordinary gust that caused it to come crashing to the
"Me get the buck for Blue Bird."
"Got it putty quick, didn't you?" Charlie asked, as he ground.
More water was given the man, and then .Wild nodded to
walked around and took a look at the slain animal.
"Me shoot half an hour ago. Then me start to come to the Arietta and said:
"Suppose you run back and tell the Chinaman to come on
village of the Pawnees."
"I see, White Dog," Wild spoke up. "You happened to be with the pack-horses. We have got to give this fellow someright here, when you heard, us shooting, and you thought you thing to eat."
Arietta nodded, and then followed by Anna and Eloise, who
had better find out what it meant. Is that it?"
"Yes. Me know somebody shoot with shot-guns. Shoot heap had been standing near her a short distance from the fallen
tree, hurried away.
much ducks."
Meanwhile; Wild and Charlie made
"Quite a few for four shots, I reckon. We'll give you a the injured man's lower extremities. a quick examination of
pair to take home to Blue Bird."
The tree had fallen across his legs just above the knees, and
This seemed to please him, and selecting two of the r.nest had pinned him in such a way that it was impossible
to extriones of the bunch, Wild tied them together with a piece of cate himself.
string he took from his pocket and handed them over.
"White Dog thank you," the Indian said, and then he bowed,
This was due to the fact that his feet bad also been caught
his eyes beaming with appreciation.
by the falling of a projecting limb.
While he was bruised and bleeding, it did not take the young
The Pawnee Paleface was just going to ride away when he deadshot long to satisfy himself that no bones were broken.
gave a start and looked down the river.
"I reckon you'll be all right in a week or so," he said to him,
Then a faint cry which was surely a call for help was heard reassuringly. "But it seems to me you might have been able
by all hands.
to free yourself if you had gone about it in the right way."
"What ls that, Wild?"
"Couldn't do it, young feller. I tried to turn over, but one
"Some one in distress, I reckon, Et," was the quick reply. of my feet was caught an' I couldn't move it an inch. There
"Somebody call," White Dog spoke up, and t~en he slipped was the weight of that tree right on me, too, an' every time
from the back of his b.orse and started in the direction the I moved it made it worse. You can't tell how it was, 'cause
sounds came from.
·
you don't know."
As they got past the spot where Wild and Arietta had been
'' I can im::.gine pretty well. But, anyhow, you'll get over it
standing when they shot the ducks, another call was beard.
all right. You'll have something to eat in a minute or two,
This time it was much plainer, and they located it as coming Have another swallow of water."
.
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The watc>r was accepted, ancl then the old fellow once more
pointed to the canoe.
·
"Put me in my canoe," he said.
"There's no hurry about it, is there?"
"Yes, ther1> is. I want to see if everything is all right
there."
"We'll find out about that for you."
"No, no, came the protest.
"Don't worry, old fellow. We are not going to hurt your
canoe any," and so saying, Wild seized the rope and pulled
the lightly constructed craft to the shore.
He i:lid not stop at that, but pulled it completely out of the
water.
Then Jim seized the other ehd and the two of them quickly
carried it over to where the owner was sitting.
"I reckon it's all right, my friend," Wild said, in his cool
and easy way.
Without making a reply the Injured man pulled himself a
little higlller, and then he thrust a hand into the bow of the
canoe.
,
"It's all right," he said, with a sigh of relief, and then he
brought out a two-gallon jug of the ordinary kind.
"Whisky, ch?" Charlie said, a grin showing on his face.
"No, there was liquor in it at one time, but it's empty now.
I've got to keep that jug, though. It's an heir-loom. Belonged
to my grandfather, you know, an' I was afraid it might have
got out of the canoe in some way."
Wild reached out for the jug, and rather reluctantly it was
given him.
The boy decided that It was empty right away, so he did not
take the trouble to remove the stopper.
When he got it back the old man placed It beside him, and
then with a nod of satisfaction, he said:
"I don't know who you folks are, but you have all got my
thanks for savln' me. If I'd had to stay here a day longer, I
sartinly would have died. Maybe I'll be able to return the
favor afore very long. But-hello! here comes some grub."
Sure enough, Wing, the cook, was hurrying along In advance
of the rest, and he had something that was good to eat in his
hand.
It was bread and meat, and all hands stood there and
watched the half-f:ltarved fellow devour It.
When he had finished the portion that had been given him,
he took another drink of water, and then with a sigh of relief
remarked:
"You h2.ven't told me who you are yet."
"That's right," the young deadshot answered. · "I'll let you
know who I am, and then Introduce the rest right away."
He quickly did this, and then the old man said that his name
was Dan Jason, and that he was a hunter by profession, and
had been for a number of years.
He declared that he lived in a lone cabin about six miles
from the Pawnee village.
"I was out lookin'· after my traps when it got dark In a
hurry the night afore last, so I jest sat down under this here
tree to wait till the storm was over. The first thing I knowed
there was a big gust of wind, an' down came the tree. Afore
I could git out of the way It pinned me jest as you found me.
But you have saved my life, an' I've got my jug, so I reckon
I'd better git in my canoe an' go on down the river. My cabin
ain't more than a quarter of a mile from it, you know."
The Pawnee Paleface had said nothing all this time, but
had merely looked on, showing his interest.
He now turned to Wild and said:
"White Dog has seen the paleface hunter many times. What
he has told is the truth. He lives in a cabin down the river."
"Hello!" Dan Jason exclaimed, suddenly. "So you're the
white redskin, eh? I didn't notice you afore. I oughter know
you, too. 'cause you're the only one I've ever seen. Much
obliged to yer for helpin' lift the tree from my legs. Maybe
I'll be able to do you a good turn some time."
White Dog stepped up and put out his hand, which the old
hunter accepted and shook warmly.
Charlie had started in to dress the wounds and bruises, and
after he had washed the parts well with water, he proceeded
to use the ointment and bandages he had.
The result was that in about fifteen minutes after he had
partaken of the food the old hunter was able to get upon his
feet.
But he could not walk without the aid of a stick, so our
friends did not feel like putting him in the canoe and letting
him go on down the river.
But he insisted upon it so hard that they finally did so, and
once the little craft was pushed off, the old fellow seized the

paddle, and, waving an adieu, went on down just as if he was
as good as ever.
"White Dog," V{ild said, nodding to the Pawnee by adoption,
"I believe the old hunter said his cabin was about six miles
from the village of your people."
"Yes," was the reply.
"It has been there for a long time, I suppose."
"Longer than I know of. It was there before the Pawnee~
marte their village on the bank of this river."
"He must be an old-timer, then. But, come to think of it,
he looked to be a man of seventy by his general appearance."
"He's all of that, you kin bet," Cheyenne Charlie declared.
"Did you notice the old-fashioned rifle he had in the canoe?"
''Yes, I saw it," Wild anawered. "There were some rusty
old traps there, too."
"But it was the jug what he wanted, though, wasn't it?"
and the scout shook his head in a half-quizzical way.
"I suppose the jug really had belonged to his grandfather,
and for that reason he took a lot of stock in it."
"Lots of people would take stock in an old jug like that,
especially if it had somethin' good inside it," and then Charlie
gave a chuckle at his little joke.
"I'll tell you what I'm going to do," Wild said, after thinking a moment. "We may as well ride on down tlie river and
camp somewh<'re close to the old hunter's cabm. It may be
that he will not be able to get to the cabin after leaving the
canoe, for even though his wounds have been fixed up, a certo.in degree of stiffness Is bound to set in, since he has been
moving the muscles."
"We could go down there just as well as not, Wild," Arietta
spoke up.
"Me go that way," White Dog declared.
"But your home Isn't in that direction, though," said Wild.
"No, the Pawnees' village that way," and he pointed up
the stream.
'
"All right, then, White Dog. You take your buck and go on
home to Blue Bird. We'll look after the old hunter, and unless
we find that he needs assistance, we'll not interfere with him
at all. He's an eccentric old fellow, anyhow, and I doubt if
he would appreciate our visiting his c:i.bin."
The Pawnee Paleface seemed to think that whatever Young
Wild West said was right, so he bade them a.11 good-by, promis!ng to see them when they called at the village, and then
making his way to his ;horse, mounted and rode off.
"Now then, if you're all ready we'll ride on down the river,"
our hero said, in his coql and easy way. "Certainly old man
Jason will send that canoe along faster than we can go at a
walk. But we'll give him a chance to get there a little ahead
of us. Now then, you two heathens, come on."
The boy turned to assist his sweetheart to mount, but she
was a little too quick for him, and with great agllity was in
the saddle.
Anna and Eloise were assisted, however, by Charlie and
Jim, and then in less than a minute they were off.
As usual, Hop and Wing Lrought up the rear, leading the
pack-horses.
Both of them had been not a little interested, though it is
doubtful if Wing thought about the old hunter long after he
had brought the food to him.
He was a Chinaman who never seemed to regard things as
startling.
Hop was something that way, too, though he was continually
on the watch for a chance to play a joke, and sometimes managed to do it through something startling happening beforehand.
If It was not startling before-hand, it certainly was after,
especially if he played the joke.
"Whattee you thllnk of um poor old man, my fool blother?"
Hop asked, as the two were riding along.
"Shuttee uppee," answered Wing, who strongly objected to
being called a "fool blather."
"Hey, there!" Cheyenne Charlie called out, for he heard the ,
angry retort Wing made. "Jest shet up, the pair of you.
There ain't goin' to be no quarrelln' done now. We don't want
to let that old feller hear us ridin' along, anyhow."
"You talkee too loud, so be, my fool blather," Hop said, in a
voice that was quite low.
Wing made an angry retort, and once more the scout called
upon him to keep quiet.
Then the cook brought his horse to a halt and permitted
Hop to go on ahead.
He kept at about the same distance until they had gone
about a mile, and then when he saw the rest come to a sudden
ha.It ahead of him, he rode on up and joined them.
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Young Wild West had come to a halt because h.e saw a log
cabin I112stling in a grove of trees just at the foot of a very
steep cliff.
Th;,.t it was the old hunter's cabin the hoy had no doubt,
but it was harclly a quarter of a mile from the river, as far as
he cculd tell .from where he had halted.
A £trip of wocds, however, shut the river from their view
just then, since th<~Y had been compelled to go a little inland
on account of a creek that was impossible to cross with the
horsrn.
"E t.," Wild said, nodding to his sweetheart, "the rest w!ll
stay hero while you and I ride on down toward the river .
We'U see if the old fellow has got. here yet."
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, pleased at the invitation, and then th,o two quickly rode on, going through the underbrush in order to reach the wate1· the quicker.
· Once they cut through the narrow strip of reeds and bushes
they came in full sight of the river.
They were just in time, it seemed, for the canoe had .iust
grounded, and the old hunter was making an attempt to leave
it.
It did not take them more than five seconds to realize that
he was going to have a wbole lot of trouble in cloing it, if he
managed te ·c10 it at all, so at a nod from Wilcl they went riding directly toward the bank.
Dan Jason heard them coming, and he looked up in a startled way.
But he must have recognized them, for up went his hand in
a wave of wel.come.
"In a little trouble, I reckon," Wild said, as he came to a
halt and dismounted. "We thought we had better come down
and see how you made out. I reckon you can hardly get out
of that canoe without assistance, can you?"
·' I didn't know I was goin' to stiffen up lilre that," was the
reply . "Why, I'm almost as bad off as I was when the tree
was !yi n' on me."
'·Oh, hardly as bad as that, I think. Now, just take it easy
and we'll soon fix you."
Then the boy seized the prow of the canoe and pulled it
high and dry.
With the assistance of Arietta he lifted the old fellow to his
feei, and then he stepped out of the canoe limpingly.
'"I'he jug," he said, as they started to go up the bill in the
direction of the cabin, wbic'h could not be seen from there
owing to the patch of woods.
But there was a path there, and Wild and Arietta both knew
it must surely lead to it.
"I'll get lhe jug for you. Want your gun, too, don't you?"
the boy answered, as he turnetl to do so.
"Yes, if you don't mind. But leave the traps right there.
You had better pull the canoe among the bushes, though.
There's a place right to the left there when I generally keep
it."
Wild soon did as he directed, and then brought the jug and
gun to him.
"Wild," suggested Arietta, "it might be better if we could
get him on my horse."
"No, no," cried Jason, ·hurriedly, "I ain't been on a horse;"
thirty years, an' I never expect to git on one ag'in. I kin
walk."
"We'll let him have his way, Et," and so saying Young Wild
West looped the bridle-rein of his horse in his arms, and then
caught hold of the old man again.
Arietta took hold of the other side, and by using his rifle as
a cane, Jason managed to get along fairly well.
Up the path they went, and presently they emerged into a
little clearing, and ther e was the old Jog cabin right before
them.
"Leave m.e right here," Jason said. "I ain't never had no
visitors, rn I can't ask you to come in."
"We'll ta~:e you to the door all right. B;ave you got anything t o e:i.t inside?"
"Plenty. Don't worry about that. There's a spring of water
right,! at the corner of the cabin, toq. I'll be all right in a
couple of days, an' maybe I'll see you ag'in some time."
Per~itting him to have his o"'n way, they left him at the
door.
But before mounting to ride away, Wild and Arietta saw that
he got safaly inside.

"How die! you make out?" Cheyenne Charlie aslted, eagerly,
as the two ,rode up an d came to a halt.
"I reckon we v.ere needed all r ight," the young deaclsbot
retorted, with a smile. "The old fellow could not get out of
the canoe to save himself."
"You helped him, eh?"
"Yes, and took him to his shanty,"
"We couldn't see you from here.. '\'1;7e could only see the
back part of the blamed thing, an' a little of the roof. Them
trees cuts off the front. But we seen you comin' right after
you left it, though, so we guessed that you bad been there."
"You can bet ,ve were there all right, Charlie, but he
wouldn't let us go in. He says he's not in the habit of having
visitors, but hopes to see us again some time."
"Did he take the jug in the shanty with him?"
"He certainly did."
"Maybe he's got somethin' in there to fill it up."
As th e scout said this, Hop's face lighted up.
"Maybe he gottee some tangle foot in um ball el, Misler Charlie," he suggested.
"Stranger things could be, couldn't they, heathen?"
"Lat light, Misler Charlie."
"I suppose yon'll be tryin' to find out whether he has got a
barrel of whisky or not."
'
"Me no stealee, Misler Charlie."
"Ob, no. Wouldn't steal tarrglefoot if you could git the
chance. How much have you got. on hand now?"
"One iiilee dlink, Misler Charlie."
"All right, hand it over, then. I've sorter got a crampy
feelin', an' it might cure it."
Hop gave vi;nt to a laugh, and promptly drew back.
Charlie was about to make for him when Wild stopped
him.
"There's no need of having any fooling just now," the boy
said. "We had better decide upon what we're going to do. We
set out for the Indian village, but here we are six miles below
it. Now then, what are we going to do, camp somewhere
around here or go on up the river?"
"Jest as you see fit, Wild," the scout retorted. "I reckon
you're the best judge in sich things."
The young deadshot thought for a moment, and then began
looking about him.
Right below them was a little cascade, and there being a
flat piece of ground near it with plenty of grass growing all
around on the sloping sides of a gulch, he decided that it would
be a good place to pitch their camp for a while.
"What do you think of it down there, Charlie.?" he asked,
pointing to the spot.
"Nothin' coµ,id be finer if it was made to order," was the
reply.
"All right, we'll stop here for the day and to-night, anyhow.
Maybe we'll take a ride up to the Indian village this afternoon.
But we'll keep this as our headquarters."
That settled it, for no one offered the least objection, and
they led their horses down into the rqouth of the gulch, where
the water came tumbling down from the rocks above.
There was no need to hurry about erecting the two tents,
but as soon as the horses had been tied where they could enjoy
the benefit of the rich grass, Hop and Wing put themselves to
the task.
"We're now less than a quarter of a mile from the old
hunter's cabin, and just about six miles from the Pawnee village," Wild said, as he looked around and gave a nod of satisfaction. "Maybe we can manage to put in a couple of days in
this vicinity, and if we do I am going to try my best to bring
about that Pawnee wedding, just so the girls may have the
pleasure of witnessing the ceremony."
"That's all right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie retorted, with a
shake of the h ead. "But if there ain't nothin' more excitin'
than a Pawnee weddin' to take place whil€ we're here, I reckon
it's goin' to be somethin' dull. I'm hopin' that Red Buck, the
chief what sartinly don't like m; any too well, will start
trouble. Then it will be worth while stayin' around here."
"Misler Charlie," Hop spoke np, nodding his head and looking very earnest, "if um ledskin chief no makce tlouble for
you, me makee tlouble for hi m. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
givee him some more tanglefoot."
"I'll bet a dollar to a quarter that you don't dare to go within reach of the s neakin' old coyote," Charlie r etorted, a grin
on his face. "He'll sartinly r emember you for givin' him that
CHAPTER VI.
water an' cayenne pepper."
WILD DECIDES TO GO .INTO CA:V!P.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no 'flaid of Led Buck.
Wild and Arietta made a short cut to where their compan- Me no 'flaicl of plenty ledskin n. Mo ve!!y smar'i:ee Chtnee. Me
ions were waiting for them
shootee allee samee likee Molican man."
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"You couldn't hit a barn door at thirty yards with the best
rifle what was ever made, an' you knew it."
The fact was that Hop was anything but a good marksman.
But when he lent his assistance in times when our friends
were in need of it, it was not through his fighting, but his
cleverness and ready wit.
Probably Wild would not have decided to stop here if there
had not been something that was a little puzzling to him.
He could not quite understand why it was that the old hunter
was so anxious a.bout keeping the jug in his possession.
The more he thought of it the 'more he became convinced
that there was more to it than the mere fact that it was an
heirloom.
Still, he was satisfied that It contained no liquid matter when
he lifted it.
"Et," he said, after the camp had been put in shape and the
two were sitting together on a mossy rock, "what do you think
about the old hunter and his jug?"
"I don't know what to think about the jug, Wild, but I do
think that if we hadn:t come along just as we did he might
have perished."
"Oh, yes, that goes without saying. If he bad r emained
there Jong enough he would have starved to death. But it's
puzzling to me as to why he should be so anxious about the old
brown jug. There was nothing in It, I am sure."
"He said it belonged to his grandfather, Wild."
"Yes, I know. But what of that? There must be something
more than that to It."
"I don't know, Wild," and the girl shook her head. "Maybe
you're right. But I'm inclined to beJ!eve that this is nothing
more than a whim of the old fellow's."
"All right, you can think that way. But I am going to find
out more about this. 'rhat's or.e reason why I want to camp
here. I'll do my best to learn why the old fellow thinks so
much of that jug."
·
"I'll help you I! you want me to."
"Maybe you can, Et. But I am not prepared to say just how
at this time. Anyhow, we'll let it go for a while. This is
about as good a place to take a rest as I've ever seen. It won't
hurt any of us to remain quiet the r est of the day."
"I thought you said you might take a ride up to the Indian
vlllage th is afternoon."
"That's right, too; I forgot about that. We'll do it, Et."
"All hands?"
"Well, I hardly think it will be advisable for all hands to
go. But you and I will go, anyhow."
"But you don't think it possible that any one would come
and disturb the camp, do you, Wild?"
"We can never tell abo~t such things, little girl. However,
it might be all right to leave the Chinamen in charge."
"I think it would," and the girl nodded very much as if she
thought at least Anna and Eloise should accompany them.
Wild bad no trouble in guessini this, so he soon arose from
where he was sitting, and calling to Charlie, sald:
"What do you think iJ.bout taking a ride up the river to have
a look at the redskin village this afternoon, Charlie?"
"What suits you suits me, Wild," came the reply.
"Well, Arietta seems to think It would be all right to leave,
the camp in charge of Hop and Wing, so we might all go."
"As far as that goes," and the scout shook his head thoughtfully, "I don't s'pose the r edskins would come down this way
to-day. I'm meanin' them we met last night, you know. Most
likely they'll keep on huntin' for the most of the day, an'
then they'll naturally git back to the Injun village. It might
be all right, if you think it would be safe to leave Hop here."
"What do you mean by that, Charlie? Why shouldn't It be
safe to leave him here?"
"He's sorter got an Idea that the old bunter has got a barrel
of whisky in that old log shanty down there."
"Nonsense, Charlie."
"That's all right. He'll be sneakin' down there as sure as
you're born, an' maybe it will be afore we're thinkin' of Jeavin'
here."
"That wlll be all right. If he does go down there he surely
won't hurt the old fellow any. Hop isn't that sort of a heathen.
Another thing, Charlie," and the boy shook his head, "Hop
might learn more about him than we have been able to."
"Oh, there ain't much that's worth learnin' about old Jason.
He's jest one of them fellers what's had a little trouble in his
younger days, or bas lost his wife an' chlld, or somethilf, an'
wants to Jive alone by himself."
"That's true, too. But, anyhow, we'll talrc the chances on it.
If you think it advisable to remain here, you can do so."
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"When do you think of going, Wild?" Anna spoke up, for
she had caught part of what they were saying.
"Not until after dinner," was the reply.
"Oh! I should like very much to go and see Blue Bird, the
squaw."
"So would I," Eloise declared, as she came up hurriedly.
Jim was fixing a strap that belonged to one of the girls' saddles, but lie was not far enough away not to catch on to the
conversation.
He soon came up and joined them, and tb.en it was not long
before It was settled that immediately after the noonday meal
they were to mount and ride up the river, and at least have a
look at the Pawnee village,
That was the way Wild put it, anyhow, and, of course, he
meant that in case there were no objections by the Indians
they would go direct to it. .
The morning had not not yet half passed, so when Anna decided that they should have something a little extra for the
noonday meal, she gave Wing the hint, and it was not long before the two were engaged in making the necessary preparations.
The main thing on the bill-of-fa.re was to be the wild ducks
they had shot, and this gave Hop and Wing all they could
attend to, since the feathers had to be plucked from them.
Wild suggested to Arietta that they take a walk around In
search of some small game, even though they did not actually
need it as far as eating went.
Jim and Eloise decided to go, too, so the four soon left the
camp, the girls can-ylng the shot-guns, while the young deadsh~t and Jim took their rifles.
We don't want any more ducks, so we may as well keep a
llttle Inland," th e young deadshot said, as he started up a
wooded hill. By the looks of things about here, we ought to
strike almost anything in the way of game. I don't doubt but
that bears are frequently found here. Anyhow, it's a good
deer country, for I have noticed deer tracks several times this
morning."
"Venison wouldn't be out of the way, Wild," Arletta answered, laughingly. "We haven't had any in three or four
days."
"A rather long time to go without it, too, little girl," and
then the boy joined her in laughing.
The fact was that Y-oung Wild West and his friends at a
certain season of the year ate a great deal more of venison
than they did of beef or other meat from tame animals.
Not looking for any particular thing in the way of game,
they continued on up the hill, and once at the top, divided into
two parties, Wild and Arietta going one way, and Jim and
Eloise the other.
They had not been separated more than ten minutes when
the young deadshot and his sweetheart heard a rifle shot.
They knew right away that Jim must have fired, for it came
from the direction he had taken.
They listened, and then two more shots were fired, followed
quickly by a scream.
"Wild," said Arletta. excitedly, "that was Eloise with her
shot-gun the second time, and she is crying for help. Something has happened. We had better hurry."
So far neither the young deadshot nor his sweetheart had
seen anything that was worth shooting.
But certainly Jim and Eloise must have been in better luck,
though the scream made them think that it might have been
bad luck, s1,t that.
Hurrying along through the bushes, .the two were not long
in coming to a gully, and as they looked about for a place
to descend, they caught sight of Eloise, who was clambering
up the other side of the gully, clutching at the vines and roots
to assist her.
Jim was nowhere to be seen, so the two were more surprised
than ever.
"Hello!" Wild called out. "What's the matter, Eloise ?"
"Hurry," the girl cried, as she paused and pointed below
her.
The young deadshot could not see what she pointed at, but
he saw a way to get down into the gully, and he went in a
hurry, sending a shower of dirt and stones before him.
He no sooner reached the ground below when he saw Jim
struggling with a couple of redskins, who were having all they
could do to hold him.
CHAPT!JJR VII.
TUE EXCITEMENT IN '.!'HE GULLY.

Jim Dart and Eloise were scarcely thinking of meeting hostile Indians when they separated from Wild and Arietta.
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They got to talking about the same as a couple of lovers
will do at times, and continued on until they came to a gully
without seeing anything larger than a squirrel or rabbit to
shoot at.
As they descended into the gully the sounds made by approaching horses came to their ears,' and instantly they became all attention.
It was less than a minute when they saw two Pawnees riding through the gully.
While all Indians to a certain extent look alike, Jim was
convinced that these were two of the liand that had paid a
visit to their camp the night before.
He was not at all alarmed, but was rather surprised.
Eloise, being rather timid, gave vent to a startled cry, and
as the two redskins rode up and dismounted, she came very
close to her boy lover.
·"Well, redskins, what do you want?" Jim asked, rather
coolly,
"Where the paleface boy and the paleface maiden go?" one
of them asked, as he dismounted.
,..We are not going anywhere in particular. Just looking for
something to shoot at."
"Ugh! Maybe paleface boy got some fire-water."
"Oh, you haven't got that notion out of your heads yet, eh?
I reckon you were with Red Buck last night when he vlsite,l'
our camp and demanded fire-water. "
"Red Buck heap much big chief."
"Yes, no doubt h e is. But his· braves didn't get any firewater just the same. The. fact ls, redskin, I haven't any with
me. I don't drink it myself, so there is no necessity for me
to carry it about."
"Paleface boy heap much Ile. His tongue Is crooked."
"Say," said Dart, who did not like this altogether, "I am
not in the habit of being called a liar, but I suppose I'll take it
from you, since I have this girl with me. But you take my
advice and go on about your business. I see you have been
hunting, so you had better take the game you have with you to
your village. Now then, just go on."
As the boy said this he stepped back and pointed his rifle at
the two.
But the one who had dismounted was so close to him that
it was easy for him to reach out and gr.ab the rifle 'by the barrel, which he promptly did.
Jim was not expecting this.
He thought they would surely take water and do as he told
them.
As the redskin tried to wrench the rifle from his grasp,

Jim's finger accidentally pulled upon the trigger, and the
weapon was discharged.
This caused Eloise to become much frightened, and thinking
Jim was trying to shoot the two Indians, she turned her shotgun toward the ground and discharged both barrels in an
. effort to frighten them away.
Then she gave vent to a scream for help, and started to run
trom the spot.
Instead of going away, the redskins flung themselves upon
Jim and tried to overpower him.
Whether they were merely doing it for the purpose of
searching him for a flask of whisky cannot be said, but, anyhow, they certainly gave him a hard struggle.
But he was strong and active, and he fought them hard,
landing a couple of hard blows with his fists before )lls arms
·
were seized.
Unable to get hold of his revolver or even the hunting knife
that hung from his belt, the boy simply did his best to keep
them from hurling him to the ground.
But two against one is a tough proposition, and Jim went
down just .as Wild appeared on the scene.•
IThe young deadshot did not offer to shoot the redskins.
He simply ran up, and almost before they knew it his right
fist shot out with lightning-like swiftness, and one of them
went down from a hard blow on the jaw.
The other quickly released his hold upon Dart, and was in
the act of rising when Wild let him have a kick that sent his
head flying upward and caused him to straighten out immediately upon the ground.
"What's the matter, Jim?" the young deadshot said, as his
boy partner scrambled to his feet.
"The two sneaking coyotes held me up, Wild," was the reply. "They demanded fire-water, and when I tried to ,make
them go away at the point of my rifle, one of them grabbed it,
and it was accidentally discharged. Then Eloise became
frightened · and fired both barrels of her shot-gun. They set
upon me, and though I did the best I could, they were a little

too much for me. I'm mighty glad you came along, for the
chances are they would have treated me rather roughly."
"It looks that way," the boy answered, and seeing that the
Indians were about to get upon their feet again, he pulled his
gun.
This caused them to remain upon thr ground, and with•a nod
of his head the young deadshot exclaimed:
"I have a notion to put an end to you Pawnees right now!
You are a couple of bad ones, just like old Red Buck."
"Young Wild West heap much brave paleface boy," came
from one of them, as he bowed humbly.
"You .think so, eh? What about my partner here.? He's
somewhat brave, too, isn't h e ?"
"Heap much brave."
"But you were going to rob him, ,just the same. Now then,
get on your feet, the pair of you."
Eloise had partly recovered from her fright by this time,
and she was not long in getting down from the bank and coming to the spot.
She picked up the shot-gun she had thrown down when she
started to flee, and trembling somewhat, she pointed it toward
.
one of the Indians.
"You had better put a couple . of shells in the gun before
you do that, Eloise," Wild advised, la ugbingly. "If I am not
mistaken you discharged both barrels."
"Oh," and her face reddened somewhat. "I forgot about
that."
She was not long in reloading the gun, and then with both
hammers at a cock, she again pointed it toward the redskins·.
"Unless you don't care whether you kill these fellows or not,
you had better turn the gun the other way," the young deadshot said to her, smiljngly. "You are altogether a little too
nervous to be fooling with a gun that is cocked. Let me see it
·
a moment."
She quickly handed it over, and changing the revolver to his
lef.t hand, the boy was not long in .putting down the ham·
mers.
"There!" he said. "I hardly think you care to kill these two
Pawnees just now. Maybe they only held up J im, thinking he
might have sdme whisky. But I am going to teach them a
lesson, just the same."
"I fE'el like punching the pair of them good and hard," Jim
declared, his eyes flashing.
·· All right, if that's the way you fe el about it. go ahead.
Take one of them at a time. What do you say if we give them
a chance to fight it out with you?"
"I am more than willing, Wild. Nothing would suit me
better."
"All right, go ahead. Take this one first," and the boy
nodded to the nearest redskin.
Jim promptly hitched up his trousers, and, stepping over to
the Indian, said:
"Get upon your feet. We are going to fight In paleface
fashion."
"Ugh! " came the reply. "Injun no afraid of paleface boy."
"All right, then, we'll soon see about It."
Up sprang the Pawnee.
He clenched both his fists and stood waiting for the boy to
attack him.
It was not long that he had to wait.
Scarcely two seconds elapsed when Jim's left fist shot out
and caught him on the chin.
The blow was a little long-reached, and it simply sent him
back a step.
But before he could recover himself, Jim ducked his head,
and, leaping forward, let go a hard one for the pit of nis
stomach.
This was a hard blow, and It landed squarely, and with a
gasp the Pawnee went to the ground, his heels flying in the
air.

"Get up, you!" Jim called out, as he almost ran upon the
other, who was still crouching upon the ground. "I reckon
I can take the two of you at one time."
The redskin attempted to rise, but before he could do so
Jim let him have one that caught him on the side of the jaw
and sent him sprawling.
This had no sooner happened when the other was upon his
feet again and full of fight.
Wild stood with the revolver in his hancl, watching everything that took place.
If either of the Indians attempted to pull a weapon, 'he
meant to interfere.
"Don't, Jim," Eloise called out, pleadingly. "There is no
need to fight that way."
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Having plen ty of time, th ey lingered quite a while at the
flat rock upon which t he fo od was spread.
But all things have to come to an end , and so it was with
this fin ely cook ed dinner of game; and when the yourrg deadshot arose and a ccepted a cigar from the scout, Arietta promptly said:
"Wild, you said you wer e going to ride up to the Pawnee
camp right after dinner. I suppose that means in about half
an hour from now."
"I r eckon that's about ri ght, little girl," was the smiling
reply. "You seem t o be eager to get to that camp. You want
to have a look at Blue Bird, I suppose."
"That's right, Wild. I would like to not only see the squaw,
but to speak to her as woll."
"You will have the privilege of doing both, I'm sure. But
how about the r est? Do t hey want to go?"
"Of course we want to go," the scout's wife spoke up. "Arietta was saying a little wh ile ago that tho camp would be. all
right with Hop and Wing in charge of it."
"What does Charlie say a bout it?"
"I don't know, but I'm sure whatever you say will settle it."
"All right, then, we'll go, and the two hPathens will stay in
charge of the camp.·•
That settled it, all of th em being well satisfied with the
arrangements.
It was just about half an hour after the dinner had been
finish ed when they mounted their horses and set out for the
Pawnee ca.mp.
They knew it was at the other side of the river, so they
watched a good chance to ford th e stream, and about a mile
above the spot where they found the old hunter pinned beneath the tree they came to just the sort of place they wanted.
The stream was quite shallow her e, and Wild picked out the
way and went on a head.
All six in the party managed to get across wit hout so much
as wetting their feet, and once they got upon the other side
they were not long in finding a beaten pa1lh that led to the
north running along close to the river,
W\ld knew t hat in all probability most of the Indian hunters
would be at the village hy this time.
.
He anticipated some little trouble from Red Buck, but he
depend ed upon White Dog to curb it.
Of course, be did not want to find th e Pawnees hostile, for
in that case they might run into a serious difficulty.
It being easy traveling, they were not so very long in coming in sight of the village of t epees.
Like all other Indian camps, it was not altogether inviting
to look upon, since there was no degree of regularity about
it, and bones and r efuse of the animals the Indians had slain
to obtain meat for themselves lay about altogether too close
to malce it pleasant.
But the redskins did not mind this sort of thing at all.
However, Young Wild West and his friends were somewhat
used to it themselves, so they merely commented upon it and
rode along until they reached the edge of the village.
There must have been at least thirty tepees there, and by
the looks of things the Pawnees had been located there for
quite a long time.
,
No doubt when they first selected the grounds there was
quite a thick woods there, but trees had been cut down in
order to furnish fuel for their fires, and the result was that it
was quite a. clearing now.
"This is government land, Wild. Must belong to the reservation," Cheyenne Charlie remarked.
"Undoubtedly," was the reply. "The redskins w111 bP permitted to remain here until some one takes a notion to ofl'er
the land to the whites who want to come and take possession
of It. But that may be a very long time, so I reckon this
bunch of Pawnees won't be bothered about it."
Of course, the party had been seen by some of the Indians,
and in less than five minutes every man, woman and child
there were looking sharply at them.
As far as could be seen very few weapons were possessed by
the braves of the tribe, though here and there one could be
seen with a revolver hanging from his belt.
All of them possessed knives, but this was only natural, for
CHAPTER VIII.
they had use for them other th.an fighting.
AT THE PAWNEE VILLAGE.
Wild was looking around for the Pawnee Paleface, and when
All hands kept quite busy up to the time the dinner was he finally saw him come out of a tepee that was close to the
ready, for it seemed that each of them could find something to gaudily decorated lodge of the chief, h e gave a nod of satisdo to help it along.
faction and promptly called out:
To say that the meal was enjoyed ~xpresses it thoroughly.
"Hello, White Dog! We have come to pay you a little visit."
The wild ducks were a little out of the general ordei;-, and
"Young Wild West heap much welcome," came the reply, and
all declared that they tasted fine.
then White Dog came running toward them,

"Keep still, Eloise," Wild said , rather sharply. "Just get
back a littl e, and be careful you don't let that gun go off. You
might bit me Instead of the redskins."
Every one who could be call ed a friend of Young Wild West's
bad a way of a lways obeying him, so without another word
,Tim Dart's sweetheart stepped back and placed the gun against
a rock.
Meanwhile, Jim was now certainly enjoying himself if a boy
who was master of the situation In a fight against two redskins possibly could.
He kept knocking the Indians down as fast as the opportunity came, not permitting th em to land a blow upon him or
so much as touch him with their hands.
At length th ey got all they wanted, and when both refused
to make a move to get up again, Wild stepped up and said:
"Well, I reckon the fight is over, Jim. How do you feel
now?"
"It makes me feel a whole lot better," was the reply. "I certanly have landed about fifteen hard punches .. ,
"Knuckles must be a little sore, too, by the way some of
them sounded."
·
"Yes, my hand feels the effects of it it all right."
"I reckon these fellows are ready to go on now."
"Ugh!" one of them gasped, as he wiped a badly swollen
hand. "Injuns go to their camp ."
"All right, go on, then, and the n ext time you are looking
for fire-water, be careful how you go about it."
Glad of the opportunity by the way they acted, the two Pawnees were not long in getting up and going to their waiting
horses.
One of them had a number of ducks hanging over the back
of his steed, while the other was carrying the haunches of a
bear and the pelt from it.
Without saying a word they rode away, turning in the direction they had come from, which told plainly that they must
have caught sight of Jim and Eloi se, and turned that way for
the very purpose of making a hold-up.
"Too bad Charlie wasn't here," Wild said, with a laugh.
"There was quite a little excitement while it lasted, eh, Jim?"
·'Quite a little," was the reply. "Eloise must have thought
so, by the way she acted."
"I completely lost my head," the girl declared, her face
reddening slightly. "When th e rifle was discharged I thought
surely Jim was trying to kill the r edskins."
"Well, it's all right, anyhow. The next time you will be able
to keep a little more cool. Forget all about it, and we'll go on
back. We'll take a roundabout way, and possibly we may
strike something to shoot at before we r each the camp."
They did as he said, and when they were a_lmost back to the
camp a flock of quail raised within a few feet of them.
Arietta, who had remained cool and an lnteres~ed spectator while the fighting was going on In the gully, was the first
to fire.
She let go both barrels and dropped two of the birds.
Then Eloise, who had recovered herself fully by this time,
fired. and brought down one.
Wild and Jim did not offer to fire.
They might have shot a quail on the wing with a rifle, but
just then they thought it a good Idea to let the girls have the
sport, for the birds would not fly very far.
The next time they came near the quail they were prepared
for them, and when a.bout a dozen of them arose near them,
the girls banged away and each got two.
But the birds scattered so much now that It was hardly
worth while to follow them up.
"Five quail will do all right, since we have the ducks to
cat girls" Young Wild West said, with a nod of the head.
"We hav~n't got very much, and we haven't been away from
camp very long. But I reckon we may as well go back, so
Eloise can have the cha.nee to relate the startling adventure
she met with in the gully."
Twenty minutes later they got back to the ca.mp, and then
Hop was given the opportunity to pluck the quail, so they
might be added to the b111-of-fare for the noonday meal.
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He was followed by a score of the braves, and then the
squaws and children approached rather timidly, and soon a
human ring was formed about our friends.
White Dog shook hands with each of them, bowing very politely as he did so.
Then he told 1.hem that the Pawnees of the village were at
peace with all the palefaces, and that the visitors were welcome to remain there as long as they chose to do so.
They dismounted then, and as Arietta stepped up to the
white Indian he looked at her smilingly.
"You want to see Blue Bird?" he asked.
"Yes, White- Dog. Where is she?"
"Come with me. The paleface maiden sJ:iall be the first to
see and speak to her."
Arietta accepted the invitation, and followed him to the
tepee he had emerged from when they fi rst saw him.
Pulling aside the flap rather proudly, White Dog pointed
Inside.,
Upon a fancy blanket sat a very pretty squaw, bedecked in
all the finery of her tribe.
She looked up timidly as Arietta appeared before her, and
then putting out her hand, said:
"How?"
"Pretty well," Arietta answered, dropping upon her knee and
taking the proffered hand. "How are you?"
.. Me very happy. White Dog heap much brave."
"And thafs what makes you happy, I suppose."
"Yes; make me heap much happy.•·
"Your name is Blue Bird, isn't it?" Arietta asked, as she sat
down beside her.
"Yes."

"And you're going to be White Dog's squaw ?"
"Yes; and she looked proudly at the handsome, athletic
Paw~ee Paleface.
"Ugh!" White Dog said, and then he permitted the flap of
the tent to drop, so the two might hold a conversation all by
themselv<'s.
There was not a great deal to talk about, but Arletta made
the most of it for the next ten minutes.
She wound up by advising the squaw to have the marriage
ceremony tak e place at once.
mu Bird seemed. quite willing to do this, but declared that
her father, t he chief, had all to say about that.
Arietta also learned that Red Buck was the girl's father,
and that he was the ruler of that branch of t he t ribe that had
taken up that portion of the forest for their abiding place.
As White Dog had said Red Dog was his foster father, this
meant that the two must have been reared together from childhood.
"Elue Bird," Young Wild West's sweetheart said. as she
arose to leave the tepee, "won't you come out and shake ham1s
with my· friends?"
·'Yes," was the quick reply, which told plainly that she was
only too glad to accept the invitation.
Arietta led the way outside and found White Dog standing
th ere with folded arms.
He nodded in a pleased way when he saw his intended bride
following the paleface maiden.
Then ll three made their way to where the rest of our
fri ends were standing by their horses, the crowd of Indians
making way for them.
When Blue Bird had shaken hands with them all, White
Dog proudly took his station by her side and said:
'' l3lue Bird heap much nice squaw."
"You're right about that, I r eckon," Wild answered, smilingly. "But say, when is the wedding going to take place?"
"Blue Bird is willing that it should be to-morrow, but it all
lies with her father," said Arletta.
·'Where is the chief?" Wild asked, shooting.a glance around
him.
"Red Buck no come back from the hunt yet," White Dog answered.
"Oh! Well, if he learns that we are anxious to have the
marriage ceremony take place quickly, the chances are he
will put a stop to it, for he has no liking for us."
"Maybe me know how Young Wild West can malce Red
Buck like him," the Pawnee Paleface said, after thinking for
a few seconds.
"Tell me how," Wild said, looking at him expectantly.
"Young Wild West make Reel Buck a present. He want firewater."
"I'm sorry, but I can't give him any fire-water. You don't
drink the stuff yourself, do you, V.'hite Dog?"
"No, me no taste fire-water."

"Good! You're the same as I am, then."
"Maybe Young Wild West give Red Buck money to buy firewater."
·'Wher e can he buy it?"
"Twelve, thirteen miles from here," and the brave pointed
to the southeast.
" Oh, all ri ght. We'll see about it, then."
Wishing to keep the Indians in a good humor, Wild felt in
his pockets and produced all the small pieces of silver and
nickels he had .
He found that he had about two dollars' worth, and then
he told Charlie and Jim to let him have what they could find.
The result was that he soon had in his hand as many as
twenty dimes, half a dozen quarters, probably fifteen nickels,
and two half dollars.
"Now then," be said, shaking the coins in both hands, so the
redskins could see them, "we are going to have a scramble.
You know what that means, White Dog."
"Injuns grab and fight for the money," was the reply.
"Yes, that's about it."
"Maybe Young Wild West make race."
"Make a race, eh? Well, that would be a good idf'a, I suppose. I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll dump this money in a
heap over at the foot of that big oak. You just tell the .-::rowd
that I'm going to do it, and then I want them to all wait here
until I come back."
White Dog nodded approvingly, and then began talking
·
rapidly in the language of the Pawnees.
Even the squaws and children who were big enough to run
beca.me excited and interested.
Wild lmE'w there would be quite a scramble for the money,
but he also felt that he would be making friends with them
all.
He walked over to the oak tree, which was probably a hundred yards from the center of the village, and then upon an
open piece of gro und he deposited the double handful of coins.
When he came back he found White Dog lining up the Indians In the best way he could.
Counting the squaws and children, there must have been
a hundred of them, and the way they pushed and fought to
get at the front of t1).e line was really amusing.
Charlie, Jim and the girls had been forced to get well back,
but Wild pushed his way through, and then after talking lo
the Pawnee Paleface for a minute or two, suggested that they
go over closer to the oak tree, so they might witness the
sc.ramble close by.
"White Dog," he said, as they started to lead the:r horses
toward the oak, "you keep thc•m all here, and when I fire a
shot they can start for the money."
The brave nodded, and then quickly translated what the
young deadshot said to the crowd.
As soon as they got over to the other side, Wild nodded to
his companions and said:
"Now then, just get back a little. There Is going to be a
Jong fight before this thing is over, but I'm pretty sure it will
be a good-natured one. They all want to get a piece of silver
or a nickel, and they will fight each other and kick and scratch
hard to get it."
Then the boy waved his hat and the Indians leaned forward
.
to make the run.
Out came his revolver, and the young deadshot quickly
raised it above his head and pulled the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out, a shout went up from the eager
Pawnees, and then lilce a herd of cattle on the stampede
they came tearing towtrd the oak tree.
What followed when they reached the spot would be bard to
describe.
'l'he squaws and the children were left behind in the race,
but they did not stop, but threw themselves upon the strui;gling mass of braves.
'fhey kicked and rolled upon the ground, and it was fully
two minutes after they struck the spot before the money had
been picked up.
When this had been done it was found that some had received a great deal more t han a share of it.
But they wer e counted as being all the more clever, and
those who failed to get even a nickel seemed quite willing
to cheer them.
"Wild," Arietta said, smilingly, when it was all over, "il"l>
too bad we didn't have as much as fifty d'ollars in small change.
That ls one of the most amusing sights I have witnessed in a
long time. What do you suppose they'll do with the money
uow?"
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"Most of them will try and buy whisky wit h it," was the fr om the cf~"cts of the pun ishment he had r eceived while the
reply.
tree was lying upon his l<;gs.
"I wonder if any of the squaws got anything? "
" Me no wakee," he said. " Mc lookec for um taP glefoot."
"I hardly think so. They stood a mighty poor show. But
Around t o t he door he mad e his way, and, liftin g the 1atch,
the desire for the money urged them on, of course."
pushed upon it gently.
One. old brave who had failed to succeed now came up, and
It was n ot fastened, a nd opened with a slight squeak.
looking at the young deadshot, said:
'I'hrough the crack Hop could see tb e sleeping hunter, and
"Paleface boy got more money?"
when he moved he pushed th e door grmtly to and waited.
"I'm sorry, but I haven't," was the r eply.
Then he t r ied it again, tllis time wit hout making as much
"Ugh!"
of a sound as before.
Then he turned and walked away disappointedly.
Old J ason, eviden tly ti r ed out, was sleeping peacefully now,
Bound to ma,ke fri ends with the old chief, Wild called Whi te and the cleY(i Chinee walked on inside the cabin.
Dog over to him, and showing him a t en-dollar gold-piece,
Thl'r e were t wo apartments to it, b:,t Hop chose to look about
said:
the one wher e the sleeper was lying first.
"This wlll be for Red Buck."
H e went on around wi thout fin ding anything th nt was at
"Heap much money," was the reply.
all like whisky, and fi nally paused r ight OYer the sleeper:
"And this," Arietta said, producing another t en-dollar goldTh e jug which he had been so anxious to keep was right
piece, "will be for the bride if we are permitted to see the near his head.
marriage ceremony."
Hop r eached over and took it, giving it a shake as he did so.
Jim gave a nod at this, and was not long in finding a tenThl'r e certainly was no liquid in it, but somethi ng rattled
dollar gold-piece.
inside, which caused t he Chinaman to become inter ested.
"White Dog," he said, smilingly, "this will be for you if you
Ju g in hand, he went outside.
marry the squaw before to-morrow night."
He was about to r emove the stopper from th e jug, when !t
The eyes of the Indian by adoption glistened with del!ght.
occurred to him that he had better s-~arch the other room be"We wish Red Buck would come," he said, as he looked for e the old man might awaken.
around to the right.
Leaving th
on the ground, he weilt in again and began
As if it had been prearranged for his wish to be granted looki ng aboute jug
he small apartment, which seemed to be a sort
instantly, six Indians showed up through an opening in the of store-room tmore
t han anything else, for all sorts of odds
woods.
a nd ends, including the rusty old traps, were lying about.
One of them was Red Buck, the chief, and he was coming in
The clever Chinee searched about for fully ten minutes, and
with the rest of the party that had gone out to hunt game.
at length he became disgusted.
"Here comes the sneakin' old coyote now! " Cheyenne Char"No tanglefoot here,"
mutter ed. " Mis!er Charlie allee
lie exclaimed, as he recognized the chi ef. "Now then, we'll sam ee talkee likee fool. h e say
maybe um ballel of tanglefoot
see what's goin' to be done about this here business. We all lfcr e. Um old hunter noHe
goodee. He no dlinkee tanglefoot."
want to see the Injun knot tied, 'cause it ain't very often any
Then he walked noiselessly into t he other room, and seeing
one kin see a white redskin marry a real Pawnee squaw."
that Jason was still asleep, he slipped outside and picked up
the jug.
Out came the stopper, and then the clever Chinee turned the
CHAPTER lX.
jug upside down.
HOP MANAGES TO KEEP BUSY.
A small gold chain dropped out, and then a string that was
Hop and Wing seemed to be perfectly satisfied to r emain in attached to the end of it follo wed.
Hop pulled upon the string, and out came a piece of folded
charge of the camp, and fifteen minutes aft er they were there
alont, Wing finished cleaning up the remains of the dinner paper.
and threw himself into a comfortable position under a tree.
"Velly muchee stlange," he muttered. "Whattee mattee?"
Hop knew quite well what this meant, for his brother had a
The clever Chin ee was pretty sure that Young Wild West
way of falling asleep every chance he got when there was was inter ested in the jug, so he thought for a moment, and
nothing for him to do.
then decided to keep what he had found and talce it back to
However, he said nothing, but kept on puftlng at the big the camp.
black cigar he had lighted after eating his dinner and looking
No sooner thought of than he slipped the chain, string and
thoughtfully at the smoke as it curled upward.
piece of paper into one of his pockets.
It was not more than five minutes before Wing was sound
Then putting the stopper back in the jug, he went inside the
asleep.
shanty and placed it exas:tly where he had found It.
Then Hop gave a nod of satisfaction, and, rising to his feet,
"Now Jen," he said to himself, as he gave a nod, "me wakee
picked up an empty pall and went to the cascade.
um old man, so be."
He quickly filled the pail, and then back he came.
When he had pulled the door tightly shut, he rapped loudly
It happened that his brother had chosen to lie down directly upon it, maki ng it appear that he had just arrived.
under an overhanging limb, and without arousing him the
"Hello! " came a startled cry from within. "vVho's there?"
Chinaman passed a rope over the limb, and then tying one of
Hop pushed open the door.
•
the ends to the handle of the pail, pulled it upward so it hung
"Me allee samee Hop Wah," he said, bowing politely.
directly over Wing at a height of about four feet.
"Oh, ·it's one of the heathens. What do you want?" Jason
This done, he passed the other end of the rope under the asked.
legs of the sleeping Chinaman, taking a turn so the least
" Me no wantee somethling. Me comee to see you. EveJymovement of the sleeper would cause the rope to slip and the body go to um ledskin camp. Leavee me and my blother
pail to come down upon him.
alone. My blother go to sleep, so me comee to see you."
If it had not been that Wing Wah was a sound sleeper, Hop
The old man shot a glance at the jug, and then arose to his
might not have succeeded in doing all this.
feet.
But he knew that it would take a whole lot to rouse him, so
"I'm feelln' a whole lot better after a nap, heathen," he said.
he went right ahead and soon finished his 't ask.
"Come in a:n' set down."
"Lat allee light," he said, with a nod of satisfaction. "Now
Hop obeyed, looking around curiously to make it appear
len, me go and see um old hunter. Me wantee lookee for tan- that he was a total stranger
to the place.
glefoot."
"You like good liquor, my heathen fri end, don't you?" Jason
Even though the water might be spllled upon Wing while he ask ed, as he turned to the rear of the room.
was not there, Hop walked leisurely away from the camp.
"Velly muchee," Hop declared, showing genuine su:-prise
It would be fun just the same, and that was enough for now.
him.
" All right. I've got some l1quor that's br>en here nigh on to
The clever Chinee was not long in reaching the log cabin.
twenty years. I never drank a whole lot of it myself, 'cause
The door was closed, and to all appearances the place might I wasn't inclined that way. But now an' then a taste of it Is
not be occupied.
' good. I'm goln' to give you some."
Hop walked entirely around the structure, and then he
Hop watched him, and when be saw him push upon one of
paused before a little window and peered in.
the logs and cause it to slip back, he arose and watched him
Lying upon a rude couch inside was Dan Jason, sound asle6p. eagerly.
Practical joker as he was, Hop did not feel incllned to play
The log appeared to be hinged, and when he had pushed
a trick upon the man.
It baclc the old man reached down with his hand and then a
He .knew he had suffered, and that he was also very sore sharp click followed.
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A door that was amply large enough to permit a man to go
throu gh with ease swung open, and Hop found himself looking
into what appeared to be a dark cellar.
·
"You're the first one as has ever set eyes on this here place
in a mighty long time, my heathen friend," Jason said, with
a smile. "I've got nigh on to a whole barrel of good old.
whisky here. It was lost from a wagon that tumbled over a
cliff not far from here quite a number of years ago. It took
me quite a long time to roll the barrel here, but I thought it
was worth while, an' havin' this here cellar in mind, I put it
in so I could keep It. But I know you llke good stuff to drink,
an' since you was one of 'em what saved my life, I'm goin' to
give you all you want of it."
"You velly nlcee Melican man," Hop declared.
Jason stepped through, and Hop squeezed in after him.
The cellar was not more than six by four, and about the
only thing there was to be seen in it was a barrel with a
·
wooden spigot in the end.
"Jest hand me somethin' an' I'll draw some of the liquor,"
the! hunter said.
Hop stepped back quickly, and the first thing he got hold of
was the jug.
"No, no," cr.ied the old man, excitedly. "I don't put llquor
in that jug."
"Aile.., light," and Hop promptly put it down.
Then he looked about and found an earthen bowl.
"Maybe lis do," he said, as he handed it over.
There was a nod of approval, and then Jason ran the bowl
nearly full.
Probably it would have measured up as much as two quarts.
Hop knew it was the real stuff, for the odor that came from
it was rather strong.
"Velly nicee tanglefoot," he said, and then he peered In the
hark hole as if to get a good ·look at the barrel it came from.
But the old hunter did not seem to want him to look any
further.
"That will do," he said, rather sharply. "I've shown you
my barrel of whisky. There's nothin' else here for you to
see."

"Velly muchee darkee, so be," Hop declared, as he backed
out, the ,bowl in his hands.
"Yes, it's dark in there, I know."
Limping out into the room, for he was still quite lame, Jason
pushed the door to, and then reaching through the small opening at the top, sllpped the log back into place.
'fo all appearances the logs were intact, and no one would
have noticed that there was a door th er e.
But it happened that there were articles of clothing hanging
so i.t covered the outline where the logs came together, and .this
made the deception complete.
•
Even though he wail much interested ,in the liquor that had
been drawn from the barrel, Hop could not help thinki ng of
how he had walked completely around the log cabin without
noticing anything like ·an addition at the back. ,
He deciued to investigate before he went back to the cam p,
out waited now for the old man to present him with the
whisky.
"Let me see," Jason said, as he scratched his head thoughtfully, "I don't know as I've got anything to put this in, so you
kin t ake it a.way with you. I s'pose I could lend you the bowl,
though."
"Me gottee um bottle," the Chinaman answered, quickly, and
he produced one from somewhere under his coat which would
hold at least half the contents of the bowl.
Jason nodded, and then proceeded to fill it for him, using a
tin dipper for the purpose.
"Me likee tastee," Hop said, before he had quite finished the
job.
The hunter nodded, and handed him the dipper about half
full.
Hop was really very fond of liquor, and when he tasted what
was given him, he smacked his lips and declared it to be as
good as any he had ever drank in his whole life.
"You takee l!llee dlop," he suggested.
Jason nodded and did so.
There was still about a quart left in the bowl, and as Hop
had left the flask he always carri ed with him, as well as some
empty bottles, at the camp, be had nothing to put It in.
But he was not going to go aw:iy without it if he could help
it, so he decided to take the bowl with him to the camp.
"Me fetchee backfJe ve!ly muchee quickee," he said. "You
velly nicee l\Iellcan man."
"All right. it don't matter a great deal If you fetch it back.
I've got two or thr~e more howls. I'm putty well supplied with

sich things, anyhow. I'vP been in the habit of buyin' 'em
every time I got where they was to be sold ."
Eager to get back to camp, the clever Chinee thanked the old
hunter and left the cabin, forgetting all about what he had
taken from the jug for the time being.
Up the hill he made his way, and was not long in coming
in sight of the two tents.
As he took a look at the scene, he noticed that Wing was still
sound asleep, and that the pail was hanging from the limb of
the tree exactly as he had left it.
"My fool blother no wakee," he said. "Maybe me wakee
velly muchee quickee."
Then a grin showed on his yellow face, and, bowl in hand, he
stepped over and gave the sleeping Chinaman a kick on the
arm.
Probably Wing may have been dreaming of an attack being
made upon him, for he awoke with astonishing quickness.
Up went his hands and feet at the same time.
'l'he bowl containing the whisky went flying from Hop's
grasp, and down came the pail of water.
"Hip hi!"
Both Chinamen yelled out the exclamation almost as If in
one voice, Wing because he felt the cold water upon him, and
Hop, no doubt, because his bowl of whisky was gone.
"Whattee mattee, my fool blather?" th e latter cried, angrily,
and then as if to get square for the loss he had sustained, he
pounced upon his half drenched brother and began pummeling
him right and left.
Wing made a desperate struggle, and, rolling over Hop, got
the rope entangled about the pair of them.
They fought as if it was for their lives then, each yelling
in anger as they continued.
At length Hop managed to get free from the rope, and, rising
to his feet, he beat a hasty retreat.
"Me lickee you velly muchee quickee," Wing roared, for he
blamed it all on his brother, as might be supposed.
The pail with the rope st111 attached to the handle was
enough for that, even if he had not known of Hop's old tricks.
The two were about evenly matched when it came to the
sort of fighting they were in the habit of doing, and there
being no one to separate them,, they were not inclined to get
at it again, but contented themselves with standing apart and
calling each other names.
This continued for nearly fifteen minutes, and then Wing
went to the brook to wash his face, which had been scratched
considerably, while Hop went further down the stream and did
about the same.
'
As he thought over what had happened, the clever Chinee decided that the best thing he could do was to mount his horse
and ride over to the Indian camp.
If he remained where he was there would be a continuation
of the quarrel, and he knew it might be a long time before
Wild and the rest returned.
Having taken another taste of the liquor the old hunter had
given him, he placed the qu art bottle back in his pocket, and
then was not long in saddling his horse.
Wing watched him in a sort of silent contempt, no doubt
feeling that he was the Yictor after all, since Hop was evidently afraid to remain thelle with him.
The clever Chinee mounted his piebald cayuse, and, taking
the trail, went along in the direction our friends had taken
when they set out to visit the Pawnee village.
Hop had no difficulty in finding the place where they had
forded the river, and he soon got to the other side, and then
in due timo came in sight of the redskin headquarters.
It happened that no one was looking his way, and feeling
sure that he had not been seen, his old love for practical joking came to the Chinaman almost immediately.
He could see the Indians grouped here and there.
Before the lodge or tepee which he knew must belong to the
chief of the .band as many as a score of redsltins were gathered, and as the Chinaman dismounted and crept a little
closer he was able to discern the forms of Young Wild West
and his companions sitting upon blankets that had evidently
been spread upon the ground for that purpose.
"Ley havee velly goodee timee, so be," he thought, and then
he gave a chuckle. "Me havee lillee fun. Me takee llllee
dlink of tanglefoot first."
Out came the bottle of the very good liquor the old hunter
had given him, and, taking a generous swig of It, the clever
Chinee put the cork back and the bottle was returned to his
pocket.
,
He thought for a moment, an·d then llghted a big black
cigar.

YOUNG WILD WEST AND
This done, he felt in another pocket and produced a big
firecracker of his own manufacture
"Lat allee .samee go velly muchee bang!" he muttered.
"Makee um Jedskins wakee uppee velly muchee · quickee."
Leaving his horse tied to a sapling, he crept up close to the
collection of tepees, and made his way carefully around until
he was directly behin d the lodge of the chief, which was
nothing more than an affair made of skins with a rather flat
top, unlike the rest of the tepees.
It was painted up in gaudy shape, as far as the artistic
work of Indians went.
But Hop did not pay any attention to the work just then.
The half moons, stars and rude caricatures of horses and
men were nothing to him at that time.
He was thinking of creating a big surprise, and he wanted
Wild and the rest to take part in it.
It never once occurred to him that they might be angry
at his leaving camp, so he proceede~ to go ahead with his
llttle game.
Again he looked at the big firecracker.
Then he shook his head and muttered:
"Only makee one bang. Me do more lan lat. Maybe me
bettee go in um tent."
It was an.easy thing to cut a slit in the back of the chief's
l?dge, and the Chinaman unhesitatingly did so, failing to notice that he destroyed a drawing in red and black of a horse
and a little papoose.
Pulllng the severed parts aside, he peered in.
There was nothing to be seen other than what the interior of
an ordinary Indian habitation was like.
There were a few blankets hanging upon a rope, some scattered on the ground, a pile of straw in one corner, and a piece
of meat that hung from a peg.
Of course, there were difterent articles of wearing apparel,
and a rather ruffled headdress of various colored feathers.
But the straw seemed to appeal to the Chinaman just then,
and as he looked at it the grin that had been upon his face for
some little time grew broader.
"Maybe um tent allee samee glttee fire if me shootee off um
flreclacker," he thought, and then he gave a low chuckle.
Intc the lodge he crept, and once there he peered through
at what was taking place In the front.
But there was nothing particular going on other than that
the chief and some of his chos~n braves were entertaining the
paleface visitors.
Hop felt in his pocket again.
This time he brought out a package that contained common
gunpowder.
He broke it open so the powder showed, and then deposited
it upon the pile of straw, which had no doubt been uncovered
to permit it to air, so the chief could make his bed when he
retired for the night.
Hop knew that it would be nothing short of a miracle if the
powder did not catch fire from a spark when the cracker exploded.
Anyhow, he was willing to take the chances on this, so after
again.peering through and seeing how nicely things were going on, he slipped back to the aperture he had made and made
his way out.
He looked around, and after chuckling to himself, took
another drink from the bottle he had in his pocket, and then
coolly placed the lighted end of his cigar to the fus e of the
cracker.
As it began to sputter he reached in and tossed it upon the
pile of straw, and then away he went, running noiselessly and
dodging among the trees.
He had not got more than twenty yards from the lodge when
a loud report sounded.
Then a muffled report followed quickly, and the whole thing
burst into flame and smoke.
CHAPTER X.
THE OLD HUNTER'S SECI:El'.

When Young Wild West saw Red Buck returning he made
his mind to do his level best to keep on rrtendly terms with
him.
White Dog was more than willing to pave the way, so bidding them all remain where they were, he started to meet the
chief and the braves who had remained with him until he came
in from the hunt.
As the eyes of the chief lighted upon the stranger he scowled
fiercely, for he recognized them at once.
But when White Dog began talking to him in his own tongue,
the expression of his face gradually changed, and it was not
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Jong before he gave a grunt of approval, and then he rode
directly to where our friends were standing in waiting.
"What palefaces want?" he demanded, affecting more anger
than he felt, for the fact was that the Pawnee Paleface had
told him that he was going to receive a liberal present from
Young Wild West.
"Red Buck, you're a great brave. You're one of the greatest
'Pawnees I ever met," Wild said, in a flattering way. "We
came to your village to see the beautiful squaw White Dog Hr
to wed. The paleface maidens want to see them wed, and we
are all willing to make you a present in money, so you may
have what you like, if you will hurry it along a little."
The chief did not quite understand all he said, but Blue
l3ird, with the· assistance of her intended husband, quickly
made It plain to him.
"Gold money?" he said, his face softening.
"Yes," Wild answered, showing him a ten-dollar gold-piece.
"Want to see Blue Bird be the ·squaw of White Dog?"
"That's right, chief. i•
"Give Red Buck th e gold money and come to-morrow."
Wild unhesitatingly gave him the amount.
"Now then, White Dog," the young deadshot said, nodding to
the Pawnee Paleface, "I'll leave it to you to see that the thing
is carried out. Suppose you make it about noon to-morrow?
We'll rid e up a little before that time, and you can have things
all ready."
"Everything be all ready," was the reply. "Yoit eat the big
feast with us. We k!ll two, three fat dogs and have them
roasted in the big pot. Put some onions, potatoes and flour in.
Make heap much nice grub."
'"rhat will be nice, won't it, gals?" Cheyenne Charlie asked,
with a grin.
"None of It for me," Anna declared.
"Maybe you'll see the time you'll be mighty glad to git a
fat ddg roasted down in the pot.· But that don't matter. You
don't have to eat it if you don't want it. We're comln' up this
way, anyhow, an' we'll see this here Injun weddln'."
Young Wild West was nothing if not liberal, so to further
get Into the good graces of the chief, he gave him another tendollar gold-piece.
Then Red Duck hinted that he would like to have some
fire-water.
But the boy assured him, as he ha~ done on a former occasion, that they had none.
"You can buy your own fire-water with the money I have
given you. You must r emember that Blue Bird and White Dog
are going to have ten dollars apiece, too. But they won't receive it until right after they have becomt> man and wife."
"Red Buck no care. Maybe they no want gold money. You
,
·
give to Red Buck."
"The old sinner!" the scout exclaimed, indignantly, "That's
a fine way to act when it's his own daughter that's goln' to be
married."
"And his foster son, too," Arietta added, with a sm!le.
But the chief said nothing further on the subject, and soon
invited them to come and sit in front of his lodge, so he might
entertain them.
They all willingly complied with the request, and they sat
there nearly half an hour listening to the so-called words of
wisdom of the big cl;lief, while his chosen braves nodded and
approved all he said.
They were just about thinking of excusing themselves when
something unexpected happened.
A loud report sounded, which was quickly followed by
another that was more muffled, and then a big cloud of smoke
obscured everything from their view.
But this was only momentary, and then flames enveloped
the lodge, for it had ignited instantly, being as dry as tinder
and some of the skins having the fur attached to them.
Consternation seized the redskins, and it is but fair to
say that Young Wild West and his friends were greatly surprised.
But they of course guessed right away who had caused the
excitement.
'
They were almost trampled upon by the frightened and excited Pawnees, but they managed to get far enough away from
the spot so they could hold a conversation about It.
"That fool of a heathen had to foller us an' raise the dickens
ag'in," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, angrily.
"That's all right, Charlie," Wild answered. "Don't Jet the
redskins know hoW' It happened. It m\ght be the means of
spoiling our chances of seeing the wedding to-morrow. As far
as I am concerned, I don't care whether I see it or not, but th·e
girls are anxious to, and I mean that they shall. Hbp ha.s
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again overstepped his bonds, but it can't be h elped now. We'll
have to pay for the damage, that's all."
·
There was nothing to do but to make out that they were as
much astonished as any of the Indians, and this our friends
did to perfection.
'l'he only way Reel Buck could account for the explosion was
that he admitted that there was both powder and· matches in
his lodge,
He looked at the ruins ruefully, for though some of tbe
braves had managed to extinguish the flames, the structure
was so badly burned that it could never be occupied again.
Wild then counted out twenty-five dollars, and as he handed
it to the chief, he said:
"I'm very sorry that you were careless enough to have powder and matches lying in your tepee so an explosioµ might
occur. But this will help you out, and you can soon put up
another lodge."
That settled the whole thing.
Red Buck acted as if the twenty-five dollars was a great deal
more than what ha.cl been destroyed.
The more they thought it over the more they all felt like
laughing, so after everything had been settled satisfactorily,
Wild and his companions mounted their horses and set out to
return to the ca.mp.
Hop had beaten thtm by several minutes, and by coaxing
be had got fling in a good humor.
"You're goin' to git it, heathen!" the scout exclaimed, as he
dismounted and ran for Hop. "Jest let me git hold of that
pigtail."
·
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" and the Chinaman
bounded away like a shot.
Charlie ran after him, and Wild followed.
"Wait a minute, Charlie," the young deadshot said. "There's
no need in handling him roughly. I just want to give him a
lecture, and then I'll punish him by shooting about an inch of
his pigtail away."
Hop no sooner heard this than he stepped forward.
"Misler Wild," ne said, "me gottee somethllng."
"Stole something from the old chief's tent, I suppose."
"No, Misler Wild. Me findee outtee whattee um old hunter
havee in um jug."
This caused them all to look surprised, and for the mtiment
t-hey forgot all about what Hop had done to the Pawnees.
"Lat light, Misler Wild," Hop went on, and then he pulled
the piece of chain that was attached to the string and paper
from under his coat.
Wild took_ it from him, and all gathered about him as he
untied the string from the paper, which was a piece of writing
paper yellow with age.
Scrawled upon the paper was the following:
"This ls my confession. I killed the man what ran away
with my wife, and I've got his gold in my sha;nty. I don't
know what became of the woman, but the boy was took by
tbe Injuns, and he's living with them yet, his name being
White Dog. That's all. May I be forgiven.
"DANIEL J.A.SON."

Hep pulled him out as quickly as he could, but the old man
was dead.
On the ground near the spot Jay the jug, and when he had
covered the face of the dead man, the Chinaman :5tepped over
and placed the chain, string and pi·ece of paper into the jug,
not forgetting to put the stopper in.
.
"Now Jen," he said, "me g6 te!lee Young Wild West."
A few minutes later there was more surprise shown by the
inmates of the camp.
···wen," said Wild, as they started to go down to the river,
"maybe it's all right, after all. The old hunter's secret died '
with him, as he thinks, so what's the difference? We'll just
destroy that piece of paper now ancl give him a decent burial.''
When this had been done the young deadshot turned to the
cabin.
"Going to look for the money, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"Yes," was the reply. "There is no need of letting money
go to waste. Accordiig to the old hunter's confession, it
belonged to the man who stole his wife .from bim. That man
is dead, and as it will be impossible for us to find his relatives,
I think we had better give the son the money."
"'fhe Pawnee Paleface you mean."
"Of course. White Dog is the son.''
While they were talking, Hop had slipped tn!o the cabin.
Of course he went straight. to the secret hole after the barrel of whisky.
.
He bad no difficulty in getting in, and then he quickly
learned that there was net very much in the barrel after all.
He upset the barrel and let it come through into the cabin,
just as Wild ancl the r est came flocking inside.
"Hip, hi! Hoolay, Mlsler Charlie!" the clever Chinaman
shouted, and then all hands brightened up.
'' Tanglefcot in plenty, Hop," the scout declared.
But he soon found that there was but two or three gallons
in the barrel.
Wild suggested that they look in the dark hole, and lighting a match, he stepped Inside,
The first thing his eyes fell upon was a small wooden che.s t.
Charlie Jent a hand and the chest was dragged out into
the light.
It was not Jocked, nor was there a key to lock it, so they
quickly opened it.
What they found was a number of tools,"such as carpenters
used in the old days, and also a leather bag that contained
something heavy.
An examination proved that it was well filled with moneysilver, gold and bills.
"Blood money," commented Jim.
"But White Dog need not know," Wild answered,
That evening as they sat about the camp-fire, our friends
had much to talk about.
It was one of the most peculiar adventures that had ever
b'ifallen them, but after all was said and done, they had more
or less sympathy for old Dan .Jason.
The next day they broke camp and rode over to the Pawnee
village, arriving there a little before noon.
Old Red Buck had not gone back on his word.
By borrowing from his braves he bad managed to erect
another lodge, or an apology for one, which was just as good.
This was decorated in great shape with all that could be had
to do it.
·
The medicine man, or the redskin who acted in that capacity, Game out, wearing a pair of buffalo horns and a red a~d
white cowskin, a few minutes before twelve, and then White
Dog and Blue Bird soon appeared.
The ceremony was duly performed in accordance with the
rites of the Pawnees, and tnen Young Wild West gave .the
Pawnee Paleface the money that had been found in the old
chest. He also gave b,im the promised ten-dollar gold-piece,
and the others kept their promises;
A wild dance followed, and then the feast of dog meat.
Of course, our friends did not partake of the feast, though
it was with some little difficulty that they were excused.
An hour later they wished good luck to the Pawnee Paleface and his squaw, well satisfied that they had met with one
of the queerest adventures of their lives, but ready for more.

While Young Wild West had been suspicious that the jug
might be of something more than ordinary importance, he was
fairly astounded as he read what was written on the faded
piece of paper. ·
"Hc>P,''. he said, looking at the Chinaman sharply, "are you
sure this was in the jug?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild," and then the Chinaman related
all about his visit to the cabin of the · hunter.
'
The boy nodded, and then permitted every one to read the
note carefully, and when they had finished he folded the paper
exactly as it had been before and tied the string to it.
"Here you are, Hop," he said. "I ,want you to take this and
put it back in the jug where you found it. Don't let the old
man know it, either. It's his secret, and he can keep it."
The Chinaman gave a nod, no doubt glad to escape any further wrath from the scout, and promptly started down the hill.
He was nQt long in reaching the cabin, and finding the
door open, he looked in.
The old hunter was not there, nor was the jug to be seen
anywhere, so after making sure that he was not inside, the
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
Chinaman went out and started toward the river.
He went on down, and suddenly he noticed the canoe was up- RACING A FLOOD; OR, ARIETTA SHOO'fING THE
side down, though still tied to a tree.
RAPIDS."
Surprised and expecting to find something startling, Hop
hurried to the bank.
There was one of the legs of the old hunter caught between
two sapllµ gs, wll1le his body was submerged by the water.
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CURRENT NEWS
Construction of the Peter-the-Great Fortress, the greatest in the world, designed for the protection of St. Petersburg, Russia, has begun. This fortress will consist of a
chain of island forts extenuing across the Gulf of Finland, a distance of thirty-eight miles.
The third day's sale of the late John Dudman's co1lection of coins at Sotheby's in London brought in $2,011. A
penny of William II., a very fine and rare type, sold for
$66; a crown, first issue, James I., $38; a half groat
Charles I., Briot's coinage, a fine, flat coin, $37. The
second day's sale of engravings at Sofocby's realized l!,756.
I

a $5 gold piece for a Christmas present. Theodore P.
Shonts sent to the U. S. Sub-Treasury for newly minted
coins. All men who receive salaries of $115 a month or
less will be included in the distribution.
As proof that the Kaiser continues to give his confidence
to Zeppelin's dirigibles a small army of engineers and
workmen has b~en busy at Friedrichshaven through the
holidays building five new Zeppelins of various shapes and
designs, all to be ready by April. · Two are for the German army and two for the navy, and the fifth is for passenger ~ervice. on Lake Constance. The greatest secrecy
is being maintained regarding size and cost. To celebrate
the seventY-fifth birthday of Zeppelin the inhabitants of
Fricclrichshaven will build a museum to contain mouels of
all the Zeppelin airships and exhibits telling the story oi
bis life and work.

Daniel L. Lierley, a merchant, of Gilman City, Ilfo., is
dead from gunshot wounds received when he was caught
in his own burglar trap in his general merchandise ·store.
An automatic arrangement attacheu to a shotgun made it
impossible for any one to open the store door without dis"If you can't sing, whistle." That is the policy of the
char/,dng the weapon. The merchant entered the store
hurriedly early in the morning, forgetting about the trap. Presbyterian Sunday school of Cottonwood Falls, Kan.,
and the innovation is popular with the boys. In an effort to induce all members of the Sunday school to take
Two gun boats, the "H onocacy" ancl the "Palos," of mo
part in the song service the supei:intenclcnt of the school
tons displacement, have ueen built at the Mare Island
several weeks ago bit upon the novel plan of introducing
Navy Yard for shipment in sep!}ra(e sections to China.
whistling for those who could not sing, his idea being that
Here the sections will he assembled at the works of the
the Lord would hear just the same. From the start the
Shanghai Docks and Engineering Company. They arc
scheme was entlrnsiastically adopted by the boys, but the
to carry a battery of two rapid-fire guns, and as part of older people were slow to fall in line with the new order
the Asiatic fleet, they will cruise up and clown tbe rivers
of things in their church worship, while some of the more
of China.
pious looked a little doubtful on ~uch an addition of
melodies. "-Tow, however, some of the :\Tien teachers of the
A new "cave pararlisc" has heen discovered among the Sunday school, who could never sing, are joining the
Salzburg Mountains, on top of the Schoenberg-Alps and bo_vs and a few oE the girls whistle now and then just for
not far from Obcrtraun, Austria. It contains the largest a change. Whistling as well as singing also has been
ice cave in the world, together with ice-covered labyrinths, arlopted in the city school here by some of the teachers
ice gorges, subterrallcan torrents, coYering altogether a and in some songs the chorus is whistled by the boys.
territory of about twenty square miles al)(l hcing quite
easily accessible. ']'he department of agriculture has deThe Italian naval e,;timatcs for 1914 have been invoted some funds to the complete exploration and partial crea~ed to $20,000,000, and it is proposed to make an in - ·
improvement of this wonderland, which is to be ready for crease ernry year so that the eslimatrs will be $24,000,000
tourists by next summer.
in Hll 7. Rapid deYelopment of the navy is hampered by
clelnv in the construction of the shirJs already ordered.
Out of a total of 1,743 casualties at sea in the focal Out of the foiu dreadnoughts now in course of construcyear ending June 30 la~t, the highest in the history of the tion it is uoubtful if even two can join the fleet in 1914.
life-saving service, onl_v sixty-ni11e ves8el s were lost and Tlir ~tatc naval dockyards therefore will be occupied for
seventy-three persons were rlrowned. This is shown io more than a year. It is proposed to favor home industhe annual report of S. I. Kimball, general uperintcn- 1.ril's in naval construction in the future. Hitherto
dent of tbc service, which haR just heen made public. armor plate has been imported from the United States
Through the e1forLs of the service vcs~els and tbeir car- and armaments £tom England. Four new battleships will
goes, valued at $13,860,000 were saverl. Tbe crews of the be started simultaneously this year in private dockyaTdS
service, with the aRsistance of revenue cutlers anrl wreck- and the armor plate and armamcnb will be manufactured
ing vessels, assii:ted l,36.:J. vessels. nh1rcl witb their car- in Italy. These warships will be of a new type of 30,000
tons, earning eight 15-inch gunR and sixteen 6-inch
goes at $6,032.93!'>, and carrying 5,168 persons.
quick-firing guns, a 10-inch armor belt, turrets, turbines
Each of H,000 men employes on 1hr subway and elevated of 60,000 horsepower ancl capable of making a speed of
Jines of the IntcrlJorough Rapid 'l'rausit Company rccei vcd Lwenty-five knots.
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BOUND TO GO WEST
OR,

TH E LUCK OF A POOR BOY
By DICK ELLISON
'(A SERIAL STORY')
CHAPTER XVIII.
BARRY SHOT BY THE MIX GANG.

J ack Wilcox was to all appearance more excited than
any of those on the roof of the hut.

The fact was, none of those who clung there had time
to be excited. They had just all they could do to hold on.
"Courage, Barry ! Courage, Etta l" cried l\Ir. Moreley.
"Don't despair. This is all coming out right in the end,
depend upon it. We· are 11ot ·dead yet."
" I could hold on here for an hour, as far as that is concerned, father," replied Etta. "Only thing is I'm afraid
the hut will go to pieces."
" And you are not able to swim a stroke. Well, that is
the real danger, but I'll have to do the swimming for you.
You can swim, of course, Barry?"
"Yes, and pretty well, too, if I do say it myself," was
the reply.
"So can I, or, at least, I could once, though I don't know
what kind of a fist I should make of it in a case like this !
Never fear, Etta. We can take care of you if the hut
breaks up, and I don't believe it will."
Barry looked back to see what had become of Jack.
He could, however, see nothing of him, owing to the
bend of the canyon. In fact, the hut was being swept
along much faster than Jack could ride.
There was another reason, too, why his chase was not
likely to amount to much.
For some reason the hut was swept over toward the
opposite side of the canyon, which put it out of reach of
Jack's rope.
A run of about three miles had been made when Mr.
Moreley suddenly gave a shout.
"There's help for us!" he cried. "Look! Look!"
There was a break in the wall of the canyon on ahead,
a sort of shallow ravine extending back from the water's
edge.
At the mouth of this opening several men stood watching the progress of the hut.
"Holler to them, Barry!" cried Mr. Mo.reley. "Whistle,
or something!"
Barry put his fingers in his mouth and gave a shrill
whistle, after which he waved his hat.
One of the men whistled back, and then disappeared in
the ravine.
In a moment he came into view again, holding a coil
of rope in his hand.

"Here's our chance!" cried ~Ir. :Morcley. "We shall
see what is coming now, Barry. That's your job."
"I'm ready, sir."
"Hope you are good on the catch. Probably it is the
last chance we will get."
"He is going to throw the rope!" eried Etta. "Oh,
Barry, don't you miss it if you want lo keep in my good
graces-now mind!"
A moment more of suspense and the hut came opposite
the opening.
"Catch the rope and we will pull you ashore!" the man
yelled.
"Oh, I don't like his appearance at all!" cried Etta.
"What a terribly bad face he has got."
The man was a rough specimen certainly, and so were
the others with him.
They all wore big. boots and cowboy hats, and looked
hard enough.
"This is no time to pick one's company," exclaimed Mr.
1'1ordey. "Ready, Barry!" ·
"Ready, sir! Here it comes!"
'l'he rope came whizzing toward them.
Barry put tip his hand, caught it and held fast.
"Can't you tie it somehow?" asked Mr. foreley.
"I don't see any chance. Pull easy, there! Easy now I
We are moving, sir. Suppose you get hold, too!"
·
Mr. Moreley clutched the rope then, and the motion
was increased.
It worked all right. In a few moments the hut was
drawn close to the uank.
"You will have to fasten it somehow," called the man
who had thrown the rope. "We can't possibly land you if
you don't."
Barry crawled up higher, and balancing himself on the
edge of the roof, let go with the other hand, and managed
to tie the rope to one of the studs below, a comparatively
easy job, for the weather boards had been washed away.
Thia settled it, and in a few moments all hands found
themselves safe on the bank, surrounded by the men, while
the but was made fast by tying the other end of the rope
to a stunted tree.
"Well," said the man who had thrown the rope, "you
folks had a narrow escape. Who are you? Where are you
from? What brought you there in the swim?"
"Why, my name is )Ioreley," replied the grain operator.
"This is my daughter, and this is Barry Brown, superintendent oE the Eureka rnme, on Reese Creek. We were
bound for the Eureka when the flood oYertook us. If you
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can help us to drv our clothes and' assist in getting to
the mine I will pay· you well.",
"Well, upon ms soul, this is a great note!" cried the
man. "So this is the celebrated Barry Brown, the fellow
who knows how to get gold out of an old, played-out prospect like the .8ureka, a.n d you are Boss 1\foreley, and this
here is yom dartar ! Well, well, well !"
Jack's fears were aroused before the man half finished
his 1'-peech. Wha.t he suspected then he soon knew to be
the truth.
"You are wasting time talking, my friend," said Mr.
Mo1:eley. "I don't want my daughter to run the risk of
pneumonia. Is there no shelter near by ·here? I tell you
again I stand ready to pRy for all you have to give us."
"Oh, yes, J lmow," replied the man. "I have often
heard tell of you, Boss Moreley. Yes, there is a house up
the ravine here. It's a plain sort of place, but under the
circumstances I guess it will have to do ."
"Then lead the way to it at once!" ·cried Mr. Moreley.
"We shall have to make it do. Anything to get dry
clothes."
The only reply was a coarse laugh. In fact, all the
men were laughing, though it was difficult to see where the
fun came in.
They letl the way up the ravine, coming in a moment to
a rude hut built up against the bank with a long shed
beside it, under which several blanketed horses stood.
"Have you got a revolver, sir?" Barry breathed in M.r.
Moreley's ear. "I don't like the look of these fellows for
a cent."
"No more clo I," was the whispered answer. "Yes, I
am ready for them. Let them try any of their tricks on
me if they dare."
Borne of the rnen walked ahead, others came behind.
}Jarry felt that they were practically prisoners, and he was
not one bit surprised when the door of the hut flew open
and a man witl1 a rifle appeared.
"Look, Cap! See who we have captured!" cried the
spokesman.
"Joe Mix!" gasped Mr. Ivloreley and Barry in the same
breatl1.
Barry hnlf .::xpected him to draw his revolver, although
any such attempt would have been madness, but Ivlr. More·1ey was wonderfully cool, and did nothing of the sort.
"Now, blow me to atoms, if it isn't old man Moreley
and that young upstart who ousted u.s from the Eureka I"
cried the outlaw leader. "Well, this is a great start.
11oreley, how de do?"
'' I'm wet," was the reply. "How are you, Mix?"
"Dry as a wooden god. Hain't had money enough to
buy a drink of whisky in a month. I'll trl}uble you for any
spare change you way happen to have about you, boss."
"I see," said Mr. Moreley, speaking very slowly, "that
I have run up against trouble. I suppose you have it in
for me, Mix, but respect my daughter and I will pay you
well. Meantime, what little change I have about me is at
your service. Would you mind asking your friends to
lower their revolvers., It makes my daughter nervous.
Etta, my dear, this is Mr. Mjx, who used to work for me
on the Eurrka. You remember him, Etta. 11:ix? You
met him in Chicago, you know?"
"That will do," hissed the outlaw. "Keep him covered,
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boys. Here you, Dan Naylor, take that boy down the barranca and shoot him. Tom, go help Dan ! Now, boss,
you and the gal can walk in my ho c."
Barry was seized and dragged away by two of tb.e squatters, who first disarmed him.
. Five minutes later a shot rang out.
"He's dead, Cap!" announced Dan Nayloo·, the man
who had thrown the rope, thrusting his head through the
door of the hut.
OHAPTElR XIX.
BARRY DISAPPEARS.

Had Barry actually been shot?
Yes, but the brave boy was very far from being dead
Joe Mix's orders had been literally executed.
Barry was dragged down the barranca, and stood with
his back against the wall.
On either side of him stood a squatter with a cocked
revolver ready to shoot him in case he moved.
Facing him was Dan Naylor, who called out: '"Onetwo-three !" and then banged away.
·
Barry fell in a heap on the ground, with the blood aU
pouring over his face.
"Dead?" asked Dan carelessly.
"Sure," replied one of the men, looking down at Barry.
"All right, then. Let him lie where he is," was the answer. "Guess he won't trap us in the cellar again."
After this all three joined their companions in the ]tut.
Barry had been hit in the head.
The bullet just glanced over the forehead, plowing up
a little furrow along the scalp.
This brought the blood down over his face in .torrents,
and certainly saved his life, for, stunned by the shock, he
fell, and no one to look at him w.ould ever have guessed _
that he was not dead.
It was fully twenty minutes before Barry came to his
senses.
He was alone; the rain had ceased. He could not hear
a sound.
At :first he thought he wa's dying. Next he came to the
conclusion that he might possibly survive. Then all at
once it occurred to him that it would be a good idea to try
to get up, and when he did this he found that there waa
nothing particular the matter with him, except that his
head was sore and ached terribly.
·
Barry leaned a,gainst the bank all in a tremble and tried
to think.
"Oh, why didn't I do something?" he moaned. '-'Why
didn't I make a move while there was time, and I suspected who they were from the fust ?"
It was no use crying over spilled mil}{, however, a.nd
Barry soon came to that conclusion.
"If I'm not hurt I must try and do something ·for Mr.
Moreley and Etta nnw," he thought. "I must act. There's
no sense in standh18 here."
Then turning he w&lked slowly up the barranca, well
knowing that he would be shot on sight if he ran against
the gang again, and if that wru; not brave in the boy we
don't know what to call it.
(To be co:n'tinued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
ONE STAMP WORTH $7,500.
One of the most interesting romances of collecting is
recalled by the find of autograph letters in Sardinia.
The most valuable stamp in existence is the "Post Office"
Mauritius, which is worth about $7,500. Just after the
postal authorities had received the issue the post office
was destroyed in a hurricane. But the governor had given
a ball and as an act of courtesy had sent invitations to
friends in Engla.nd. The on:iy specimens of the stamp
known to exist are those which were affixed to the envelopes of these invitations.

hould be under the smoke. At last we got down 1,000
feet, where the atmosphere was hq_t and so was the ground,
while if you put your hand in the steam fumeroles from
the lava emitted in Hl06 and not yet cooled it would be
scalded. Then we went down another 200 feet, right into
the cone. 'l'here was a roar all around like a blast furnace, and we could hear the lava boiling below, and found
lava where we were standing. There was a fairly go~d
light, owing to the smoke which reflected light into the
crater. We took 2,000 feet of film. It took two hours to
go down and about the same time to come back."

FINISH CAN AL IN 70 DAYS.
The Panama Canal will be in condition to pass vessels
all the way across the Isthmus within the next seventy
days, unless some unexpected obstacle is encountered. 'l'h1s
is the judgment of a high canal official, who heretofore has
refused to make any definite promise in regard to the completion of the canal, and even now declines to fix the date
more definitely. The only remaining obstacles to prevent
the passage of vessels at this moment are the Cucaracha
slide, which blocks the cut at Culebra, and the few additional slides of relatively minor importance in the same
locality. The dredging is progrnssing very satisfactorily
on these slides, and as soon as a channel of sufficient width
and depth is established it will be possible to pass vessels
through from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

PARIS-TO-CAIRO FLIGHT.
Jules Vedrines, the French aviator; arrived at Cairo,
December 29th, thus bringing to a successful end a flight
of nearly three thousand miles, which began several weeks
ago at Paris. Vedrines announces his intention to be the
first aviator to fly to Australia. He will cross the intervening sea by way of the nearest island to the Australian
continent. a distance of little more than two hundred
miles. The only difficult stretch of his Paris-to-Cairo
journey was over the Taurus Mountains, compared to
which the Pyrenees were a trifle. He flew over the
plateaus at a height of nearly 16,000 feet. For two hours
he was tossed about like a chip above the desolate peaks,
where, should he suffer a break-down, help would he impossible. He almost looped the loop, but not of his own
volition, when he alighted on the seashore. Never had he ·
experienred such a terrible sensation.

SORTING BOTTLES BY TOUCH.
One of London's queer trades is that of empty bottle
sorting at the London Bottle Exchange, off Blackfriars
road. These bottles ham been salvaged from dustbins,
cellars, the holds of ships and wherever bottles go astray.
Every year at least two million bottles, after many wanderings, find their way to the Bottle Exchange. They are
sorted and returned to their rightful owners, who pay an
annual subscription as well as a few shillings a gross for
returned bottles. Reared on the bottle, as it were, a
sorter at the exchange must be a man of keen eye :rncl
delicate touch. All thnt he hns to guide him in thousands
of cases is the embossed name on the glass, and s,\·iftly,
unerringly and with almost uncanny deftness he picks out
a bottle which has wandered from Glasgow a.nd puts it in
the case bound for the north.
A JOURNEY INTO VESUVIUS.
Frederick Rurlingham, an American cinema opernfor
and well-known among English film producers, returned
to London and gave details of his trip on December 21
into the crater of Mount Yesmius. Ile says:
"When I got do, ·n 500 feet I couldn't see anylh.ing for
the sulphurous smoke, 1whicli, mixed with the fumes of
hydrochloric a~id, made it so difficult to breathe that I
had to tie a cloth over my mouth and nose. The Italians
wanted to retreat, but I knew that if we got lower wa

WILKITZKY-S DISCOVERY NOT A CONTINENT.
Jlfajor General A. W. Greeley, U. S. A., retired, in a
paper on ''The Ste.fansson Expedition a.ncl Other Arctic
Explorations," points out in "The American Museum
Journ al" for December that the land disco,,ered by the
Hussian Commander Wilkitzky has nothing to do with
lhe land of whirh SteCansson went in search or Crocker
Land, the objective point of MacMillan and hjs party.
'l'he land found by 1Yilkitzky and named Nicholas II
Land is not oE continental dimensions, Major General
Greely rtsserts. It is, rather, a narrow land, probably of
close joined islands, and ma.y perhaps be two hundred
miles long by forty or fifty wide. It is stated further
that Crocker Land and Nicholas II Land are more than
1,200 mil es apart. 'l'he ,vriter says:
"In some quarters there arose doubts as to whether or
not Stefansson had been forestalled in his aims by Wilkitsky as Scott had been by Amundsen in the Antarctir.
Fortunately such fears and apprehensions are groundless.
Nicholas II Land can in no way extend eastward to such
an extent as even to approach the lands which are believed
to exist in the million square miles of unki;iown regions
within the Ardie Gircle. Crocker Land is situated in the
Western Hemisphere, in about J 04 degrees west longitude,
while Nicholas II Land is in the Eastern Hemisphere, in
aboui 100 degrees west longitude.
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THE THREE BLACK BEARS
-OR-

IN THE BAD LANDS
By "PAVvNEE JACK"
CHAPTER XVI. (continued).
Joe Dillinger had been reported dead, and Bad Lands
Pete was not at all certain that this wasn't his ghost in
·
the form of a man-bear.
"W11at do you want? Speak it out!" he gasped.
"What place is that? What's going on over there?"
"In that building?"
"Yes."
'"I'hat's our packing house."
"What do you do there?"
"Why, we slaughter cattle and pack canned meat. There's
twenty men working there now."
"Risi cl es your gang?"
"Besides the gang. We are seventy strong, altogether."
"What do you do with the stuff after it is packed?"
"What do we do with it? vVhy, it's carted to Cheyenne.
There's a firm that takes it there, Steers & Strumford.
They ship it East. It goes all over the world."
"You don't mean it! Is Pote Prindle's gang backed
up hy ~Heers & Strumfbrd ?"·
a1'hat's what they are."
"And all the cattle you fellows steal is handled that
way?"
"That's what it is."
"Horses, too?"
"All but the best; those we save out, of course. Pote
packs any old thing, from a dead coyote up to a steer or a
sfallion. It all goes under the name of beef."
"That don't surprise me. Sounds just as I expected."
"Well?"
"Wbat about that girl who was captured last night?"
"She's up at the hous~, a prisoner. Pote says he means
to marry her. He's dead stuck on that girl."
"And the young fellow who was taken with her?"
"He's a prisoner, too . I reckon they may shoot him."
"And pack him for beef, too? How about the dead
Indian s your gang have killed?"
Pete grinned horr~h>ly.
"Oh, it isn't as bad as that,'' he said, edging toward his
rifle.
"Hands off!" shouted Joe. "Pete, you open that cloor !"
"Never!"
"What! What!"
"1 say, never! I don't mincl talking, but when it comes
.to betraying the boys, I'm not in it."
Joe still had him covered.
"I'll give you three seconds to get a move on!" he said.
"There arc friends of mine outside, and I propose to have
the1~ in here to inspect your won8.crful packing house.
Be quick!"

"As quick as this !" exclaimed Pete.
He made one spring at Joe, and tried to seize the rifle.
Joe was ready for him, however.
He had been closely on the watch.
Before Pete could get there, Joe had clubbed his rifle.
Bad Lands Pete got a crack over the head that laid him
down at Joe's feet .
"Don't kill me! Don't kill me !" he whined. "Oh,
.
Joe, if it is really _you, spare_ mr life!"
Joe slung the nfle over his l:iack and whipped out his
·
revolver.
. "Pete, no more pally-foxing! You open that door!" he,
exclaimed.
Pete crawled ou,t of the shanty.
There was no one nearer than the packing house.
There, several men were seen moving about the yard;
the lowing of cows could be heard from a line of sheds
on the left.
The rumble of machinery was audible also.
In the yarcl were two great wagons built like prairie
schooners.
Men were loading them down with tin cans. It looked
like a start for Cheyenne, with a lot of goods.
There was a broad passageway cut through the hill, and
boardecl up on the sides.
It led to a door, so high that a mounted man could pass
when it was opened.
,
This door was secured by two heavy, iron bars.
"No wonder we couldn't open it," thought Joe. "Drop ·
those bars, Pete!" he said, sternl_y. "'l"he moment you
have done it, stand back beside me. It's the only thing that
will save your life1!"
°'Vith trembling hands, Bad Lands Pete let ·clown the
bars.
He had signed the death-warrant of the Pote Prindle
gang, and.he knew it.
1'here stood a tall Indian in full warpaint and :feathers.
·
It was White Crow.
"How! How! How!" he grunted.
"Now!" cried Joe. "It's all open . White Crow, do
your work!"
The hour of Joe Dillinger's revenge had come, he
thought, when he saw the Indians filing in through the
·
door.
lke, Tommy and the two professors were in before them
and stood at one side with their bikes.
The entrance was made so noiselessly that no attention
had been attracted up at the packing hous&, which stood a
good two lrnnc1red yards away.
"Ready?" whispered White Crow,
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"Ready !" said J oe.
The remainder oC the pa('kers bad taken to their hor. cs
T he I nd ian chief gave the war cry of the Yankton Sioux. a11d were now dasliiug oft amo11g the san<l.hills, which were
It ,ras taken up by every buck in the band, am1 the here the same as Leyond the ridge, closely }HU'sue<l. by
Indians went charging down upon the secret packing , I ndi nns .
'"l'hev'll <lo 'cm np to the last man, that's what they'll
house, making the air ring with their fierce, wild cries.
do!" cried Ike.
"Look! Look !" shouted 'l'ommy. "The packing house
is afire!"
CHAPTER XVII.
It was a fact !
Flames were seen shooting out of the windows near th e
DE.A.TH AND DESTRUCTION IN THE OUTLA ws' CAMP.
engine-room a moment later, where, then, Tommy had
only seen a light whiff of smoke.
It was a sight- to see the gang come flying out of the
"Get in there and put it out, boys!" cried Joe. " We
secret packing house when the Indian yell rang out want no hold bac:k here. 'l'here needn't be any following
among the sandhills.
up oft.he Sioux. 1re have used them for all they are wot th
No Pote Prindle appeared to lead the resistance t o the to us ."
·
Indian attack.
,
.
.
Joe and Professor I-TP.athcotc made for a small, detached
One-eyed C~yote, the outlaw s fa1thful lieutenant, was building in the rear of the packing house.
not on hand, either.
They broke in the door and searched the place from eelInstead of the seventy odd men Bad Lands P ete had lar to roof, only to meet with a terrible disappointment.
talked about, there were barely fifteen.
J ennie Heathcote was not there.
These rushed out of the packing house, rifles in hand,
J ack Furlington, the professor's assistant, was found in
and_ began bla~ing . away at the redskins, who returned the back room on the first floor, bound hand and foot .
shot for shot, with rifles and arrows.
J ack was-overjoyed at the rescue, of course, but he had a
The three black bears and the two professors were not sad story to tell about Jennie.
in the fight to its finish.
She had been carried off by Pole Prindle, on horseback,
Joe stuck by White Crow until he became certain that three hours before, he declared, urlding: "From what I
Pote Prindle was not there, and then mount ing his bike he overllemd, r belie\<' lie in!cucls to Lake her to Omaha and
flew back to the shanty, where Tommy and Ike and the marry her."
two professors had remained with Bad Lands P ete a
This was enough to drive Pr.ofessor Heathcote half
prisoner.
crazy.
"You liar!" cried Joe, snapping his fingers in Pete's
J oe, however, .did not stop to hear any more, for a bright
:face. "The gang is not there and I knew it. Where is
flash of 1lame outside told him that something serious was
that girl?"
in the wind.
"Well," growled Pete, "if they have gone off, I can't
Whether or no the Indians set fire to the packing house
help it, can I? Don't know where she is nor where they
before they started, the boys never knew; but when Joe got
are, neither; and that's what!"
outside he found one wing all in flames.
"You will tell me where my daughter is, or you will
"We are all on ftre here!" cried Tommy, coming up
die ·!" cried Professor H eathcote.
wiLh
the head of hi,; bear skin thrown bade "Ko use to
"Don't draw on him, professo r. It isn't necessary. I've
try
io
stop it. \\' e <lidn't eY<'ll go inside. It was all a.fire
got him covered !" sai d Joe, sternly. "One second, Pete.
under
the
stairs and on the next floor . 'fltere was nothing
Speak, or die !"
"The girl was in the house last I knew, and the fellow we uould <l.o."
" \\'l1ere's lke?" cried Joe. "We are on the move."
with her," P ete growled. " As for Pote Prindle and the
"Here I am!" exclaimcr1 l ke, coming out of a shed near
boys, they are out after more stock, I suppose. T hey have
by, where the lowing of c-attlc could be heard.
been gone since six o'clock. "
"There's as much as fifty head of cattle in there. Do
This speech was enough to start everybody.
Stopping only long enough to tie up Pete in case they we leave them to be burned?" he exclaimed.
" Not if I know it!" said Joe. "Blamed pity we couldn't
should have further use for him, all moUhted their bikes
take 'em with ns."
and rode toward the fight.
Things were liYely up there by the packing ho use, just
"Or let the Indians ha·,c them," suggest0cl Tommy.
"We have got nothing more to do with the Indians.
then.
We don't care to · describe such horrors, and if we T urn 'em loose!" cried Joe. "The Indians will probably
were to tell the full story of what happened here, we capture half of them before they get through . It will break
up Pote Prindle's business, and that's what we want."
would have to do so.
So they threw the doors open ancl the cattle, being driven
The Yankton Sioux had been terribly misused by Pote
out of the sheds, scattered in all directions.
Prindle's band.
The professors and Jack Furlington were out by this
Now the time for revenge had come.
time
and Joe joined them when he got through driving the
That night's . work was practically a massacre.
A dozen white men, dead and scalped, lay around by the stock.
(To be continued)
wagon as the bikers passed.
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TIMELY TOPICS
The Canadian Government. announces that it has purh~~~ed a site at Esquimalt, Britis11 Columbia, upon which
it will con,;trne:t a dry dock capable of receiving the large,t ships afloat. !t wi_lJ he 1,1:50 fret long and 40 feet
deep on the sills ru1d 50 feet deep at the entrance at low
tide. H will be the largest dry dock on the Pacific coast
of North or South America.

of an acre to hundreds of acres in extent. Out of the
water grows a rank grass, from six to ten feet high. The
vegetable deposits of the .Everglades are enormous, and
bcyorn1 a doubt the great swamp, when thoroughly drained,
will produce amazing crops, especially of bananas and
plantain and other sub-tropical fruits.

A dispatch from Bucharest says that King Charles of
Rumania in formed the leader of the Jewish movement
recently that he will endeavor to improve the conditions
under which Jews now live in his kingdom. The news
is regarded as significant in view of the fact that the
persecution of Jews in Rumania has given rise to considerable discussion both in Europe and the United
States. Rumania has a population of 7,250,000, of which
number 270,000 are Jews. The despatch from Bucharest
says that King Charles waa greatly influenced by the fact
that a great number of Jewish soldiers took part in the
Transatlantic card sharps who made a round trip to Balkan war. The first step of the Rumanian monarch for
Havre by the li rench liner France pickrcl up little holiday the carrying out of his decision will be to reach an ~o-reemoney aboard. Prince Paul Troubctzkoy, brother-in-law ment with the legislative bodies.
of Amelie Hives, the novelist, was selected by the sharps
After Captain Gus Keene, of the tug Dalzelline, had
as· a victim. He played with them in tl1e smoking room
until he had parted with $50 and had no d that the towed the three-masted schooner John B. Manning to
game seemed to be crooked. Then he went to the purser Scotland Lightship the sea became too rough for the boat.a
and the captain alld they warned the passengers. 'l'he to get close enough for the tugboat skipper to collect his
sharps were traveling light, with on l} haud baggage, and :j;GO towing fee. Captain Hyers, of the schooner, wedged
ix $10 bills in the split end of a long pole and poked it
left the pier a few minutes after the ship docked.
out at the tug as she passed. A gust of wind scattered
The Grand Trunk-Pacific Hailway, which will give a the money on the waves. Ambrose Jayne, mate on the
11ew con tin nous route from the Atlantic to the Pac-ific, tug, jumped overboard and got one of the $10 bills. The
through Canada, ha,; been so far completec1 that there re- fish got the rest. Captain H yers kept going toward Brunsmains to be builL only a gap of 220 miles, between Winni- wick, Ga.. , after megaphoning t hat he would pay the other
peg and the Pac1fk Coast. On the mountain section $50 when he 'came back. It will make bis tow cost him
orer 600 miles of track haYe been l.:Ompleted, and the con- $110.
sulting engineer for the go, ernment states that as labor is
abundant, the line wi IJ m all probability be finished by
Diamond and other gems valued at $46,137,328 were
the fir:;t of June, I !J l l.
received here from fo reign markets in 1913, according to
figures compiled by William B. Treadwell, jewel;ry ex1Irs. Amelia )lark,-, rt reclmie, of ~ew Bnmswick, N . J., aminer at the Appraisers' Stores. According to Mr.
who died re,·entl,r, ldt- her $100,000 estate to charity. Treadwell, the gem imports in 1913 broke all records and
Her exe<:utors aro to hold the estntP for ten years, paying were $2,500,000 higher than in 1906, when the total was
small amount · scmr-:rnnunllv to local charities and are $43,573,488. 'I'he December imports were valued at $1,directed to pnv :j;~O(l to crrrY poor Jewish girl who S'i'7,!J02 . . Of thi amount c11t stones and pearls, dutiable
marries a poor ,Jrwi«h man . ,\l'll'r U'll _vrars tl1c estate is ill 20 per cent under the new tariff, were appraised at $1,to go to the Pnitl'd l fobrrw ( 'hari til'«, X o. 3/iG Second ] 7:3,21 1 ; uncut gems, mostly diamonds and dutiable at
arcnue, . ·cw York. whicl1 ll'ill u"e the procerr1s to sup - 10 per cent, were $609,862. Miners and glaziers' diaport poor ,fowf- or thi, <·i1y. \\'illiam 11. l'ri<·c, Charles mowls, which are free of dut~·, were worth $95,829 . In
Jf. J. WoH~on and Ucorge .J. PJcclmcr are the executors. December, 1912, the total value of the cut precious stones
and pearls reached $1,798,439, and the uncut gems $723,The region down in Florida known as the "Everglades" 427. Under the Payne-Aldrich t ariff the government colis not a~ vet available for cultivation, although it is un- lected $179,843 duty in December, 1!)12, while in DecemclerRLood thal an attempt is h ing- rna,lr hv 1he state to ber, 19] 3, under the new tariff the duty wa $29 5,428. It
rechlim the tcrritor.1·. '!'lie r<1gion is ·eve11t,v miles long is explained that 'the record-breaking figures for 1913 are
and sixty wide, thr ll'al<'r being Crom oue fo six .feet deep, due in part to the desire of importers to get in large quanstud<led tl1ickly with ridges, or islands, from one-fourth tities of gems before the higher duty became effective.

'l'o the quick-willcclne:s of a P.mall boy is probably due
the fad 1hat scores ol' persons were not crushed to death
whe11 a three-stOT}' building collapsed at South Bend, Ind.
The body of a Chinaman was removed from the debris,
and it was thought the bodies of two other men and a
woman were yet to be found . 'l'he boy, passing along the
street, saw the wails tottering ,1.110 gave the alarm. The
street was crowded wiil1 pedestrians, and several carpenters were at work on the structure.
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said recently. The invention robs the air of many of i.ts
terrors to the aviator. He made a demonstration before
a special committee of the Aero Club of America. Seventeen frights were made wd as a result of the test the
committee awarded to Wright the Collier trophy. The
trophy is awarded each year 3:ncl marks the most significant
advance in the history of aeronautics for the year. Seven
flights were made with hands entirely off the automatic
stabilizer, and the turns were mad.e with a precision that
was marvellous and marked a new epoch in the history of
aviation.
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GOOB CUUUEN'l' N}.;l\iS AUrJ'ICLES

GIUNS A~,H CHUCKLE~
Crawford-How is it you let your wife have her own
way? Crabshaw-I once tried to stop her.
"They call this a 'dumb' waiter," observed Mrs. Gossip,
"but it has told me the secrets of every family in the house."

The State has increased the price of tobacco, cigars and
cigarettes, which are national monopolies in Italy. The
"Oh, dearie, I just thought about _asking you to fix the •
in~reased yield in revenue is expected to be $1,000,000 a stovepipes for me." "Just thought about it? It's what I
year.
call a put-up job."
Inspector in Chicago Police Station-What's your name?
Although buried for nine days in a snow-bank, a sheep
Prisoner-Patrick
Sweeney. What nationality are you?
belonging to John Garten, a farmer living a few miles
An
Irishman.
What's
your business? An Italian organ
northeast of Carsonville, Mich., is still alive and recovering rapidly. The animal disappeared during a big storm grinder!
and was not found until the snow began to melt.
Mrs. CaU -So your husband is out cycling? Why
aren't
you scouring the country with him on your bicycle?
An educated driving horse, independent enough to tale
Mrs.
Wheeler-Oh,
I have to stay home to scour the country
care of himself, is owned by John W. Baldwin of Sedaoff his clothes.
lia, Mo., a member of the board 0£ managers of the Missouri Training School for Boys at Booneville. The other
A quarrelsome couple, having exhausted many subjec·ts,
night at the Baldwin home the horse untied its halter,
turned on the electric light in the stable, then made its came to discussing tombstones, and the husband asked :
"My dear, what kind of stone do you suppose they will give
way to the granary and ate its :fill of alfalfa meal.
me when I die?" "Brimstone," was the reply.
Cracksmen tunnelled 150 feet and pierced the concrete
walls of the First National Ba.nk of Oroville, Cal., vault
between closing time Saturday and Monday morning, recently. They obtained $3,700 in silver, but were unable
to blow open a steel safe in which was a much larger
amount of gold and -currency. The base from which the
robbers worked was t}Je cellar of a building occupied only
when lodge meetings were held at night. •

"I thought you were never going to speak to Harold
again as long as 'you lived," said one girl. "I know I said
so," replied the other. "It wasn't my fault tl1at I broke
the resolution." "How did it happen?" "He called me
over the telephone."

Mrs. O'Brien-Sure, a dhrop now an' thin is a comfort;
but aren't ye afraid, Mrs. Hinnessy, ye'll get t~e h_abit?
Mrs. Hennessy-Niver a bit! Me ould man's been dhrinkin'
Atchibald Colquhoun relates that "there is a strong it stiddy these forty years past, an' he's niver got the habit.
prejudice in Nicaragua against bathing, and even washing, while on a journey and for some clays afterward. The
"Mary, will ye look across th' airsbaft now at the pitcher
dust is not washed off the face for some days after arrival, of ice water the Hanrahans have in the windy?" "It ain't
especially if the traveler has come from the tierras cali- ice at all. It's nothing but a chunk of glass. Oh, the
entes (hot country, or lower region), for a too sudden hypockersy of some people that wants to put on style when
opening of the pores of the skin will certainly prod~e they ain't got the price !"
fever, according to popular belief. "The people of Nicaragua, according to Squier, 'are generally scrupulously
The children were telling a visitor what they studied Rt
clean in their persons, except when traveling, and then school. "I," said the oldest, "get reading, spelling a.nd
1
the use of water is prohibited.' "
definitions.'' "And what do you get, my little man?" said
the visitor, addressing the littlest one, who had listened in
Orville Wright has invented an "automatic stabili7.er," a bored way wt1ile the others recited their lists. "Oh, · I
making it possible to learn to fly in twenty minutes, he dets readin', spellin' and spankin."
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own with her powerful pursuer who was still not within
.
·
ra;1ge.
By five o'clock the wind, still freshening, veered a little,
well to the southward, sure sign of a "snifter."
and hunnBy Col. Ralph Fenton.
0
"Aha, the old un'," quoth Black Joe, "is always good
"It's a true yarn, straight as the Gospel," said the oid to his own."
A t sunset the frigate was again hull clown, and the
whaler, "so here goes, boys, and you can chaw it up as
you think roper."
E strena, with three-quarters of a gale on the beam, was
the long hollo,rs of the sea at
throucrh
During the period of the crusade against the slave bn-lancin<T
0
,J
C awav
closely
being
sla,er
per hour.
certain
a
knots
how
fifteen
related,
than
little less
trade, it was
pressed in pursuit by a government vessel, and regarding
·
The night was clear.
cil.pture as inevitable, detennined to destroy all the unBefore midnight the ragged, rocky clusters of Fernando
fortunate captives, which was carried i11to effect by unoronha, with their central, giant, tower-like block of
shackling the cable from one of the bow anchors, pass- bn att-misnamed the Pyramid-rose out of the sea.
ing it around outside the ship, manacling the negroes to
Around them, with well .filled sails, flew the sleepless
it by their handcuffs, unshackling it once more, and then, slaver, bent on making the most of his "lucky chance"
when the last possibility of escape had vanished, letting ·go while it lasted-for he knew that with morning the wind
the anchor.
would begin to slacken, and after all, notwithst~nding
Of course, when the naval officer went aboard of the this splendid spurt, his hopes were slight.
slaver, neither slaves nor haudcufl's were discernible, conBound in northward of Calcannar, a region lay before
sequently no grounds for a seizure, and the cruiser was him over which the tradef', never blowing home at best,
effectually baffled.
wer; unusually feeble, and often interrupted with calms
'l'his manifest absurditv found credence everywhere, and and baffling off shore breezes.
if a nautical critic vent;,_recl 'to poi11t out tl;e utter imHere the superiority of steam would tell, and, although
probability of the whole statement, his voice was drowned the stern hunter who had found l1is track might be thrown
in a storm' of vituperation, and shouts of "pro-slavery." off for the present, perhaps by continued dodging, even
The real story was never told yet. I propose now to tell then, when he should close in with the coast, he wduld be
it.
almost sure to find the grim war dog ahead and prepared
8tcam had been put on the track of the fleet E strena, to intercept him.
As N"oronah's tow er fell more and more eastward the
commanded by a. well-known slave-trader commonly called
set.
moon
Black Jack.
the g-ale began to lose its freshness and the long
'l'hen·
wesi
degrees
30
She had ma.de the passage to about
longitude, however, without any unusual risk, and with roll of the sea to go clown.
In the few hours of darkness that ensued the wind
her cargo of six hundred, as our authority carefully stated,
"in most superlative condition-ever y man of it good for Yeered back to its normal direction, lulled away to a foura round thousand," when one morning a sail was made knot ureeze .
'l'hen daylight stole grayly over the fast subsiding waves
astern-an unusual and therefore a startling event for
the rugged islets astern; and lo! but a mile or two
and
.
·
the Estrena.
A cloud of smoke above the stranger soon expl~rned the ahead, a large ship, under easv sail, topgallant sails furled,
mystery, and presently the glasses showed the tnm ham- conrf-es embra il cd, mid a brnad pennon of smoke curling
mock nettings and huge sponsons of a paddle-whee! fl'lg:ate ! out from between lier fore and mainmasts.
Jack saw his way out of the
I ln that moment mack
rising above the horizon.
Ererystitchth eEstren a couldsprc:idwa salreadi·s~and- , d- ~· 1•. tl Hl t bc~c+• 1.11m.
·
I 1111r~c n .ics
· 1
l
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.
1·
he hal'led
· easy 11ai·1 1·11g di' •i::+ance
~
. c,own
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,
"
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.
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th
easily domg nrn c.
seven knots, while the rngale was
'
"
r0
ll C1l
, ...1
e. new-con1er,
I1e s1aver
.
·d.ibons,
'
fish
t
l
f
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tl
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con
favoraole
most
the
under
But,
.
) u er o 11er as
trnrnr ou · ie 11
- ,, ..
,
·
fit bl dodcre and who ever
d
.
.
·Tl
ran her fog-lme well out among the teens, wl11le che
0
1
rsc '~ proh \ ~or th:t' any day p
t ie S a\;r
hea,y man-of-war, under a full head, anrl \'"ith ali ·her
twi· ,Kli'ncr and Black
wasnb ond ~n
a
Rpoutc~meIIa
a
and
ten
or
camas doing its best, would not exceed ten
,
n
. er cap am came a. oar m a.
0
. , Jack opened negotiations with him for a transfer of his
..
.
.
ha!f· ,.
'v\ md, a snortrng breeze, and bu.t-end foremost, if :,e aro·o forthwith and the .r cw Bedlorder proved agree'
like" bellowed Black Jack, who stood near the spanker- c . ..,
.
able.
b '
A charter-party was immediately filled out, and duly
oom.
"For a land-breeze, the wild one prayed, who nerer prayed witnessed by the mates, by tlie terms of which the whaler
bound him elf for, and in consideration of the sum of
before,
And when it ca.me not at his call, he bit his lip and tweniv-five thousanrl dollar , and one anchor with seventyfh·e -f~thoms of cable thereto attached, to deliver, sound
swore."
in bocly and 'limb, and in good condition as when reIt did come, however, though tardily .
As the afternoon wore on, the steady trades freshened, ceivecl, the cargo of the said bark Estrena, to her conwhile the slaver's vast spread of canvas bellied it as it signee or consignees in Para, he or they paying freight
strove to make room for more, and she began to hold her for the same, etc., with all possible expedition.
THE SLAVER'S RUSB.
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The whal er had lost her working anchor at her last
road stca t1, lw\1c-e the da usc anent the ground-tac-kle alluded t o abo,e.
T he sea was smooth in th e extreme, and although t he
trades still prevailed moderate]y t here was nothing to preYent t il e two \'cssc ls from hei11g laid together, "yard-arm
and ya rd-arm,'' and the "cargo" had nothing to do but
walk itself from one deck to t he other.
At t he same instant-and to save the time that would
have been otherwise expended in getting up one of her
spare anchors from below-the Eslrena's best bower, which
was just the weight to make a small bower for the hea.vi er
whal esh ip, was whipped across from t he one cat-head to
the otlier by the cat-blocks, while th e chain was unshackled
a:t!ll roused across the two rails and upon t he spouter 's
deck in a twinkling ; then lashings were cast off, and the
two , essels sepa rted-the one to prosecute her new under taking to a successful fulfill ment and the other to abandon the course hitherto pursued , and take the "back track"
to Africa.
By noon the Estrena had repassed t he tower of basalt,
standing close-hauled, and heading south-easterly; when
lo! on her weather beam, appeared, once more, the policeman of the seas.
" Give her twenty shillings' worth o' spanker sheet,"
growled Black ,Jack, to his executive. "We' ve no need to
fear the frigate any longer, but I waut to make sure t hat
he don't sight the whaler, and so smoke the t rick ."
1'he . panker sheet was cased off accordingly, weather
braces checked in, ancl away flew the E strena on her best
point of sailing, far to t he southward, foll owed hard,
under all press of sail an d steam, by the war beagle, giving " sonorous tongue" from his heavy bow-chasers as they
went.
Five o'clock came ere the frigate had got with in range,
by whi ch time, of course, their distance from the whaler
-allowing for her progress to t he westward meanwhile·
-must have been above a hundred miles.
Then the Estrena hove to, and allowed the pursuer to
come up .
F orthwith a boat came alongside.
"What vessel is this ?" demanded the. man-of-war
offtcer.
1
"The Brazilian whaler E strena," was t he reply, " bound
on a cruise for sperm."
"Indeed," rejoin ed the officer; "and who ever heard of
a Brazilian whaler be:j'ore? Come-come, Captain Black
Jack, we know you well enough. Where are your woolly
heads?"
"Well, sir, if you won't believe me, search, and if you
find any, call m e a slaver, and take me in."
Of course the search was fruitless, and the disappointed
official returned to report accordingly. As the Estrena
filled away, t he commander of the frigate appeared at his
gangway.
"You rascal," he shouted; "it's my belief you've drowned
you r niggers, and that you are now going back for another
lot ."
"Perhaps so," was the impudent response, "but re-

member you've got to catch me at it."
And 80 they parled.

...,,

But tl,r ma11-o'-1rnr enptnin\ at-a-lo. s-w1rnt-to-make-ofit "XJJI·c•,.;~ion was c-lmPlccl b,· some of his marines with the
co11~picuo11s al.J:,;em·e iif the·. laver', best bower; and their
theory afterwards elaborated by some sensationalist into
that story 0£ sernling a w!toie c·argo of slave~ to the
bottom by means of !he cable and auchor .
RESTOCKI NG

RAKGES \rIT H ELK

Butte hunters are watching with considerable interest
the efforts of sportsmen throughout the State tq restock
the ranges with elk. Capt. ]). (fay Stivers of Butte,
Mont., has been particularly active in this regard and
has made application through the game warden's office
fo r three cars 0£ elk, that is about 120 head, to stock t he
ranges in the vicinity 0£ · Rock Creek, near Bonita and
near Georgetown. The work of distributing the elk at
the latter place will probably devolve upon General Mai,ager E . P. Mathewson of the Washoe smelter at Anaconda,
who is himself a.n ardent sportsman . It is planned to
place one carload, about forty-one head, near Bonita, ancl
two cars near Georgcto\rn.
Later in all probability Capt. Stivers will make an
effort to get some elk to stock the range in the vicinity of
Moose Creek or north of Butte. Since the elk can not be
trappecl until the snow gets deep, in all probability no
move will !Jc taken toward stocking the ranges until ,Tar,narv or l!'ebrnary. J~lk nrc protec-tPcl until 1919 b:v law
in all countries to which it is propo,;cd to ship them. Sinl:e
the railroads are now carrying fish fr:v and egg. free, it
is ver y probable that some similar concession will be made
with reference to the shipment of elk.
Coloraclo gukh and the Himini rounty west of H elena
are to be rei:;tocked with elk. Thank for the restocking
are due Conrad Schimpf, a clerk in the Holter lrnrdware
store, who unostentatiously concluetccl a campaign fo r
fun ds until he now has nearly enongl1 monc,v raised to
defray the cost of trapping and ~hipping iwo earlcmds.
When the ~mall balance remaining· i~ RPcurccl ;ifr. Sr·IIimpf
wi ll make application thro11giI tlw game r. :11·th1 ':s departmcnt for two carloads.
Y ears ago elk roamed thE' region which }Ir. Schimpf is
de irous of havi11g restocked. There st ill remain a fe w
elk. 'l'ho1w:h a llumbc,· of c-omn111nitit•s in the Stal, hn.\e
been restock ing their lrnnting \{ro1111cls for se\·cral years
11rith elk trappecl in the Yellowstone Xational Purk, no
action looking towarcl that encl wai:; taken here nnlil M r.
Schimpf got bus:v. under an ad passed la,t winter b.v
the legislature el k are proiPdccl. among other t'Om1tic~.
in Lewis and rlark and lh,· !'a:-tPrn Jillrlio11 oC Powell
u11til 1918.
'l'he little town of Craig, in Lewi~ anrl C'la.rk eounty,
and its nearby neighbor, Cascade, have ra iscrl funds for a
carload of elk earl1 . Lewistown alld Hobson, in Pergus
t;Ounty, have ra.ised mone_, to re:;tock the rai;p-e, with elk.
'l' he game warden's department is awa.iting a reply
from the K orthern Pacific for permission lo get np three
stock cars especially for the hipm(•nt of elk. 1 r the request is granted the risk of shipping will I.Je greatly reduced.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
An ingenious mechanic in Flathush, Brooklyn, in a
section where burglars are frequent, has in vented a novel
burglar alarm. It consists of a pistol and a bell, actuated
by mechanism under the floor. As the intruder steps inside the door he treads on a platfonn, wh ich sinks just
sufficiently to start the alarm. 'l'he pistol goes off and
shoots the intruder, while the bell rings until stoppetl by
one who understands the device.
Mayor Claude D. Walters, 6.f }farion, Ohio, struck on
a novel method for punishing E. D . Brant, charged with'
stealing eggs. Irn:tead of giving the pri soner a. workhouse
sentence, the mayor orclered Brant larked up in the city
prison and to be given notb ing to eat but eggs. When he
was released he was so sick of eggs that he says they will
be no temptation in the future. The sight or a hen gives
him i.he stomach ache, he sayis.

average Rpeecl of over two miles a minute. This recordbreaking flight was made at midday, a time usually
avoided by airmen, and in a Deperdussin machine in
which the wings had been cut down considerably to reduce the resistance of the air. The airman kept low
throughout the flight 1 passing over the stands at a height
of about :-35 feet. AfteT the race was over, the airman
L1escribed the flight as being painful work, owing to the
pressure of the wind against his face .
The an11nal report of Postmaster Edward M. Morgan
of Xew York. which corers only the boroughs of Manhattan a.ncl the Bronx, shows the gross receipts for the year
1913 to have been $30,002,089 .29 . This was an increase
of 16.40 per cent, or $4,25'.1,,856.29 more · than the gross
f:or 191.2, which was $2,i,74l',233. The big increase wa&
mainlY cine to the parcel post· , ervice, which was installed
on Jan11ar_v L 1913. The gros· rece ipts for December
were ,:\3,0il,180.95, an increase or $590,426.33, or 23.90
per cent oYcr the i11comc for the same month in 1912.
[)ming the qnarler enckcl December 31. the gross receipts
nmonutccl to *8,4:1·,,626.03, ~n incrca,:c of 18.50 per cent
over the recC'ipts for the la. t qnartcr of 1912, ,which
nmom1tcd to *7,1!)8,.i16.13.

A contemporary has estimated that since i.he average
le11gth of a railroad journey in this country is 34 miles.,
and a passenger may take 2,275.122 snch journeys with
only one rhanr-c of' being killrd, it would take him, a,t two
trips per day, :3, 792 Years to rnn the foll gamut of risk.
'l'hat is to s~~, if the one fa1al accident lrnppenecl to him
in the preseJJt year, it would hare been necessary for him
to start hi$ railroad traveling, at two trips per clay, in
Germany is now lhc richest country in Enrope, with an
ihe year J879 B. C. 1t mm:t be borne in m incl, ho,r crcr, aggregate wcnlth of abont $74,000,000,000. Such are the
that he might be ki lled on his very fir t trip .
conclusion,; or Doetor Karl U cl fl'crich, a director of the
Deutsche Ra11k, and one of the most eminent financial
John C'lanrcv, :rn elevator man, who was kil lccl at authorities of Germany. He finds tha.t the national
Chicago, January 3d, by a I.all down the shaft in the wralth of Germany is greater than that of Great Britain
l llrnoi Crntral Railwav station, was a famous jockey in or France, fl>' estimated bv the economists of those counEngla.nd an<l rode t,;vo Drrlw winners, according to his tries, although the latter hal'e a greater wealth per head,
widow. vlrs. Clanc;v sa id her lrn~ha.nd rocle ~fancy 'l'ill, owi1.1g to their smaller populations. He estimates 4'the
enterrd by the J>ri 1we of "\Yalcs, to victory, and repeated wealth of the average German at between $1,074 and
by winning the next ~·ear's Dcrhv. She saill tha.t lie en- $1,190, compared 1,ith au English estimate of $1,214 ,for
listed in the British nrmy after he got too heavy to ride, England, and a J!'rench estimate for France of $1,405, and
and saw serviee in India, Africa a.ncl Australia. Clancy •.vith the estimate of the census bureau for the United
wa,; about sixty years old .
States of $1,310 . In earning or income capacity, howc-vcr, the a rerage German lies between the Englishman
The 'Republic of Liberia was founded in 1820 by the and the Frenchman, the German income being estimated
American Colonization Society, w1. ich was established by ·it $12 'f, the French-by the F rench authority-at $122,
Hem:y Clay in 1816. 'l'hc capitd of the republic, Mon- ,vl1ile the Briton is far in the lead with an income of
rovia, ,rnf; ~o named in honor of ,J a111es :Monroe, P re~i- ~Hl-:1: . On e of the mo~t str iking features of Doctor Helffedent or the United States at tl1e time the republic wa. riC'h's calculations, however, is. the trcmendol1 s growth in
founclcd . 1\1ai1_,· blnek were tnk n over from thi~ country, ,lie earning capa(·itv of the German people, which may
with the id ea that, having become c;irili'7-cd co a certain ,0011 bring i lie nation to the same position of financial
extent here, i.llG>. woulll ad a. valuable assistants to the preclomi11aX)cc in Europe as it now possesses in military ,
natiYes in the: work or managing the fortunes of the new uower. He C'stirnates the annual income of the German
state. Liberia !ins Jl\'l'Cr prospered an<l is a.t the prese11t nation about 1f;95 at between $5,250,000,000 to $6,000,'!00,000 : ,it present, 18 years h1.ter, it has grown, he estitime "in the hands of a rccei l'cr," so to speak.
mates, to $9,524,000,000, and he claims that if the annual
'l'he winner in tlie international flying contest held a.t savings of the people and the latent gli.owth of land and
t he Bcthcny aerodrome at Rheims, Jl,rance, flew over the other values be combi ned, a total addition to the national
· course of 12-b.27 miles in 39 minutes 49 seconds, or at an wealth of about $2,380,000,000 is registered ev~ry year.
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INTERES'I..ING ARTICLES
BRITISH PLAN NEW TUNNEL.
The scheme for a tunnel under the English Channel to
France is still in the air but another tunnel project is
now attractiug interest. This one, which is proposed to
be constrncted under the Solent connectino- the Isle of
Wio·ht witi1 the mainland offer: no seriou: eno-ineerinrr
difiiculty, and it is estimated it can be completed for les~
tlian $3,000,000. Th.is tunnel would really be very advantao-eous as in bad weather the island is practically
isolat:d fr~m the rest of England.
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THE COST OF THE CANAL.
With the Panama Canal practically complete, it is now
possible to secure some accurate information concerning
the cost of this gi ga ntic enterprise. The total cost to the
U nitecl States will approximate $375,000,000, says the
American Boy.
Lesseps, tbe Frenchman who dug the Suez Canal, estimated in 1879 that a tide-level canal 28 feet deep would
cost only $11!,000,000. This was to iuclude a ship canal
through the mountains, which were supposed to exist, and
the entire work was to be finished in eight years. Lesseps l1ad gained a tremen'dous reputation from his success
with the Suez ditch; but there the task was simply to
dig through level sand. The Frenchman found conditions
far different at tlie . Isthmus of Panama, and in 1887 he
had shifted his estimates to $351,000,000, and twenty
years, for a fifteen-foot lock canal. By the end of 1888
nearly $400,000,000 had been ~pent, and the work was
only two-fifths done.
Early American estimates placed the cost of completing
the canal at about $145,000,000. 'l'he canal as now completed, is vastly deeper, more commodious _a nd substantial
than ever was dreamed of at the start. Considering the
enlargement of plan, the cost bas been far from excessive.
The thorough-going efficiency of those in charge of the
construction resulted in real economies.

LONG-DIST ANOE RIDING.
Gen. Miles in 1903 in order to demonstrate that at the
age of his retirement from the army, 64 years, he was
still active and in goorl physical condition rode from Fort
Sill to Fort Reno, a distance of ninety miles, in nine hours
and ten minutes and reviewed the troops there forty minutes later, and Col. Roosevelt rode ninety-eight miles in
about twenty hours. These feats are not to be compared

Iv,,:ith

records made by professional or specially trained
nders.
About twenty years ago the German Emperor despatched
200 ofiice~·s on a. ride from Berlin to Vienna, a clistan?e
of 320 miles, which was covered by the first horsemen m
a little less than three days. This ride had for its purpose the te~t o! endurance of different breeds of horses as
well as their rulers._ In the contest_ there were thoroughbrcds, natne I'russian arnl Hungarian horses and pomes
from the Transylvauia uplands .. The roads over which
they rode, although over rnountrunous country, were per~ ·1
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t wen t y- f'·our m1-1es of roa d, tl1en ro d e bac k t o th en
· s t·art ing point. In all they C'overed 192 miles on horseback and
on foot in a period of thirty-six hours.
Feats of hard riding by American cavalrymen are not
lacking. It is recorded that in 1879 several troopers rode
170 miles in less than twenty-four hours,· and in 1891
troopers of the English Cavalry ro<le with despatches 110
miles in twenty hours. ..In 1876 Col. Lawton with
despatches to Gen. Crook rode from Red Cloud agency to
Sidney Station, 125 miles, in twenty-six hours.
In the days of the pony express many wonderful, long
rides were made by those engaged in carrying the mails
through dangerous country. William F. Cody, Buffalo
Bill, made a round trip of 384 miles without stops, except
to change horses and to partake of one meal. It is recorded that Robert H. Haslam, Pony Bob, rode 380 miles
at one stretch. When the pony express ceased to exist
Haslam became a Wells Fargo messenger, riding 100 miles
every twenty-four hours, being ten hours on the road.
Jack Keetley, a pony express rider, is credited with 340
miles in thirty-one hours, and Jim Moore, another rider
is said to have covered 280 miles in fourteen hours and
forty-six minutes.
Among the professionals Leon, a Mexican, rode 500
miles in less than fifty hours. J. Powers rode 150 miles
in San Francisco, in 1858, in six hours and forty-three
minutes. N. H. Mowry did 300 miles on the San Francisco race course in fourteen hours and nine minutes.
Some of these professional riders changed horses while
at a gallop, jumping onto the fresh horse from the ground,
which makes their feats more remarkable as exhibitions of
endurance.
To go baqk to 1745, Cowper Thornh.ill, an innkeeper
of Stilton, in England, rode 213 miles in twelve hours
and seventeen minutes, to win a wager of 500 guineas.
And in the time of Queen Elizabeth it is recorded that
when she died Robert r Cary carried the news to her successor, James VI of Scotland, at Edinburgh, covering
the distance of 400 miles in three days.

ff'CR POWOJ!:R.
t,ee ,vhlz ! What t,rn
you can have wllh
this stuff. Moisten the
tip of your liuger, tap
It on the conteuls or
the box, and a little
bit will stick. Tlteu
with
hands
shake
your friend, or drop
a speck down his
back. ln a minute he
will feei as if be hnd
the seven years" itch.
It \I rn wake him scratch, rear, squirm and
make taces. .i:lut it is perfectly harmless, as
it is made from the seeds of wild roses. The
hon,ble itch siops in a few minutes, or can
be checked immediately by rubbing the spot
with a wet cloth. While it ls working, you
will he apt to laugh your suspeuder buttons
Price 10 cents a
oft:. The b,•st joke of all.
box, hy ma II, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

GOOD LUCK BA.NKS.
Ornamental as wel! a.a useful.
Made o! Jidghly nlokeled bra••·
:/i1!d.01 rl1.i j,u 3!.n~ 0Tts!?i~~l9.r.Re!~~~
z-eft11ed. C'a.n roe used
lcc1,ed
a,_ .a. watcherb.ttrxn. Money refuJ'ldPrlce, l()c.
ed If not saU•fted,
l:l:r Illlall.

Sure .Fire
Accuracy

Penetration

The \\'orld"al
Record Holders
I

Remington• UMC .22 cal.
eartridges have broken
two records in two years.

!

The present world's 100-~hot gallery record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22's.
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting -records.
Remington-UMC .22's are made, too, with hollow point bullet1,
Thi, increases their shocking and killing power.

un-Z

Ceut,.- St., B'klyu. N. Y.

I
1

Remington- UMC-'the perfect ahootiq combinatloa

8l'lllSlll1:ZING POWDER.

,h';~c ffi~at~•t a~!i1m:::,ru:,

1EMINGTON ARMS•UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,

o! this JJOWder. wt-1.en blown

ca.u11e
will
room,
1n ,
everyt,nct to &neeza wit!i.-\out
anyone know1in:- whe-re it
comes !rom. It ta ve ry light, wttl fl•at in tlt.o
atr !or seme. t-ime, and ,enetra.io over:v nook
and cQr.ner o.t o. room. It is porfe,ctUy ll.arm.,.
less. Ca.•, noo to pu t U]!) In bottle•, and one
bii>ttle containn enou~h te be used fnua 10 te
l i times. ?rice, by maJl, .LOc. each; a tor Z5a.
WOLFF NOVELT1/ CO., 29 \V. 18th lit., N. L
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bones

hole

In

trt!~X:

In
a

pipe-sr-,·1u, tha lead in a pen ...

etc.

;;: cit.

"fhe

principle on

which tt is operated cannot
be dlecJoaed here. but 1t will afford no end of
~

tun fol' any poraon who hau one. 'rrtce. 15
cent• ea.ct .., by r-1.il, po!lltl)aW..
JI. F. 1,A..,u. 1815 (;cut,., St .• B 'klyu, N. Y.

TH1!: S\VlJ\t ftfilsO Flllll
Here ts &. fine mechanlc,i'
t oy. It ts an Imitation goldfl.sh, about ·H2 inches long.
arid contains a wat':!:r-tte-ht
comparur1ent which will not
allow it to sJnk. To kt;&p it
tn a. natural position, the lower 11.n ta ballasted
1'0 n1a.:k e tt wor.K, a sprin1., la
with lead.
wound up. You th en throw tt in the water,
and the machinery Insi de caugcs thu tail to
wiggle. and propel it in t~ie most Ufelflce man·
When It ru nfl down the f1sh floats until
ner.
lt ta re coveretl, and 1t e;an then be rewound.
Races betw een two of these fl~het are ve ry
1ntereatln~. Price. 26 cents each by mail, POiit·
paid
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TRICK
-"'

JS

the

!unntest

trick e\·er exhibited and
alw:.i.ys produces roaJ!, ot
~~u~~~~r. to ~i~ ~~x;l~;:n~;
tn at he requ'res sume
,,. eggs for one of hu ~xAs no specpenm.,.nts.

'!fl
;f

I

call• h!s as•l;;;ant, t!~~orlrn,';ari!es,o:n:i t~!
head, he gaga, and an egg- comes out of hi•
Thls is l'i:peatel! until six eggs are
mouth.
produced. Jt ia an easy trick to perform, once
you know how, and always mn.lfes a hit. Dl?'ections given tor working 1t. PrJ.ce, 20 centa
by mail, pris tpald.
H. t·. I. A;>;<,, ISi;, CPntrr St.. B'klyu, N. Y.

CARTER AEROPLANE No. 1.
Will fly on a norlzontal
l!ne 160 feet! ' can be flown
Jn the hou.se, and will not
injure lteelf nor anything
tn the room. The most p e rfect little aeroplane made,
Tho motive po,ver is furnished by twisted rubber
bands contained wlthln the
tubular body of the maIt Is actuated by
ch tne.
a propeller at e:1.ch end revolYi:1g in opposite
dlrectlonn. Variation in height may be obtain ed by rr1oving tho 1,Ianes ancl the balance
w~lght. It cun bn made to lly either to tlla
r!gnt or the left by moving the 1)3.lnnce slde,;.-.~ia~ before it is released f0r i1~ght. Price.
1Vir~. each , c1~l1vm·nl~

a, Jf, LA.'iG, liiUi Ce.utr.. St., B'kl1·.u, bi. l'..

WIDSTLEPJIONE
This fa one ot t h e j
i n:musical
greatest
BtfUn'lents OVer fnventm~~alls ~~dis e~f~b~~

~1·

ln yislble when In use.
With It, ln a few mot
f~en l>~~yyo~ll ctind~ea~f
·
t t
I t
s •
t
1
~~~e:,nfoo~~Y~:
a~ds n~ake
y~~~
tor either song or piano acco1npaniment or
You place the whistlephone
by Jtt,:telf alone.
in the mouth with half circle out, place end
of tongue to rounded part and blow gently
as If to cool the lips. A few trials will enable one to play any tune or air.
Price 6 cents , ..ch by man, post-paid
WOLI ,.., NOVELTY CO .. 2:) W. 26th St •• N. Y.

X-lU,Y WONU'EB
This I• a wonde•7•11 llttle
optlel Uluaion. 1n u~e. you
apparently

ftt l1•i1lto1•UIIC·c.., aakt a lid

299 llraadnr, New Yorl t1!t

MONEY!'/,'!~·=~~lllln'!f,~,1
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tnake '•111 ~u
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LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME

j

u:om~

Ventriloquist Double Throne -, . ·

Fitsroofofmouthoalway1inviaible:sreateat
thing yet. A&tonial\ and myatiiy your friends..

l:::.~!~?b~~;:t:,1
~k!"s!1~~!!~~::d~;;~!~:
.thofieldan.dforeat.
Loadaoffun. Wonder•
ful invention. Thousands aold. Price: onlt
10 cent•: 4 for 25 cent•. or 1l for !5(1 cents.
Double Thro.it Co.Dpt. I( Frenchtown,N.A

j
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PIGGY IN A COFFIN.
This is a wicked pig that
BOUGH RIDER DISO PISTOLS.
died at an early age, and here
he is in his coffin ready for
Made ot nicely coJ,.
burial. There will be a great
ored wood 6 lo, Inch el
many mourners at his funeral,
The power tt
Jong.
for this coffin, pretty as it
furnished by rubbei
Jooks. is very trtcltY, . and the man who gets r
Ten dlsca ot
bands.
Jt open will feel real grief. The comn ts made
cardboard w,th ea.ch
of m.etal, perfectly shaped and beautifully
~~~\~&.l~.rlce, 80. each.
lMcquered. The trick is to open it to see thE'
ptg. 'l'he man that :tries it gets his fingers · WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. "S.
and feelings hurt, aud piggy comes out to
tp'U nt at bis victims. Tli6 ,•qbular end of the
cctHn, which everyone (In trying to open)
MARBLE VASE.
,>resses Inward, contains a needle wh!cn stab•
A clever and puzzling etrect,
the victim in his thumb or finger every time.
easy to do; the apparatus can
5
19
he minutely examined. Effect:
r/\~nla~= ~p:~~d aea:~v
A marble can be mo.de to pas:e
the secret, and as a neat catch-joke to save
!rom the hand Into tne closP.d
yourself from a bore is unsurpassed. Price,
vase. which a moment before
16c.; 3 tor 25c., postpaid; one dozen by exwas ehown empty. Thi• Is a
.
j prees, 75c.
beautiful enamel~ti turned wood vase.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
Price. 20c.
111. V. GALLJ<.A.N, 419 W. 56th llt., N. 'I.
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MICROSCOPE.
By use of this wonde rful little mlcroecope you can magnify a drop ot
stagnant water until you see dozens
ot crawling inSects; is also useful
linen,
for inspecting grain, pork,
~~fie n)~~~~':::e;tthdoe:rti~~~s8.11y T~:
good work as the best microscopes
and Is Invaluable to the household.
Is made of best finished brass; size
when closed lx2½ Inches. Pr!ee, 30c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centr<' ~ n'klyn, N Y.

/

GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
It consist,- ot three horsetogethw
fastened
shoes
Only a very clever persoi
can tak~ otr •be •clo.ae4
horseshoe from the twi
linked horseshoes. But I(
can be dooe 1n a moment when th'e .secret It
knvwn. Price, by mail. 10c. each.
H. F. L.Ul'G, 1815 Centre· St., B'klyu, N. I
BLACK-EYE JOKE.
New and amusing joker. 'I'h4
victim Is told to hold the tub,
close to hts eye 110 aa to exclud,
all Ugh t trom the back, and the1
to remove the tube until ptctur~
appear In the center. In tryln1
to locate the pictures he w!ll re,
ceive the finest black-eye you eve1
saw. We furnish a small box ol
blackening preparation with eacb
tube, so the joke can be used In•
definitely. Those not In the trick
wlll be caught every time. Abso•
Price by mall ll!c. each;
~u~~~ J~~nnless.
2

SLIDE THE PENCIL.
The pencil tnat keepa them
Made ot wood and
guessing.
lead just like an ordinary pencil, but when your victim starts
to write with It-presto! the
It Is so conlead disappears.
·structed that the slightest pressure on the pap.er mak.ea the
lead slide Into the .wood. Very
tunny and a pr,<ct!cal joke.
Price, 10c. each by mail, postpaid; S tor 2lic.
H. F, LANG, 1816 ()eutre St., B'kl)'ll, N. Y. 1 WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, %.

Look!

A CRAND
PREMIUM

Look!

One of these fine watches FREE to anyone sending us

One-1 year's subscription at • •
Two-6 months' subscriptions at •
Four-3 months' subsaiptions at

$2.50
}.25 each

0.65 each

For either of the :following: "Moving Picture
Stories," "Happy Days," "Wild West Weekly," "Fame
and Fortune Weekly," "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Secret Service," "Work and Win," or ''Pluck and Luclc."
There ia only one condition--eend ua the mo1tey and
we will send you the watch, and any one of the above
publicatioll8 for the period subscribed for.

Description of the Watch
, It is American-made, open face, stem wind and set, a.nd will run from 30 to 36 hou rs with one winding.
The movement is the same size as an expensive railroad timepiece, absolutely accurate, and each one is guaranteed. The cases are made in Gold Plate, Polished Nick.el, Gllll-metal with Gilt center and plain Gun-metal.
The design on the back ease ia a fancy engra.ved acroll.

Send in Your Subscriptions Now to

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 West 23d St., N. Y.
DEVILINE'S WHISTLE.
N ickel plat ed and
proit
poltshed;
duces a n ear-pierclarce
sound:
inc
illust ration
aeller:
Price,
actua.l atze.
12c. by mall.
WOL FF N OVEL'f Y CO., 29 W. 26t h St., N . Y.

VANISHING CIGA.B.
Thia cigar la made In
exact 1mttation ot a good
one. It I• held by a rub·
ber cord which, with tho
attached oatety p in , la
fastened en the Inside of
the sleeve. When ottered
to a t1rlend, a• It lo about t.o be taken, It will
tn•tantly 'dtaappear.
Price, lOe. ea.ch by mall, poatp&l4.,
C. BEHR, 158 W. 62d St., Now York Clt7.

THE INK BLO'r JOKER,
Fool Your Friend•,
- Th e greate s t novelty of th e ,age! H ave
a. joke which me.kH
I a. u g h •
e1'erybody
More t u n than any
that
other novelty
hae been shown ln year1. Place it on a desk,
tablecloth, o:t a.ny -piece ot furniture, a s shown
tn the a.bove cut , near some valu a ble p a p ers.
or on ftne wear}'•Jg appare l. Watch t he ro•ultl Ob, Gee! Price, 15c. e s.ch, p ostpaid.
C. .BE HB. l f>0 W . 6 2d St., N ew ¥ork Ci ty

THE FLUTOPBONE.
I

s ·rAB AND CRESOEKT
PUZZLE.
The puzzle la to oep&•
rate the one s tar from
the linked otar e.nd crea·
• cent without using force.
Price by mall, postpaid
10e,; 3 tor 25c.
WO LFF NOVELTY 00..
28 \V. 26th St., N. Y.

SPRING TOPS
Something new tor tho
A t op y ou ca.n
b oya.
eptn without a atrln&',
This 1s a d ecided n ovIt ta ot larg&
e l t y.
aize, made ot braes, and
ha.a a heavy balan ce
The shank conrim.
t&l n s a powerfu l spring
T h e top ot t he
and ha• an outer ca sJng.
uhank bas a mille d edge for wtudt n g 1t up,
When wound, y ou mer e ly 11f t the outer casing, and the to p spins at such a rapid speed
that the balance ri m k eeps It. goi n g a lo ng
time. Without d ou bt t he han dsom e s t an d
bHt top in t he m a r ke t.
Price 12 cents each, by me.ii, p ost-paid
IL F, LANG. 18111 Centre St., B'kl7a, N, Y.

+

A n ew mua!cal In·
1trument, produc ing t h e
aweeteat dulcet tone• ot
The upper
the flute.
part of the Instrument
la pla.ced In the mouth,
th e lips oovertng the
openinge in the c entre.
T he n by blowtnc ge ntly
µ po n it you can play
a.n y tune d e elred as easil y as wh1stl1ng. But
little practi ce is req,utre d to be com e a finished
playe r. It le m a de entirely of metal, and will
last a littin1~. We w ill send t u ll instr Uctions
wi th each i nstrument.
Price 8 c ents, b7 matl, po• tpaid.
A. A . W ~FORD, 16 H e.rt St., Brook lyn, N. Y.

THE AUTOPHONE.
A amall musical lnstru•
ment that produces very
1weet mu1Jca.l n otea by
placing It b et w een the llpo
with tho to ngue over the
ed&'e, and blowing &:'ently
Into the In strument. T he
notes produced are not
un11ke thos e of the tlt<>
a n d flute . We s e n d lull
prin ted I n s t r u c t i o n s
_wh ere by a.nyone can pl a y
an yt h ing they can hum, w hist l e or si n g , wit h
very l1ttle p ractice. P ri ce, l0c.; 3 for 26c.,
malled, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 160 W. 62d St., New York City.

City

JAPANESE TWIRLER.
A wonder ful Imported paper
By a s i mple manipunovelty.
lation of t h e wooden handles a
n um b er ot beautttul tlgurea can
b e produced. It take• on 1everal
c o m U in at l o n a of masniftcen,
Price, Ulc., po•tpa.ld.
col ors.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y,
THE GE RMAN OCARINO.
A handsome meta.1 instru•
m ent . mad e in Germany,
but
fr om which peculta,r
sweet music ca.n be produ ced.
Its odd shape, which resembles a torpedo b oat, will attract much e.tten•
tton. W e send instru ctions w ith each inatru:nent, b y t h e aid of which anyone can in a
ohort time play any tune and produce very
aweet music on this odd-looking instrument.
P r ice, 10c. by mall, postpaid,
H . F . LANG, 1815 Centr e St., B'klyn, N . Y.
-

THE PEG JlJMPEB,
v e r y effective
A
J)Ocket tri ck, e as11y
t o b e performe d by
a.ny one. A miniature
paddle ts ohow n. Central holes are drilled through It. A wo oden
peg la In side of the uppor hole. Show ing n ow
both sides of the paddle, the performet cau ses,
by s imply breathing upon It, the pe g to lea v e
the upp er hole, and appear In the middle one.
Then 1t jumps to the lower hole, back to the
middle one, a n d la1tly to the upper hol e.
Both 1ldH ot the paddle are repeated ly shown.
Price by man, lllc.
C. B E HR, 150 W , 62d St., New York City.

ELECTBJO PUSH BU~

TON.-Tbe base ts made ot
maple, and the center piece
of black w jnut, the whole
thing abou,. 11', lnchea In
diameter, with a metal
hook on the back •o the.t
It may be allpped 0Ter edge
of the veat pocket. Expoae
to view your New Electrto
B e ll, when your friend w111
push . the button e xpe cting t o hear It ring.
AB soon as he touch es it, you will see some of
the liveltes t d ancing you ever witnessed. The
Electric Button ts heav11y charged and w111
t11ve a smar t shock when t h e button Is pushed.
Price l0c., by man, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVE LTY CO., 29 W. 26th St,, N. Y.

-

...
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676 Young Wild West"s Big Round-Up; or, The Champion R oper of the

LA TEST ISSUES
1159 Youns Wild West Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of

Crazy Horse.

560 Young Wild West and the Cave Gang; or. Arletta's Desperate
Shot.

1161 Young Wild West Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luci: a Grizzly

1162
'163

664
665

Broug::.t.
Young Wild West Elected a Chief; or1 Arletta and the Papoose.
Young Wild West and ··Stinger JacK"; or, The Bluff That
Wouldn't Work.
Young ·. ." lid West and the 'l'rlcky Trapper, or, Arletta After
Blg Game.
Young Wild West Giving It Straight; or, The horst C,u.op ot All.
Yog~fas':'111t~~s. Gunning tor Gunmen; or, Arletta and the

B. B. Ranch.
577 Young Wild West's Twel ve Shots; or, Arletta an.Ji th~ Raiders.
578 Yoirnb~f~~ West and th e Golden Image; or. Lur , to the Valley

579 Young Wild West Balking a Raid ; or, Arletta's Le\lp for Liberty. ·
580 Yocfifn.:!~~
Hunting in the Sierras; or, Afetta and the

:ee:t

581 Young Wild West and Spider Bill; or, The Man Wlth the Iron
Grip.

582 Young Wild W est Saving the Block House; or, Arletta and the
Allies' Attack.
583 Young Wild West and . the Redskin Traitor; or, The Slege In tbe
Sand Hills.

666
116", Young Wild West Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth a

584 Young Wild W est Holding a Herd; or, Arletta's Fiery Rae.,.
686 Young Wild West and the Ten Cowpunchers; or, Besting a

1168 Young Wild West Baffling Death; or, Arletta and the Chasm.
569 Young Wild West and the Reckless Regulars; ·or, Saving a Company ot Cavalry.
1170 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; or, Arietta and the Actress.
1171 Young Wild West and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching a Cratty

586 Young Wild West Caught in a Cavern; or, Arietta's Slot in

Million.

Cattleman.
1172 Young Wild West at Six-Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
1173 Young Wild West · rrapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and the Secret
Passage.
1174 Young Wild West Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans ot Bowle
Bar.
1175 Young Wild West'• GoTernment Contract; or, Arietta and the Pony
Express.

Bad Bunch.

the Dark.
587 Young Wild West Dividing the Gold; or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
588 Young Wild West After the Trail Thieves ; or, Arietta's Round

Up.
689 Young Wild West and the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old
Hunter's Secret.

69 0 Young ·wild West Racing a Flood; or, Arletta

Shooting the

Rapids.

691 Young Wild West and "Pinto Peter"; or, The :t<·lght at Buckhorn Ranch.

692 Young Wild West Escaping Death; or, Arlettas Fifty Mile
Race.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY .' BACK NUM'BERJ'
ot our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct,

Write out a.nd
ftll In your Order and send it to us with tlie price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mall.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publishei:,

168 West 23d St., New York.

:B<><>~S
No. I
NAPOLEON'S. ORACULUM A.,...._D
DREill BOOK.-Contalnlng the great oracl•
of· human deattny; alao the true meanln& of
alrnoat any k ind of dreams. together with
charma,

ceremonies.

and

curtoua

game•

ot

ca rd • ·
No. 2. HOW TO DO "J:.RICKS.-The great
book of magtc and card tr1cks, containing full
Snatructlon on all the leading ca.rd tri cks of
the day, also the most popular magi cal llluelona as performed by our leading magicians;
every boy ahould obtain a copy ot this book.
No. S.
HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
wiles of flirtation are fully explained by this
Jittl8 book. Besides the various methods or
handk erchief, ran, glove, parasol, window and
hat flirtation, it contains a full list of the
language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4.
HOW TO DANCE la the title of
tbta llttle book. It contains tull tnatructtona
In the art of dancing, etiquette In the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and fuJl
41rectiona tor calling otr. tn all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
f!v~nb~e~~~~ble advice, rules and etiquette to
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
-Givin,: full instructio n tor the uae of dumbllella. Indian clubs. parallel bars. horizontal
bara and various other methods ot developinc
~h~~t':-'!:u!~!.l thy muscle; containing over 1ixty

No. 7." HOW TO KEEP BIBDS.-Handlbmely tlluauateCl and containing full lnatruoUona tor the management and training of the
:~~:i:'p~~~~i~~~-ird, bobolink. blackbird. parNo. 9. HOW TO BECOI\IE A VENTRILO·
QUI8T.-By Harry Kennedy,
Every tntelllsent boy readln&" thla book ot tnatructlon1 can
rnaater the art, and create any amount or tun
tor htmael! and friends.
c1efeon1el0ina~~'!ai~ ~~:";,'vter°\;f;{;

1;;:i-Ji~:

lllu1tratl•n• of cuarda. blows, and the difrerent po1itiona of a good boxer.
Every boy
tbould ob-tatn one or these useful and lnatructlv<t books. aa It will teach you how to box
without an tnatructor.
No. 11. HOW. TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
-A moat complete IJttle book, containing full
41rectlona for writing love-letters, and when
to uae them, gtvtna: specimen letters for
young and old
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-Glvtng complete . Instru ctions for
writing letters to ladies on all subjects; alao
letters of Introduction, notes .and requests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO I'.l'; OR, BOOK OF
For aale b:, all newsdealers, or wlll be 1ent to

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One ot the ~oat
1natruct1ve book• on cooking ever publiahed.
It contains rectpea tor cooking meats. fl.ah,
game, and oysters; alao ples, puddinga, cakel
plete hand-book for making all kinds ot
and all kinda or pastry, and a crand colleo•
candy, fee-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
Uon of recipes.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
No. Sl. HOW TO BECOlllE A SPEAKER.
-One of the brightest and moat . valuable
-Containing fourteen illustrations, giving tbe
ltttle books ever given to the world. Everydifferent position• requisite to become a cood
body wishes to know how to become beautlspeaker, reader and elocutionist.
Also conful. both male and female.
The aecret ta
talnfng gems from all the popul~r author• of
simple, and almost costless.
prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO BEHA VE.--Contalntns
No. 20. HO\V TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENthe rules and etiquette of good society and
ING PARTY.-A complete compendium of
the easiest and most approved method• ot
games. sports, card diversions, comic recltaappearing to good advantage at parties, balla,
tlons, etc., suitable for parlor or drawingthe theatre, church, and Jn the drawing- room.
room entertainment.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY 0-Al\lES.-A comNo 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
plete and useful llttle book, containing th•
moat complete hunting and flshlng gulde ever
rules and regulations of billlards. bagatelle.
published. It contalna full instructions about
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
guna. hunting dogs, traps, trappln,: and fishNo. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
in&', tocether with deacrtptton or game and
-Containing all the leading conundrum• of
nah.
the day, amusing riddles. curious catchea and
1
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.nf:ow TO BECOl\lE YOUR OWN
Heller'• aecond sight explained by hla former
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing uHaaslstant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
ful and practical information in the treatment
:~~~~1:~a~on*J"tshewb~~ C:,~rf~~ ~t~g~~t'::fae: gtl~~
or ordinary dtseases and ailments common to
ing all the code• and ai,:nals.
.
every famlly. Abounding in useful and etreoNo. 28. HOW '1'0 EXPLAIN OREA.MS.tlve recipes tor general complalnta.
Thia little book &"ivea the explanation to all
JfoE~~r
R:i~BI~~-~A p~~l;;
kind.• ef dreams, toe-ether with lucky and
and Instructive book. Handsomely tllustarted.
unlucky daya.
No. 40 _ HOW TO MAI{E AND SET TRAPS.
1
1
1
0
Gi'J!ri:h1fi?.:!!c~~ln~
;;e1.:'s~l~~ ~fter~
:qurr~:1s t~n/t\~~-- m':.1?.";;
wrlttnc to gentlemen on all subjects.
how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated.
Ne. 25 _ HOW 'l'O BECOIIIE A GYMNAST.No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
~;!t,~!~~fc&" s~~~\.1'!.~au;~~01~~icro:xe~~1is~~nd;;~t
l:t~~Kj~~~n~";,l_:'Jn'f.y"° ft:ai.n~!t
.
f
d
N0
t
. I t I
1•
bracing th trty-flve 1lluetratlons.
c~~~f!teenwtt::1o~~- thls :~~e~~~l ~ti~er\~ok.
No. 26 · HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
A BOAT.-Fully lllu• t ra. t ed. Full ina t ructlon1
STUMP SPEAl{ER.-Contalning a varied aaare given tn this little book, together with insortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and,
nd
10
~~;
t~"
~~a~t';;~".'ming
a
riding.
companion
Irish. Also end men's Jokes.
0
No. 27 .. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
-~g;,t!~nin~~~e !?an~!:1°;~1.~rfm!~t~~C!,~:
RECl'l'A'l'IONS.-Containing the most popular
!cal Illusions ever placed before the public.
selections in use, comprising Dutch dialect,
Also tricks with cards, Incantations, etc.
French dialect. Yankee and Irish dialect
No. 44.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALpi eces, together with many standard readlncs.
BUl\1.-A grand co1lect1on of Album Verse•
No. 28 · HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.suitable tor any tlme and occasion; embr&c Everyone 15 deairous or knowing what hta
Ing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment, lj"ufuture life will bring for th · whe th er happiness
mor, Respect, and Con<lolence: .8.Iso Versea
or misery, weal th or poverty. You can tell
Sut'table for Valentines and Weddings.
•
by a glance at this little book.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINNo. 29. HOW TO BECO!llE AN INVENTOR.
~TREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Some-Every boy should know how Inventions origthing new and very Instructive. 1 Every boy
inated. This book explains them all, giving
should obtain thla book. as it contains full
examples tn electricity, hydraulics, magnetinstructions tor organizing an amateur min!•m . optics. pneumatlca. mechanics. etc.
atrel troupe.
auy address on receipt or price, 10 eta. per aop:,, or 8 tor 2:; cts .• In money or postage stamp1, bJ·
t:'l'IQUE'l"l'K-1t ia a great llfe secret, and
one that every young man desires to know all
about. There's happiness in it.
No. 14. HOW TO l\lAKE CANDY.-A com-
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168 West 23d St., New York.

